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WALKOUT

Suagestion Is Made That
the Public "".yground in
'

New Mev
ened in

"There Has Been a Full and Frank Discussion of the Situation," Says a Statement
Given Out by Ben W. Hooper, Chairman;
No Further Meetings Are Planned, Says
Chairman Barton; the Adjournment Final.
Chicago, Oct. 20, (By the Associated Press) .Efforts
"

by the railroad labor board to avert the threatened railroad strike through conferences with heads of the five
unions which have ordered a walkout effective October
30, failed when the meeting adjourned tonight with the
announcement by the board that "whil$ the discussions
were Denenciai no ueumte xesuius wcic uuwuhcu

doubtedly being Investigated
"There has been a full and frank
nt Washington."
discussion of the situation," said
None of the board members
a statement given out by Ben W. would
view
indicate an optlr-.IstiHooper, vice chairman of the o tho day's proceedings.
Some
board. "The labor board and the members were inclined to the view
chiefs
brotherhood
exchanged
even issuance of a strike order
views in a perfectly pleasant way. that
was .tantamount to a violation of
The Interview was beneficial, but a board decision and that the
we cannot say any definite results brotherhoods could properly be
Were obtained. cited to appear before the board
The five union presidents
for a formal determination as to
for their organization head- whether its orders had been defied.
quarters tonight with the an"The board feels it Is much
nouncement that plans for the
informed on the situabetter
proposed strike would go right
tion and we hope some good
ahead.
may yet result from the
"The
adjournment is finol,"
board's Inquiry." said one
Chairman It. M. Barton of the la- , member.
bor roard nnnounced. "We do not
lAbor Chiefs Inflexible.
plan any further conferences with
Board members siid that the
the labor leaders nor do we plan, labor chiefs remained inflexible In
at present, to call in the railroad maintaining that the fight was one
presidents. I cannot say what our for the fife of their organizations.
.

next step might be."
While the board members came
out of the afternoon session smiling and in a jovial mood, they left
the night meeting with solemnfaces and refused (o publicly disruKs the session aside from the
statements by Chairman Barton
and Vice Chalrmnn Hooper.
Nothing Tangible.
Union leaders said the board had
not prosented anything which they
looked on as In any way a tanglblj
, .
proposition.
"It's somebody's move nest."
Paid the head of one of the
larger of the five nrgnnlzii-lion"Whether it's ours, the
hoard's or 1hc roads' I don't
know. I only know Unit the
hoiril brought us liore and
talked for hours without presenting anything wo could
i'Vi-i- i
consider us a compromise. 'The nieclhi'.r was nbso- -,
lutoly without results. We are,
going back to jruir licnilmuir-- .
tors. There Is nothing sehed-- ,
nled Immediately except to go
right ahead with the plans for
'
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May Confer Again.
Members of the board said that
iwhilo the conference
had ended
and no Immediate plans had been
made; it still was possible to hold
further meetings with the labor
men before time for the scheduled
walkout.
board Is determined to
;ngo "The
as far as possible under the
law." one member said, "and
if it Is unable to accomplish
anything, It will be the fault
""of the law, rather than that of
the. board. Wo are satisfied
some governmental agency will
find a solution, as every pos-- ,
siblo angle of the matter is un

Difficulties In the crisis were declared bv tho union men, it was
said, to be the fault of the carriers,
the brotherhood men holding that
man
rail oads had violated the
board's order-- They made It clear,
however, members said, that they
did not consider these violations
lha fnult of the board, but due to
the fact that tho transportation act
.
"Imrl no teeth.
Continual alleged violations of
the. board's orders had convinced
the employes, they were quoted as
enu
saying, that there would Do no railto encroachments on what the
road workers consider their rights.
Prior statements of the brotherhood leaders have repeatedly asserted that the question of working rules, which, they said, they
had been years in working up, was
y
the crux ol the situation,
the connothing was said incent
wage
ference about tho 12 per
reduction, which was the technical
callwas
basis on which the strike
ed, it was learned.
Hoard Will Meet Today.
Members of the board said they
did not consider that the board had
exhausted Its powers and that an
executive session would be held tomorrow when further procedure
would be
W. S. Stone, president of the engineers; W. G. Lee. president qf the
trainmen and W. S. Carter, president of tho firemen, returned to
Cleveland tonight. L. E. Shcppard,
head of the conductors, left for
fpflnr Ranids. Iowa wnlle T. C.
Cashen derarted for Buffalo, head
union.
quarters of the switchmen s of
the
The executive committee
engineers, firemen and of the conThe
In
session.
ductors now are
committees of the other organlza- (Continued on Page Two.)
rrac-ttcall-

det.-rmine-

ULSTER, THE MOST DIFFICULT
PROBLEM FACING IRISH PEACE
CONFERENCE, COMES UP TODAY

(Sperlnl Corrf?
Las Qru c

A(jp to The Journal.)
Oct. 20.
(.

Harding ft

al

Mexico

X,

pal

oil-ye-

rt

Effort Is to Be Made to Induce the Northern
Provinces, While Preserving Their Local
Autonomy, to Become a Part of the State;
Have Resisted All Appeals Thus Far.

bls-ees-

'

-

Left to right: W. G. Lee, W,
The purpose of the great rail
strike which has been called for
October 30 is to prevent, if pos
6ible, a reduction in wages. The
fight, if it comes, will bo engineered by the heads of the great
brotherhoods, three of whom are
shown in the above group,. William
G. iee, president of thu Brotherhood of Hallway Trainmen ; VV. 13.
,

V

If

e

f"

Mr- - "A

S. Carter and . S. Stone.
Carter, president of the Brotherhood ot Locomotive Firemen and
Enginomen and Warren S. Ktone,
of
president of tho Brotherhood
Locomotive Engineer. These men,
of
together with tho presidents
the other two brotherhoods, ace
conferring with the United States
labor board In Chicago in an
to find a way to avert tha
threatened walkout.

RAILROAD STRIKE SITUATION
(BY THK ASSOCIATED PI'.ESS.
ile
Following were Thursday'
Eastern roads advertised for men
velnpments in the railroad strike to fill vacancies which would resituation:
sult frpm a strike.- Central Kailroad
Conferences between labor board of New Jersey received so many
nd presidents xif five union which
ii W'.HioJncerf no more can be
have ordered a walkout adjourned considered,
tho
announcement
the
from
with
American Itanwaymen's associaboard that no definite results were
10,000
members, apobtained and tho union chiefs re tion, with
pealed to railroad woikeis not to
turned to Cleveland,
strike.
Eleven "standard" unions, repreRailroads announced poll of emof the
senting nearly
ployes to ascertain how many will
country's railway workers and remain
ot work iC thero is a strike.
which have voted for, but have hot
New strike vote, ordered among
called a strike, marked time pendlino
craft
Pennwytvania
Bliop
ing conferences between the labor Workers.
.
board end the "Big Five."
Announced that interstate comHoover
announced
Secretary
plans have been completed by his merce commission freight rates
to hay, grain and
department for transportation ot lumber inareregard
imminent.
essentials in case of a rail tio up.
Chairman McCliord, of the interSouthern Railway officials anstate commerce commission, and nounced it was not represented at
Acting Attorney General OofC con- recent Chicago rail executives meetferred with President Harding over ing where plans to seek a new ten
the rail situation.
per cent wage cut were announced.
three-fourt-

CLEW
BLAST

HERRICK

(By Tbe Anaoriated rrrM.)
Paris, Oct. 20 (by the Associated
Press.) A plot by French communists to take retaliatory measures against all American officials
In France In the event of the execution of Succo and Vansetti, convicted in the United States of mur
der, was revealed tonight when It
became known that threats had
been made to blow up the offices of
tho American reparations commission and the passport bureau.
Threatening letters warning ot
reprisals in the event of tho death
of tho two men, were also received
today by the American consul genand th9
eral, A. M. Thackara,
American consuls at Marseilles,
Bordeaux and L.yons. As a result
strong force of police ure guarding the new building near the
Place de LEtollo, oouupled by the
reparations and passport offices,
and also the consulate in the. Rue
dea Jlallens.
The police In Bordeaux, l.yons and Marseilles are
guarding consulate there.
Letters Not Signed.
Letters to the passport and reparations, officials were not signed,
but a letter received by Mr. Thao-kar- a
tonight was signed by the
communist organization in a small
town near Lille. It said retaliawould
be taken
tory measures
agnlnst American citizens in Franc
executed.were
mon
if the
No arrests had been announced
tonight by the French police irt
connection with the explosion of a
Herrick's
bomb in Ambassador
home, and pollco say they have
abandoned the theory of a plot and
believe that the sending of the
bomb was the act of an individual
communist.
Police have discovered the
was
where tho package
mailed. It is located in the workman's quarter.
Herrick received
Ambassador
more letters of protest toforty-si- x
one;
threatening
day, including
in
officials
lives of American
France.
Hclloves a Plot Kxlsts.
The Americans do not accept the
theory of the nolloe; they believe a
widespread plot exists to do serious
harm to Americans. The. latest letter to the ambassador is signed by
and young
the communist-socialicommunist organizations of
and is stamped
with the official seal of these
'
bodies.
Tomorrow Is the day generally
set for carrying out the threats and
and the French
demonstrations,
police are taking precautions to
prevent gatherings near buildings
occupied bv Americans.
Consul General Thackara has
received ten letters, but al couched in mild language, except one.
"A Police Machinal inn."
comThe Journal du Peuple,
munist organ, speaking for the
communists of Paris, dismissed the
attempt on Ambassador Herrick'3
life as "purely and simply a police
machination." It finds too many
the
"inexplicable coincidents" in
astuteaffair, such as "the extremehe
had
ness of the valet, unless
been forewarned."
"The American government has
the habit of doing these things." It
contlnues.r "Such attempts have
often in the last twenty years been
fabricated beyond the Atlantic, to
give pretext for the repression ol
post-offi-
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HIGH SCHOOL WAR IS
BEING EXPERIENCED
BY ILLINOIS TOWN

0L0 TOWN STARS
AND GRAYS WILL

iilEETJT

RODEO

Estancia Cowboys Promise
to Come and Ride in
Benefit Sunday;
Mule Is Feature.
Man-Killi-

ng

R. D Garrett, staging a rodeo at
Barelas park Sunday to mko up
for his losses during the benefit
,

which he put on for the Disabled
Soldiers' league, has been promised
a baseball game between the Grays
and the Old Town Stars. The game
is to bo one of the features of an
afternoon of stirring sports.
Manager Ortiz, of the Stars, has
agreed to donate the services of his
players. Ho told Mr.' Garrett that
the Stars were willing to help out
anyone wholwould come .to town
and.' lose monkey jn tho cause Mr.
Garrett lost it.
Assurance jlias been given that
the Estancia cowboys are coming.
In all, there will be about twenty
'
riders in the show.
One of the features will bo a
mule, which has never
been rltWn. 'There will be strong
competition among the punchers.to
see which can stick longest to the
wily brute.
man-kiUii-

ig

LIFE 'ATtCAPITAL FOR
PEDESTRIANS IS ONE
JUMP AFTER ANOTHER

,

........

A

Demand the Release of Two Men Convicted in Massachusetts
on a Charge of Murder,

THURSDAY'S DEVELOPMENTS IN

-

Wll-lar-

t

SJ4m

ill!

WEATHER

vv

Rte-rh-

ternational aspect and the financial adjustment as between the
obligations of the federal government and the Elephant Butte district.
Beferrlng again to the pronosed
national playground. Mr. Brook
behind
said that the time to
the movemen.t Is now. This could

Communists

Radicals

ja

semi-civi-

HAVE

IN

eral g'
'.rook, president of the
II.
Elephant Butte irrigation district,

he done, he suggested, bv organizing branches of the Southwest
National Turk association in cities
and towns throughout the southwest. The membershln could hs
placed nt n nominal figure, while
others could be enrolled as subscribing members to a budget necessary to carry, on the work of
organizing the association.
In closing Mr. Brook said the
(BY THE ASSOHATKO PKE88.)
t
men In New Mexico and
London, Opt. 20 (by the Assoc!- -, teoa'Wlth the British representa- ated Proas.) The most difficult tlves, have been busy today with adjoining states should be Invited
problem facing the Irish confer their experts concluding their case. to become member of an execuwill. It is un- The Sinn Fein has maintained its tive committee to the end that the
encethat of Ulster tomorrow
beto
determination not to agree to en- plan will 'be properly-presentederstood, come tip
'
ter the British commonwealth un- the public.
fore the full conference.
Sinn Fein deleritea having fin- less Ireland is treated as a unit.
An effort, therefore, is to be made
ished their work; on
from the government's side to Induce Ulster to consider some
WILLARD
ET
means by which while observing
Its local autonomy. It may form a
Prc.l
(Bjt Tbe Amnrlnt
part of the Irish state.
Chicago. Oct. SO. Tex Blckard.
Ulsterites have resisted all ap- fight
promoter,. 'returned to New
peals thus far and tjio restlessness York tonltrht without having signIn Belfast is attributed
roiuicAST.
in high ed Jack Dempsey, world's heavyDenver, Colo , Oct. 20. New quarters here to apprehension weight boxing champion, for ft
Mexico: Friday fair, nlightly warm- that the rank and file of the Brit- match
with Jess Wlllnrd, but with
er; Saturday partly cloudy and un- ish representatives
contemplate the announcement
that Dempsey
settled, cooler north portion.
them to the desire for definitely hnd agreed to fight
d
sacrificing
Arizona: Friday fair; Saturday an Irish settlement.
would bo
details
and
that
the
fair south, unsettled, possibly showAll information- - obtainable In settled soon.
ers north portion, cooler.
authoritative quarters, however,
Asked by Dempsey If he. was
points to strict adherence by Pre- "getting the big fellow ready."
RKPORT.
mier Lloyd George and his col- Rlckard replied that Wlllard would
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
leagues to their Ulster
be In first class shape for the
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, The opinion Is expressed bypledges.
many
which he said probably
recorded by the university;
that It will be possible to fight,
parsons
would be held In the east.
77 construct some plan which, while
Highest temperature
48 apparently
lowest temperature
leaving Ulster unTEXAS MINES OPENED.
t
Itaifge
touched, will givo such advantages
Tex., Oct. 20. Mines
62 to the south as to compel Ulster to he-- Thurber,
Mean
..'
of the Texas and Pacific, Coal
L. (7 make term with the south.
Humidity at 6 a. m.
closed
since last spring,
J.. 22 There are other persons to whom company,
Humidity at C p.,m
when miners refused to accept a
None
difficulties
the
seem insuperable, reduction in wages, Will be opened
J'racipitatlon
82 and many of them- Maximum wind velocity
prophesy a Monday on the open shop basis,
direction of wlniT'tr:
South speedy break in the negotiation ou according toi annoumiement
by E.
Clear tills issue.
C. Erltton, general manager.

......

POLICE

.ment.

B.
Mark
who with Attorney
Thompson, was In conference with
at
Fall
Interior
Secretary of the
the latter's home a week ago. prosugsented the park proposal,
gested bv Mr. Fall, at a meeting
of the directors of the Las Cruces
Chamber of Commerce.
C. F. Knight, president, and the
fourteen directors, seized upon the
suggestion to organize a Southwes
tern National Park association,
and
taking In New Mexico, Tesas
Arizona, and interesting the chambers of commerce,, notary and
c
clubs and other
bodies and the people of the three
states In an enterprise that would
mean much to the country as a
whole and particularly to Mic
southwept.
Mr. Knight will appoint, early
nxt week, a committeeto of sevena
plan
including Mr. Brook,
nreliroinary organization.
Presenting the proposal, Mr
Brook said Mr. Fall suggested Retting aside parts of the Mescalero
Indian reservation and the Lincoln
forest reserve and Joining them
by paved gravel road with Elephant Butte lake. The plan nlso
includes a road around the lake,
the shore line of which is 200
miles. The park roads, he said,
could be connected' with state
highways.
"Secretary Fall empssized the
frreat need of the rest of the United States to have in the southwest an
park, Mr. Brook
dded. "He mentioned that the
federal government Is spending ft
considerable amount of money oil
Hs parkumnd that same nf Itjcoulrt
he tuit Into a southwestern park."
Mr. Brook said thp park as outlined bv Mr. Fall would present
h, series of scenery, ranging from
afford nn
dscrt to moimtnln. and Butte
lake
Ideal spot at Elephant
for boating, bnthlng and fishtng.
the
serve
The pnr't would
people
of New Mexico, Texas and Arizona.
It lo means, he said, that much
northern, western and rasten
traffic would be diverted to the
southwest.
bus"Tourist (ravel is sure-fir- e
iness." Mr. Tironk added, "and In
this case it would menn the most
advertiRliitr for New
intensive
Mexico. The railroads can be
nnon to do their shar.
as the bulk of their summer business romes from national parks
and reclamation protects."
Mr. Brook said that Mr. Fall has
In preparation a bill whereby 10
per cent of the funds derived from
the sale of public lands could he
appropriated for good roadssome-In
rarks. This would mean
thing like J2. 250.000 for roads
for roads to connect with the
meln highways.
u
Mr. Brook mentioned that
T. Mather, director of the
national parks, would doubtless
favor the nark protect suggeFted
by Mr. Fall, particularly as It
would give the southwest a much
needed playground and be the
means of acquainting tourists In
the northern parks with New Mexico.
Mr. Brook then told of his discussion with Mr. Fall of matters
pertaining to Irrigation and recla-of
mation, 'the financial condition
the Bio Grande project, also Its In-
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to Take Retaliatory Measures Is Revealed: Letters
Warn of Reprisals.
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FOR WORK, RAIL
CHIEFS ASSERT
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a Month
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TRANSPORTATION
OF

ESSENTIALS

(By The Anoorlatrd I'reas.)

New York, Oct. 20. Xo advertisements for men are being published by the New Haven or New York Central railroads In New York City. Officials of the New Haven said
such a step would be unnecessary, as "the roads had received many unsolicited
The
for employment.
New Haven contemplates liberal use ot motor trucks in
,
event of a strike.
Describing response of advertisements inserted by the
Central Railroad of New Jersey, President William G. Hosier said:
"No further applications for
employment will be received.
The response in the last few
days to the advertisement has
been phenomenal."
Most of the applicants, he
added, had railroad experience and many took part In
the unauthorized strike last
year.

IS

PLANNED

IF

STRIKE OCCUR

apiVi-eatio-

Merely a
an
appropriate
public plKyground
. established liK Kew
maintained by the fed-

suggestlor1"..

OFFICIALS

Plot of French

!ident's Honor

DiSCUSSIOIiS WERE BENEFICIAL
BUT NOTHING DEFINITE RESULTS

U7

MANY APPLYING

ALL

TO RE BLOWN

Christ-

Be

U.S.

N FRANCE

AFTERJARDING

30 ARE FUTILE

OCTOBER

of U. S. Railway Employes Up

BE NAMED

Hftc

H.'ngle

OFFICES!

Fight to Keep Wages

EDITION

Dally by Carrier or Mull,

21, 1921.

CONFERENCE
mi
ill
If
Lead

I

CITY

.Washington. Oct. 20. A demand for protection by capital police, from automobiles
and' that "devilish machine
known as the motorcycle" was
made in tho sonate today by
Senator'democrat,
Watson,
Georgia.

Referring to tho Stars and
Stripes floating from the capit
tol dome, as a guarantee "ot
life, liberty and limb," the senator declared senators were

-

compolledto

Jump

from

lit

front of motor vehicles and
that j tourists and other visitors
.

The poalso were Imperiled.
lice, he asserted,, gave virtuHe
.also
no
protection.
ally
charged they permitted dogs to
chase pet squirrels in the ca pilot grounds.

Tawnee,, Ills., Oct. 20. A
high school war is being experienced by this town, which
today was without school sessions, tcacners, school board
or pupils.
One principal, after a disagreement with tho janitor, resigned" when tho board failed
to support him.
B. A. Heinlich belame prinpopular
cipal and although
with the pupils, failed to meet
tho desires of the board and
was discharged.
Several teachers quit yesterday and tho students walked
out, "then the board resigned
Partisans of the two former
principals are said to bo ardent in support of their

militant anarchists and revolution,
aries."

AIL OFFICIALS

Government
Completes
Plans to Move Necessities
of Life in Case Rail Em?
ployes Leave Their Posts
NOTE OF OPtTmISM
IS MORE PRONOUNCED

Several

Cabinet

Are Confident

ARE FOR PEACE
IN

TOCIFIC

John Hays Hammond, Mining Engineer, Arrives at
Honolulu Suffering From
Ptomaine Poisoning.
(By The

Honolulu,

Aunciatrd TrrM.)
T. II., Oct. 1 J.

John

"Cool-

ing off Period" Has Lessened Danger of Tieup.
(By The

JAP FINANCIERS

Members

the

Aeta(rd

,

Y.'ashingtcn, Oct. 20. The note
oi optlmisi.. in official discussion
of tho threatened railroad strike
was mon pronounced today. Several cabinet members
expressed
confidence that the "cooling off
since
intervened
period," which has
the strike call has served to lessen,
the danger of a national tie up.
Administration
officials, when
Informed ot the termination of the
conference at Chicago bet .een th
railroad labor board and the union
chiefs tonight, declined to com
ment, preferring, it was explained,
to await a full report of the pro
ceedlngs.
Oiiq Uefinfte development, however, was the announcement that
preparations had been completed
fur the
under the
commerce department of plans fop
tho transportation ot essential
should the strike go' Into effect.
"relght Rates'.'
After a conference between President Harding, Chairman MeChorU.
of tho Interstate commerce com- -,
mission, and Acting Attorney General (Joff, the impression was given
that an order could be expected,
soon from the commission putting
into effect a reduction in freight
rates.
Secretary Hoover, In announcing
that the department of commerce
was prepared to servo os a focal
point for efforts of state and muto assure
governments
nicipal
movement of food, fuel and other,
In
commodities
the event
primary
of the strike, Indicated motor truck
ai.d water transportation would be
used to supplement any portion ot
the railroads left in operation.
Traffic experts have computed that
throurh the proper use of motor
equipment, the average American
city can draw subsistence from
contiguous territory within fifty
miles.
Under this plan. It was said, a
community would not feel the effects of a national strike before
several weeks had passed.
'
Reserve Stocks Assembled.
Reports to the department indicate large industries generally have
reserve
been busy assembling
stocks of fuel and raw material.
This preparation would permit the
department's relief work, it was
pointed out, to be centered in behalf of those Industries unable to
take similar precaution and would
limit the danger of Industrial shutdowns.
The two cases before the Interstate commerce commission Involving petitions for rate reductions,
are that of western agricultural Interests who have urged elimination
e
of all
increapes on grain,
hay and feed, and that of dealem
,

Hays Hammond, mining engineer,
arrived here on the steamer Golden
State today suffering from an attack of ptomaine poisoning contracted during a three months'
tour of Japan.
Mr. Hammond'i
condition Is not serious, although
he is confined to his stateroom.
to
He will continue his journey
the mainland tomorrow.
That the business men and financiers ot Japan are sincere in
their expressed desire to maintain
peace in the Pacific, was th'e opinion expressed by the American
mining expert. He pointed out &3
an argument In support of th's
conclusion that the United States
buys four time the amount tt
goods from Japan, as is purchased
by the remninde-- - ot the world.
"The military element in Japan
still must be considered."
Mr.
Hammond said, "but lis adherents
are amenable to reason, especially
owing to the achievements of the
United States in the world war.
"My tour has Impressed on me
the belief that the conference at
Washington will listen to China's
contention for revocation of the
'twenty-on- o
demands,' and that It
also may consider changes in the
apportionment of Chinese territory acquired by outside nations
during the war."
Another passenger on the Golden State bound for the United
States was W. Cameron Forbes, of
the Woods-Forbe- s
mission to the
Philippines, who is carrying tho
mission's report to President Harding. Mr. Forbes refused to comment on the mission's work, but
he expressed the opinion that conditions In the islands were better
than those in Europe and the
United States. As to Governor Genin hardwaro and forest products
eral Leonard Wood's appointment,
ho characterized It as a "very operating through territory east of
Arkansas, for material decreases in
happy selection."
rates on lumber
today strengthened
AMBASSADOR TO GERM AW. thoDevelopments that
the administraImpression
Washington, Oct. 20. President tion would not move in the strike
choice for American situation until the railroad labor
Harding's
ambassador to Germany was un- board had been given proper opporderstood today to have narrowed tunity to function.
It was reiterdown virtually to David Jayne Hill, ated
that the administration was
former American
ambassador to behind the board, and would lend
mai country, ana itepreseniative full support to Its program now in
A, B. Houghton of Corning, N. Y. process of formation.
war-tim-

MEMBERS OF U. S. DELEGATION
TO ARMS CUT CONFERENCE WILL

f. G. N. TRAINMEN
HOLD ANOTHER MEETING TODAY
AT
WILL
STRIKE
111
WILL CONFER
NOON SATURDAY Additional Data Bearing on Questions to Be
Discussed Will Be Ready for Inspection;
The Ainot'lated rrrM.)
111 TODAY San(ByAntonio,
Tcxus, )c. 20.
No Objection Has Been Made by Any
K. G. Gnfnrlb, tnanncr of
tlm international and Groat
was
Power
today
to Outline of Discussions Proposed.
Northern railroad,
Carriers Will Redouble Prepnotified at Palestine, Texas,
arations for a Strike,
Presidents Say When the

Brotherhood of Itall-rou- d
on that lino
Trainmen
would strike at noon Saturday.
October 23. About six hundred
Conference Adjourns.
.
men will lie affected by the
strike order.
(By The AMclatcd PreM.)
While the walkout on the I. and
Chicago, Oct. 20. Failure of the G. N. will take place a week before
railroad labor board to settle the tho date set for the general strike,
strike, question through its confer- It will be called, Mr. Frame said,
ences with union leaders
today tonight on the same grounds as
means that the railroads in this the others.
of brotherhood memA
section will redouble preparations bers meeting
was held today and, It Is ssld,
for a strike, presidents of several would be held each morning to inrailroads said tonight when" in- struct the men and to set a time
formed that the conference ' had and place at which they shall reeach day.
adjourned ."with no definite re- port
All members of the organization
.'
sults."
Frame- to
"It looks like an impasse had were' instructed by Mr.
been reached," said W. H. Finley, remain away from the company's
the depot especially and
president of the Chicago & North- property,
to
western. "Tho matter will bo taken were told as farto as possible
the city in the
up fully tomorrow at a meeting of make their trips
executives
and daytime.
western railroad
Frame said that so far as
undoubtedly preparations to com- theMr.men were concerned,
there
bat a strike will be pushed."
Samuel Felton, presl ent of the Iwould be no violence.
Great Western. said
Chicago
QUAKE SHOCKS IX CEIT.K.
"things look bad.",
A majority of other presidents
Valparaiso, Chile, Oct. 20. Viorcmnrked that "ihry had hoped for lent earth shocks were felt it
a settlement but that the situation Iqulque at 1:46 a, m. today. sNo
certainly, was not improved any." damage wot done.
...
....... ...
.,
-

.

that the

(BY THK ASStM
Washington, Oct. 20. Members
of the American delegation to the
conference on limitation of armament will meet again with Secretary Hughes tomorrow with additional data bearing on questions to
be discussed ready for inspection.
Tho work of getting up the studies
of various matters Included under
the agenda has gone ahead and
the mass of information accumulated for tho American delegates
been greatly augmented.
It was learned today that American officials do not expect the
question of immigration restriction
Imposed i y this country on Japanese or Chinese
nationals to play
any part 'in the conference distributions.
All governments, Including Japan, have recpg'ntzed tho Immigration problem an a domestic question, outside the realm of the conference, it was pointed out.
As to the agenda, it was again
said authoritatively today no objection had been made by any
power to the outline of discussions
When tho conference
proposed.
meets, It was said, it was possible
further tonics within tho scope of
the agenda, wpulct
proposed, auU

1ATKJ

PRESS.)
accepted but it was pointed out no
question not embraced in the general outline furnished by the accepted program of discussion could
well be added without the specific
agreement of the government? participating.
It was again emphasized that the
conference Is to be a meeting ot
equals and thnt It involves no voting or majority rule. All parties
must reach an agreement on any
step taken, it was said, and no delegation ctin be bound against its
will on an; point. The whole purpose, it was added, was to reach
by discussion such a mutual understanding on any points taken up
thnt a mutual agreement would
flow naturally from that understanding. The form of such agreements, when reached, must of necessity be decided on by the conference and before they can become binding or be written Into the
policy cf any of the participating
governments, they wo .Id have to
be approved by ouch governments.
It la this view of tho mission and
method of the conference that Impels officials here to believe that
such questions as oriental Immigration will not be. brought up,

,
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WHO'LL WIN HER?
SOCIETY WONDERS

CHI JO

jSTY

CUDS

U.S.GONSULftTE:P)r
Crowd of About

1,000

i

Will speed naming of
sproul
crow
as senator
to clinch treaty

FACE UP

Insist That Japan Get
Out of Shantung Entirely,
Says' Delegate to t Meeting on Limiting Arms.

Per- -'

J jh

-

A

'TV

C

If

fytViiih

(Ir The Assoclnfed Tress.)
Honolulu, T. H.. Oct. 20 bv the

(Uy Tba Associated I'ress )
rnris, Oct. 20. After a protest

Associated Press.) That the Japanese empire is the factor moat
imperiling the peace of the Far
liust and of the world la the opin
ion expressed here today by Dr.
chief counsellor
Chang
of tho Chinese foreign office at
renin, who Js here on his way to
Washington to attend the arma
Parlsien.
ment conference.
With him Is a
The demonstrators later broke
of ninety-eigsome
party
of
consulting
up, thi dispatch said and
delegates of the Chinese mission to
of
them went to the
the conference.
r. Chang said:
police where they sang the Interna"China, with her 400.000.000 in
tionale and the lied Flap. The
habitants, constituting a vital force
crowc disbanded at 11 o'clock, the
to be reckoned with in moulding
dispatch added.
Far Eastern developments, looks
Today the mayor made an apol-- upon the Japanese empire as the
ogy to Sample tj. rorbus, the
most dangerous vital factor. iniDer
"American consul, saying that no
iling the peace of the orient and.
"such Incident would have been almereiore, tne peace or the world,
lowed to happen if it could have
Air. Chang continued:
been forseen.
"Regarding Shantung, China has
Issued a warnThe
nothing to negotiate, contending
ing against further
mat with tne defeat of uermany
the German possessions in China
automatically reverted to China.
REGRKTS i',xi'ni:ssi:n TO
Got. William C. Sproul (left) and William E. Crow.
v
The Chinese delegates will enter
UNITED STATES COXSIX
the conference with cards lace up
William E. Crow of tJnionrown,
was
republican state committee,
on the table. We will not mince Pa., member of the
Washington, Oct. JO. A report
Pennsylvania appointed United States senator to
words in making our demands nor state senator and chairman
was received from the American
of the succeed Philander Chase Knox,
permit delegates of the united
consul at Prest by the state departStates and Europe to remain under
ment today concerning the demonany misapprehension as to our con
stration before the consulate last
WAR DEPARTMENT WltL
ception of Japan's designs In the tar
nlght; A statement by the departeast. China will insist absolutely
ment follows:
Miss Muriel Vanderbilt.
SELL REAL ESTATE AS
that Japan get out of Shantung en"The department of state was InOiY
tirely and shall insist upon the un
formed this afternoon by the AmerSOON AS AUTHORIZED
New
York
is
society
wondering
conditional revocation of the twen
ican consulate at Brest that a de- who among: her
many ardent male
demands and Japanese evac
monstration occurred before the admirers
(Dy The Associated Press.)
will win the beautiful uation of all Chinese territory,
consulate last evening at about Muriel Vanderbilt.
Washington, Oct. 20. The war
She is the
"China does not conceive that
10:30 o'clock. A crowd of about
department is preparing to sell at
(By The Associated Press.)
1,000 persons gathered before the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. K. the peace of the orient, and hence
auction as part of the army econ
New York, Oct. 20. An auof the worm, is safe ao
building and broke the glass In the Vanderbilt Jr., who ere divorced. the peace
omy campaign, more than seven
tomobile trip of 125 miles
entrance door of the consulate. The She spends much of her time with long as Japan is permitted to re
ty real estate tracts over the counthrough Long Island, with a
demonstration lasted about a quar- her aunt, Mrs. Hermann Oelrichs, main in Shantung. Our experience
visit to the grave of Theodore
try regarded as useless for present
ter of an hour. The consul was not who entertained extensively for her with d the Japanese has left in us a
or future army purposes.
Tho
conviction that Japan
Roosevelt, at Oyster Bay, octhis summer.
present In the building. The mayor
tracts to be sold as soon as author
is not to be trusted. No matter
cupied General Armando Diaz
of Brest, and a representative ex-of
con
ization can be obtained from
what counter arguments Japan may
today.
the French government have
cress, include a number- - of old-tiTonight the general, his aides
bring to bear in the conference,
pressed their regret to the
of
our
of
the
and
American
cardinal
fort and military post sites.
the
policy
points
party
NUMBER ILLITERATES
must remain fixed and unchangelegion orncigia who accom- - vl Among the latter is all of the
able."
Fort McHenry, Maryland, reserIU ACW
,1111,,
IN TEXAS INCREASED
LEE SHIPPEY MARRIES
Mr. Chang declared Intrigue of
York for a dinner tendered
vation with the exception of a plot
'
ofR
IN
was
PERIOD
the
the
staff
Italian
warrior
to
be retained as the site for a
general
BABIN
Japanese
by city
MLLE. MADELINE
ficials.
monument to Francis Scott Key
for the friction between
:
CAPITAL
General
IN MEXICAN
Pekin government and the elements
Diaz
a
placed
author of "The Star Spangled
(By The Associated I'm:)
f
wreath, tied with ribbons in
Oct. 20. Ther of south China by playing the inWashington,
the
white
other
red
of
ternal
factions
each
and
green,
2f.
against
The real estate holdings to be
ten
were 291.S54 Illiterate persons
San Antonio, Texas, Oct,
of a stable
Italy upon the grave of Theosold include:,
Iee Shippey. Los Ange'es newspayears or over in the state of Texa, to prevent establishment
dore Roosevelt, where a mesKlght corps area:
per man, and Mile. Madeline F.ab:n in 1920, according to census fig- centra! government. The difficulsenger presented him with a
Texas: Love field septic tank.
of Paris, France, were married nt ures for that year made public to- ties between north and south China,
in
were
he
minor
tne
o!
widow
the
accordfrom
bouquet
said,
problems
few
a
New Mexico: Fort Bayard.
Mexico City
day no,
day by the census bureau.
former president.
the greater problems
The percentage of illiteracy Was contrast withnational
ing to special dispatch mccwcI by
"At the tomb of Roosevelt,"
development.
the Pan Antonio Ligiit, today,
8.3 that vear compared with 9.9 in of China'
BASEBALL IS GROWING
he said,' after saluting, "no
He expressed doubt whether south
The wedding was tho eni of a 1910. Of the illiterates,
j
60,924
speech can be made only the
domeatlo tangle which his received were native whites of natlvo par- China would send delegates to the
POPULAR IN MEXICO
conference.
expression of the deepest hommucn publicity, involving a
30,219 were of foreign or
bring-froleave here for San
The
of
the
I
age
delegates
Blake Woodson tia'PPy. W'0 entage,
people
were
mixed parentage, and 112,417
(By The Associated Press.)
joC Le
Italy, During his life he was
Sutpey. followi.ig Shippey' of foreign birth. Tho number of Francisco tomorrow.
Chicago, Oct. 20. Baseball has
adored and at his death he waa
return from war eervlco ir, '"ran-'e- .
was
illiterate
102,053.
negroes
attained such a marked popularity
beloved of everybody."
Mile. Babln later came to the
LABOR BOARD'S EFFORTS
In Mexico, according to Ban Johntfnited States. An effort i to exson, president of the American
TO AVERT RAIL WALKOUT WILL POLL
clude the French - wcma-.- from ADMIRAL EARL BEATTY
EMPLOYES
league, that today he announced
America failed. Shippey later
went tc Mexico and Mile. Babin and WILL REACH N.Y. TODAY OCTOBER 30 ARE FUTILE TO DETERMINE NUMBER he would go to Mexico City by De
cember 1 to explain how the game
rri ther established ti r(ise,V3
Press.)
WHO WONT QUIT JOBS is conducted in the United States.
at Monterey, Shippey livlaj at New(Br The Anxwlnled
(Continued from Page One.)
20.
Admiral
York, Oct.
"In 1907, C. A. Comiskey took
Tampico.
the White Sox to Mexico City for
A Kansas City court recently Earl Beatty, of the British navy, tlons will meet Jn Cleveland on
(By Tlie AssocJnlrd Press.)
for
valor
the
elevated
to
peerage
a
divorce,
granted Mrs. Shippey
Monday.
New York, Oct. 20. Executives the training period. The occasion
who charged her husbiml while inii ous service duringon the war, will arUp to Washington.
of railroads entering New York, in was marked with great pomp. So
the Aquitania,
much interest was raised that the
scene
France had transferred his afivc-t- rive tomorrow
strike
of
the
While
the
greeted bv destroyers, airplanes. activities shifted back to Cleveland preparation to meet the threatened boys immediately took up the
i.f to the French girl.
to
decided
rail
take
strike,
Ho
today
is
of
roar
tho
and
fort
guns.
at
conK'.vr ihe vedding
with the ending of tonight's
M'!'j C".,
of train employes to deter- game and Bince then several credstated that it really was coming to attend the American ference, a union man close to the a poll the
have been develFhlrtfy
number who will stick to itable players
.h.'.- - Mcond marriage, as they had legion convention In Katiaas City brotherhood chiefs said he expect- mine
oped," Mr. Johnson said.
Officials
their
of
various
an
serve
in
posts.
to
and
later
advisory
In
IVris
b':en meirled in a church
to be taken from roads
ed the next
expressed confidence that
mere than two years i'go by a capacity to the British delegation Washington. step
FINISH TRAINING.
would encounter no difficulat the armament conference.
S'':ial ci their own.
"The labor board has, of course, they
New York, Oct. 20. Lew Tend-le- r,
in
vacancies.
ty
filling
conof
the
full
a
report
forwarded
Philadelphia, and Rocky Kanconfidence
They ..based this
ference to Washington," he said.
on the response they said sas, Buffalo, today finished train"If there are further steps toward largely
contest
for
their fifteen-roun- d
had received to advertise- ing
conciliation they will be taken they
tomorrow night. Their managers
ments
workers.
for
addition,
Ip
do
will
unions
nothing they announced, they wore lining announced they had reached the
there. The
further."
railroad workers. stipulated weight, 135 pounds.
pensioned
Union heads expressed the opln up
source of labor, railStill
ion that "If there were any con road another
If Cleopatra wore corsets, as
asserted, was to be
crete results of the'conference.they found officials
in colleges, clubs and com- some historians state, she may rank
of
minds
the
that
as
in
the
fact
a royal champion of them with
lay
circles.
Catherine do 'Medio!, who is creditthe labor board members were muting
ed with having- - introduced the
disabused of the idea that the
busked corset into Franco from
unions were not sincere in calllns LEAVES A FORTUNE TO
a strike."
CARE FOR STRAY CATS Itary.
"When we went in there," said
orie chief, "the board seemed to be
INGROWN TOE NAIL
(By The Asaocluted PreM
of the opinion that we had been
New
Oct.
20. Cats nil
TURNS0UT ITSELF
bluffing and were Just waiting for over the York,
world will benefit from the
some one to dissuade us from carrybu,o(H obtained by the salo of the
out
order.
strike
the
ing
A noted authority says that a few
Ewen homestead here.
"Believing this, the board had
Miss Caroline Ewen. who occu drops of "Outgro" upon the skin
the pied
virtually nothing to offer inmemthe property for years with her surrounding the ingrowing nail re
way of a settlement plan. Its
two sisters had a passion for caring duces inflammation and pain and
bers talked a lot, but actually had for cats. She
the tender, sensitive
devoted
to so
little to say, of any Importance, establishing sanltoriumsherandIlfq re- skintoughens
underneath the toe nail, that
merely trying to get us to change lief organizations for stray cits and it can not panetrate the flesh, and
our plans.
when she died, left all her estuu, the tall nurns naturally outward
"They seemed to think we could save $500 for carrying on tho work. almost over night.
we
until
made
Is a harmless, antiseppostpone the strike
She cut off her two sisters In her
it plain that that could not even will because they were not suffici tic "Outgro"
manufactured for chiropodists.
must
be
and
there
that
considered,
enthuslastio
about
cits.
However, anyone can buy from the
ently
There's satisfying 'comfort and cheer in a
be a settlement satisfactory to us
drug store a tiny bottle containing
disturb-inand
no
g
there's
of
6
or the walkout would begin at
breakfast cap
Postum,
Journal Want Ads bring results directions. Adv.
a.
80.
m.,
October
element to irritate nerves or digestion and
"We hope some angel will ap
leave mental energy lagging before the day is
pear with a plan to avert the
done.
strike, but there were no such angel at today's meetlngB.
Thousands of former coffee users have found
"The chief result of the confer
delicious
a
for
that Postum meets every demand
ence was that the labor board
knows we are not bluffing and we
v
table beverage, and brings steadier nerves, clearer
know that they had no real plan
mind better health.
mooting at Brest last nit lit ugainst
action of a Massachusetts court
thj
In convicting
Nicolo Succo ana
Hartolomeo Vanzcttl of first degree murder, a manifestation wus
organized under the windows of the
American consulate there, according to a dispatch today to the Petit

n.
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GENERAL A. DIAZ
LAYS WREATH
ROOSEVELT TOMB

ty-o-

DEATH SENTENCE TO BE
PASSED ON BRUMFIELD
BY COURT ON SATURDAY
(By The Associated l'res9.)

AT CONFERENC

sons Gathers in Front of
and
Breaks
Building
Glass in Entrance Door.
N

gov.

PLAY

October 21, 1921.

Boseburg, Ore., Oct. 20. Sentence of death by hanging is to be
imposed Saturday upon Dr. R. M.,
Brumfleld, according to announcement in court after a verdict wis
returned &t midnight by the jury
which for days had been he.irlrc
tho story of the wrecked aunmo-bil- e
and the headless body of
Dennis Russell.
The prisoner, who throughout
the two weeks of trial maintained
a stolid exterior, showed no emotion when the verdict w
read
and walked with firm step to the
Jail.
Mrs. Brumfleld was stli! in a
state of collapse today following
her breakdown in the court wlien
the finding of the Jurors was

Comes to you and tho children if you have Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery in the house. For "little-ones- "
this old fashioned vegetable tonic and
and "grown-ups- "
blood-makis still used by the million bottles every
year. Make your blood better and your health better
by going to ,your nearest druggist and obtaining Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery inxtablet or liquid
form.
A healthy stomach turns the food we eat into nourishment for the blood stream and the nerves. No, one suf
fers trom colds or catarrn wno nas plenty 01 rea Diooa
corpuscles and good digestion. Catarrh in all its forms
Introduce pure, redder
is a stagnation of the blood.
blond into the svstem. and 'health is assured. Dr. Pierce.
over fifty years ago, gave to the public this alterative and
Medical uis- blood tonic which he named nis "Golden
j
.11 over
worm
au
tne
in
it is sola oy
covery.
druggists
tablets or liquid, and is just the thing to put the body in
the best of condition. It is a tonic, alterative and nervine,
which contains no alcohol, and has the ingredients printed
on the label. "Golden Medical Discovery" assists the
digestive functfons, assimilating the food and taking from
it what is necessary for feeding the blood. Thus the
blood takes on a new vigor and vitality. I his corrective
remedy nature put in the forest for keeping us nealthy.
One feels strong, vigorous and full of "pep," instead of
nervous and "played out." Send 10c for trial
weak,
nt-rt TW Piero'a
nf
in" Tinffnln '
w tahWa
wv . Tnvnlirla' . TTntfl
v"
:
N. Y., or, send tor a tree medical DooKiet on any disease
or write for free medical advice.
er

.MURPHY IS INJURED
WHEN HORSE FALLS
(By The Associated Press.)

.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 20. Tommy
Murphy, a leading driver of the
Grand circuit, was injured today
when Peter Henley of the Murphy
stables stumbled ana fell In the
2:07 pace. He had lust shoved the
bay horso Into a nose lead coming
down the stretch in the third heat
when the animal stumbled.
The
sulky shafts seemed to stick in the
ground and horse and driver turned a somersault, Murphy hurtling
over the horse's head and landing
It
crumpled up on his shoulders.
was said tonight that while badly
bruised he was not seriously hurt.
Tho race In which the spill oc
curred had proved tho most pvoit- lng or the program. Mabeiie Direct,
piloted by Gray, took the first
heat, with Peter Henley second and
D. W. Malloney, the only other
entrant, third. Murphy gave Gray
a hot race and almost passed him,
The next heat saw Keener, driving
D. W, MalIo..ey, furnish
Gray's
mare the ODposltlon but In the final
heat all three entrants were in the
fight until Peter Henley fell.
Direct won.
The 2:08 trot, for a purse of
$2,500, was taken in easy fashion
by Grey Worthy.
Ma-bel- le

11

1

'".
r

The first ring fight in America
was between Jacob Hyer and Tom
Beasley in 1816.

Shield
(Wind
n
J
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OtJT IT IS WORTI1
MONEY.
Cut out this slip, enclose with
Sc and mail it to Foley & Co..
2835 Sheffield
avenue. Chicago.
111.,
writing your name and adYou will receive in
dress clearly.
return a trial package containing
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
for coughs, colds and croup;
Foley Kidney Pills for pains in
sides and back, rheumatism, backache, kidney and bladder ailments: and Foley Cathartic Tab-leta wholesome tnd thoroughly
cleansing cathartic for constipation, biliousness, headaches, and
sluggish bowels. Sold everywhere.
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Boilermaker

tlOO 8. Second St.

C. H. CARNES

DAY AND NIGHT

One for mellowness. BURLEY
One For

aged and blended

school would prepare yon for
a worth-v- i bile position.
ENROLL

no

after-regret-

s.

Po turn comes In two forms: Instant Postum (In tins)
made instantly in the enp by tba addition of boiling water.
Postnm Cereal (in packaged of larger bulk, for thoM wbo
prefer to make the drink while the meal is being prepared)
made by boiling (or 20 minutes.

"

hundred newspaper reporters

Sold by all grocers

How to make the famous

V

Carnation
Doughnuts
for a
write this

helpful
minute,
book of 100 tested recipes con
taining just the cooking lore
you want Complete set of
Mrs. Mary Blake's Cooking
Lessons will be sent
also if requested.
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APORATt

,

"from

I our

,

ORDER
DISSOLVED BY COURT

Blemark, "N. D.. Oct.

Carnation Milk Products Co.,
O. Bos 276, Tucson, Ariz,

from

'i

RESTRAINING

Uroctr

Ctnttnttd Cv$"

20.

The

North Dakota supreme court today
Issued an order dissolving tho restraining order issued at Jamestown Tuesday ordering the Bank of
North Dakota not to receive fur- J ther deposits.
The oruef of the
supreme court airecis juugre J. a.
Coffey as plaintiff to show cause
on November 1 why the order of
the supreme court should not be
made permanent, ,
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$6.00 r

Large Couch Covers in a good weight.

...'........$6.00
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Imperial

Outing

at 25c

Muslin

Our best quality Outing Flannel in
stripes and checks; also plain white.
A special value,
L. L. Unbleached Muslin, 36 inches at yard.
wide. Regular 20c value. ff
fjADC
Friday Special, yard
RIBBONS
35c

15c

25c

......

at

never tarnish

Fancy Hair Bow Ribbons; floral an'd
plaid designs. Friday
Q ft
Special,' yard
Ou L

Ladies' Pajamas

j

-

Tip

ge.

Ladies'

at

$2.25

e
Pajamas
,
heavy Outing Flannel.
two-piec-

Special

s

in

good

jr
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flat shape of Kirsch Rods gives them sagless

strengthholds headings erect. The graceful
curved ends permit draping curtains clear to casing,
shutting out side glare.
The beautiful velvet brass or white finish keeps
like new for years.
NO RUST
NO TARNISH
fit every window." Single, double
or triple rods secure any effect; extension style or
NO SAG
Kirsch Rods

Bungalow

at

Aprons

.

Copper at 2nd

t

89c

A regular $1.25 Bungalow
Apron. Friday Special

j

A full and complete stock of Window Curtains

Strong Block

Seftig

,

- Y

Full size, all wool Plaid Blankets, in
light colors, also black and white.' This
is the best value in all wool Blankets
that we have shown in sev- - tlQ tZ(
eral years. Special, at.
!)QDU

at

Trust Kirsch Flat Curtain Rods to display your
beautiful curtains and draperies to greatest

and Draperies.

A v e

Couch Covers

$8.50

Unbleached

X

,

West Gold

0S

423 NORTH FIRST STREET.

at

'

The

9

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT, PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

ALBUQUERQUE

.All Wool Blankets

"make" or

KirscirjCur EainlRofJs can't sag

AVE.
FIFTH
lO
tiTY

BINDERS
STATIONERS

RPR

mmt

Bras,

Curtain Rods "make" or spoil the
attractiveness of draperies

PRINTERS

mm
mm
far

or spoil the charm of a room

chas-

ing me around for signed statements.
The eleven
"standard" unions
which have voted a strike but have
not called one, marked time today,
taking no action pending the outcome of the labor board conference.
The maintenance of way chairmen held several informal sessions,
the only inkling of their attitude
being a remark by a high official
that "this organization is going to
let the other fellows start the ball
rolling before doing any pushing. '
They will meet again tomorrow
as will the shop crafts and other
organizations, but there is little
likelihood of a decision before Saturday or Sunday, it was said. exChiefs of these organizations
pressed keen interest in- - the labor
board conference, but refused to

"There's a Reason" for Postum

Window Draperies

Anderson

NOW.

U UIVI

This is the start of
a better day

Stroig

&

k thorough course in this

--

The only 'signed statement from
a union head was from Mr. Stone.
It simply said:
"The situation is unchanged and
I suppose I might add that I don't
of it to bo
expect one angle
changed even in heaven, for If I
to
I
still have a
there
expect
get

Albright

SESSIONS

Attend a school that Is surrounded with an Atmosphere
of Business.

aroma.TURKISH
The (best tobaccos perfectly

Healtt

1057--

TYPEWRITER
CARBON PAPERS

mildne,VIRGINIA

Ill

(IJR

MlMKOGRAPn

7A
Three Inseparables
One for

and fielders
Tel. 1011 -- mJ

SI'ECIAI IS1 I.N (M
RKFKAITIMN
107 8. Fourth,
Phone

s,
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to offer."
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New Mexico Steel Co. Inc

m

with any meal

er

CUT TIIIS

TEN-YEA-

like

Glass-Lumb-

liAl ikMim.ir i tniiairsa
Soolb tint Street,
lbon

deep-seate-

As many cups as you

1

i

"Tho Growing Store"
Phone 283,

BRASSIERS

at 50c

The well known Bien Jollie.Brassier, in
front and back lace. Friday
(TA
Special, each..

OlC

Buster Brown Hose
1

at
QQ
OtC

25c

Buster Brown Hose for boys

arid girls.- - Special,

pair.

. . .

25c

I

SWEDISH ENVOY'S

WALKOUT WOULD
HIT-TRAFFI-

DAUGHTER VISITS
UNITED STATES

HOLES

WEST HARD

in
Colorado,
Railroads
NewMexico,
Wyoming,
Arizona and Utah Will Be
Virtually at a Standstill.
(By Thf AMOflntrd

f

SKELETO NFI

V

II

GAMBLING

Irr.)

v,ninn Pnlo.. Oct. 20. Two
bullet holes in the sku:l of a skid- eton found near here a few days
apo, nnd which is believed to have
solved thf mysterious disappearance of Howard Oirpenter nino
am 3
years ago, has caused now
relatives to undertake an invcstl-irntint nt nrm
he
n whether
was accidentally shot or murdered.
:
memuer
a
was
Carpenter, who
hunting party, disappeared
ofa
Occtober 3, 1912. He was believed
to have been lost or killed by somo
wild animal. In the hunt'ng partv
were the Rev. C. F. O'Farrcll,
Catholic priest of Montrose, Terry
Owens, then fire chief of Denver,
and two men from Colorado
Springs. Howard left camp on October 3, 1912, and waa not seen
again.
Following the discovery of the
skeleton Sunday by a hunter, the
relative: were notified and identiMile. Ingegard Wallenberg.
fied the remains as those of Howheld
Mile.
Wallenberg, ard. A coroner's inquestof was
Inpegard
death by
returned a verdict
daughter of the Swedish minister and
of
hands
the
at
wounds
to the U. S., has come to Washing- agunshot
person or persons unknown.
ton for a visit.
There was no finding of felonious
intent in the coroner s verdict.
Relatives of Carpenter have emENTERS AERIAL DERBY
ployed an attorney to investigate
OF AMERICAN LEGION the circumstances
surrounding
Carpenter's disappearance and
death, with a view of prosecution
(Ily The Asuuclnled rreaa.)
If the Investigation uncovers sufKansas City, Mo., Oct. 20.
IX.
ficient evidence.
W.
the
aviator,
Schroeder,
Major
who on February 27, 1920, rose to
an official altitude of 33,000 feet
over McCook Field, Ohio, has enSIEAL
tered the aerial derby of the Amer
ican legion national
convention,
was announced tonight, henroccter
is now out of the army air service.
He has entered three events, as
SOLD
TO
the represent tive of the Flying
club of Illinois. The events are:
Army aerial acrobatics; efUclency
test, race for snort planes, nnd the
ASK KANSAS MINERS
YEA
Junior legion derby of ninety miles
TO RETURN $43,000 over a triangular course.
Baid thirty-thre- e
The announcement
Captain
including
entiles,
(By The Aiwoclnled Prea.)
end many Small Central Organization
Eddie ItickPiibacker
Pittsburg, Kans., Oct. 20. Rereceived.
turn Of' approximately J43.U00, the other aces, have been
to Be Used, Givinq Major
balance left out of $100,000 loaned
PACIFIC" IS
Kansas miners by the Illinois disPortion of Funds to Local
trict number 12, United Mine Work,
ADVERTISING FOR MEN
ors, for use in fighting the indusGroups.
trial court law, was requested in a
20. The
letter received today by r Thomas
Phoenix. Ariz., Oct.
of tho executive comMembersSouthern Pacific company is ad- Harvey, former secretary-treasureof tho New Mexico Public
14, from ..Alloir... In Inmnrrnm morning 8 mittee
number
of district
Health association, meeting at the
Walter Neshit, secretary-treasure- r
edition of the Arizona Republican, n Chamber of Commerce yesterday
of the Illinois miners.
of thla city, for men to mi posi-t- afternoon, dccidcdv that the Christ
rtii i,fT,Mii
nf Its service.
"In view of the action taken bymas health seal would be sold in
The advertisement Kays it is being the state
president Lewis, in removing Preslagain this holiday season.
board
executive
ot a tnreaieuru
dent Howat and the
"because
printed
annual
It will be the eleventh
of district 14," the tettet states, re-"I striko by certain of the employes" sale
Mexico and the fourNew
in
feel that this money should bo
of the ruilrond.
in
United
the
Statea
annual
teenth
In
the
In
turned to me for deposit
The Southern Pacific is listed
In order that the mort possible
the first group of roads on which
treasury of district 12."
Van Bittner, special representa- the strike is to be effective October good may be derived from the
organization
money, tho central
tive of John L. Lewis, international 30.
me
will be comparatively simplo nnd
president, in the fignt to put said
tho-- . money
. atto
the
back
work,
portion
major
striking miners
CONGRESS ASKS
received will be turned into tuberlate today that the $43,000 due the PRESS
in the counties. A
Illinois miners would be returned
FOR OPEN SESSIONS culosis activities will
doubtless be
flat percentage
to them as soon as "the strings"
which will include all but
arc taken off the funds of the digiven,
Assotho
20
Oct.
(by
Honolulu,
a small percentage to the National
strict
.
ciated Press.) The Press Congress Tuberculosis
and
t
association
for
today
world
of
tho
appealed
DEFEATED.
TCRKS ARE
enough to defray the bare costs of
na-- . the opening of all sessions of the
20.
Turkish
Oct.
sale.
the
Athens,
conference at Washingtlonalist forces have been defeatel armament
headquarters for the
appeal was saleTemporary
are to be secured at once and
In a sharp battle of two days along ton to the press. Tho
tho
resolution
first
in
the
embodied
front
will be arranged in the
the southern end of the battle
It began agencies
In Asia Minor, says an official congress has passed since
various cities and counties. It la
its meetings here" several days ago. probable that health associations,
statement.
relief agencies and civic organizations of all kinds will be given a
chance to obtain the great bulk of
the money raised.
STGMAGH
in-va-

A

,

f

n
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CHRISTMAS

II

BE

STATE THIS

,

SOUTHS

HEADACHE

CAUSES SICK, BILIOUS

and
Indigestion It's biliousness
Try Cascarets; they
constipation.
sweeten the stomach, remove th
fermenting food and gases; take
bile, from liver and carry off the
constipated waste matter from the
bowels. Then your stomach trouble is ended. A Cascaret tonight
straightens you out by morning

That awful sourness, belching
ot acid and gases; that pain In
pit ot stomach, heartburn,
vousness, nausea, feeling of fullness, dizziness, and sick headache,
means your stomach is sourliver
It
constipated.
torpid bowels
Isn't your stomach's fault it Isn't

f ej u S3
(21
1
1 S X ca 1

CAN

I

L3

iU

FOR THE BOWELSJ

1

AS CARETS WORK WHILE YOU SLEEP.

GRID TEAM GOES TO
SPRINGS
COLORADO
Trss.)
(Ily The
Salt Lake City. Utah, Oct. 20.
The University of Utah football
lc.t
party, numbering twenty-onfor Colorado Springs this afternoon
over the Union Pacific. Tho Utah-an- s
meet Colorado college In a
Rocky mountain conference game
Accompanying eighteen
Saturday.
players were Coach Tommy
Manager Leland Prouse
and Trainer Nielson.
e,

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW SPIR

(Tly The Amoclatrd I'rtsM.l
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 20. An appeal against gambling by society
women as well as men, was presented in the session of the Epischurch synod, province of

copal
the southwest, here today by Pish-o- n
W. T. Caners. of West Texas.
In an address on "The Misuse of
Time." He told of a telephone
conversation ."carried on by some
San Antonio women" In efforts to
Induce a friend to nlay bridge for
money, which, he said, was idling
time.
A resolution favoring a petition
to President Harding and the armament committee, urging national limitation of armaments, developed a difference of opinion but
was finally passed, 21 to 11.

i

Friday, Odlober 2

BE ASKED TO ATTEND
DISARMAMENT - MEET

$1.00 Pair

sities nnd more than l,t00 econd-ar- y
schools are to be Invited to attend a national student convocation on dlsnrament in Chicago,' November 13 and 14, paj-- an announcement issued today by the
board of education of the Methodist Episcopal church.
The convocation, the announce
ment says, is sponsored by twenty-tw- o
the
organizations comprising
boards of education of Protestant
education
of
churches, the bureau
of the Catholic hcirarehy, the educational section or me conference
of American
rabbis, the Young
and
association
Men's Christian
the Young Women's Christian association.
Student, faculty and alumni representatives will attend.

(llj

Tll" Awuichitril

Prrnn

Boadway Hair Nets,

Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 20
Coal miners In the Colorado
Springs field will demand back
pay, amount'ng to approximately
$1S,000, from the Pikes Peak Conand Corky
solidated, Keystone
.
mining companies, .lohn :TcEen-nanpresident of the Colorado
fTnitort

lllnn

Wni-L-pr- q

snifl

Silk Middy Sets
Navy, white, red; set includes eagle,

stars, braid and 'ties.

32-in-

10

(By Ttw Ar.f'K'iflti'd Vretn.y
New York, Oct. 20. The official
strike order Issued by tho executive heads of the big four railroad
brotherhoods and the Switchmen's
Union of North America, at Chicago, have been received and distributed to the union workers by
the local chairmen.
Revised fhruren made public by
officials of the brotherhoods here
showed that at least 20.000 engineers, conductors, firemen, engine-meand trainme"
switchmen
would be affected by the proposed
dis
walkout In tha metropolitan
trict within a radius of twenty-fivmiles of the city hall.
The allied railroad shop crafto
organizations In the district which
had not received a strike order at
a late hour tonight, are estimated
of from
to hnve a membership
125,000 to 1:0,000.

fresh-from-the-o-

fra-gra.c- eat

the roasters . . . you get

it "rich and mellow'oven-- f resh

of yards of plain Ch.im-braystripe and checked Cheviots,
Shirting prints.

v..

LATELY?"

COFFEE
, ;

;

,

BOND-DILLO-

'

.

N

COMPANY

Wholesale) Distributor

.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Genuine Heatherbloom Petticoats in white and Copenhagen, plaited flounces.

45c Women's Knit
3 for $1.00

s,

Absolutely fast colors for children'3

wear;

.

32-inc- h.

2

Camisole Ribbon,

Yards,

$1.00
A variety of light and dark colors.
Regular 85c line.

36-i-

n.

Fteurer' cotton back Satin
.;
assorted natterns.
Lin-intr-

s,

36-in-

Pants
.

Women's Jersey Ribbed Pants,
medium weight, ankle length;
sizes 36 to 44.

Yards,

Figured CVenoo
weaves,

nlQi'n

36-inc- h,

and
assorted

PnrtHris

patterns.

Mi'

75c

M.O0

Good nualitv of Muses' Bloomers, black and white; sizes 4
to 12.

$1.25 COTTON BATS $1.00 Each
Good quality of clean white Cotton Bats, size 72x90,
weight 2y2 pounds; only 50 at this price, so shop early.

Colton

48c Peggy Cloth Suiting
4 Yards, $1.00

New patterns in Cotton
Challies in floral and
Persian patterns for
comfort coverings.
and
Light, medium
dark colors.

m

Red Border Huck Towels
6 for $1.00

SINGLE MAWARFR FOR
3 CITIESISPR0P0SED

Sizes 18x36.

A high

grade Towel.

Children's
Pajamas,' 2 for $1.00
$1.25

Made of good

Wool Mixed Suiting,

Yard

$1.00
54-in- ch

;

brown

only.

Another Dollar Day Special.

quality muslin,
Pajamas; sizes 2

ce

Dne-pie-

and

4

only.

Values to $2.25 Women's Brassieres, $1.00
Materials of satin, silk jersey
and webbing; sizes 34 to 46.

Fancy Ribbons
Yards, $1.00

75c
-

Fancy Outing Flannel
5

Yards, $1.00

Splendid quality for gowns,
etc., shown in stripes, plaids
and checks; light, medium
and dark colors, also white.

Princeton, N. ,T., Oct. 20. Twenty-thcolleges have accepted
Princeton's invitation to send delegates to a conference on the limitation of armaments here Octoree

ber 26.

NO TELEPHONE ORDERS

ran

GESTIQn

TO

BY GOVERNMENT
relieves
"P a p e '
Diapepsln"
stomach distress in fivo minutes.
You don't want a slow remedy
Is bad or an
when your
(By Th Aoelstfd Frew.)
uncertain one or" a harmful one
Washington, Oct. 20. A Hst ot
your stomach Is too valuable; you
mustn't Injure It with drastic drugs. tho stockyards which under tho
Pape's Diapepsln Is noted for Its packers and stockyards act, will
speed In giving relief; Its harmleas-ness-In; come before the supervision of
Its certain unfailing action
of agriculture on
stom- the secretary
regulating sick, sour, gassystomach
made
tfas
1,
Nov.
public here
achs. Keep this perfect
home keep It today. Flfty-- f jur yards in almost
doctor In your
are
Included In
cities
as
many
case
handy get a large sixty-ceand. It waa anfrom any drrjf ctore and then If today's list.
at least 18 others will
you should eat something which nounced,
their status under
doesn't agree with you, If what you he addedIs as
confirmed officially.
eat. lays like lead, ferments and the bill
for the
Tentative
regulations
causes
sours and forms gas;
dizziness and nasuea. control of the yards a wellmar-as
headache,
'
eructations of acid and un- commission menwillandbeother
p. M. Jcwcil.
an ket BKencles.
published
remember
food
digested
comes In soon the department announcing,
As president of the railway em- soon as Pape's Dlapepsin
are
Indithese
that
"open to
all
stomach
however,
ployes7 department of the American contact with the
It Is the most modifications upon suggestion or
vanishes.
Federation of Labor, B. M. Jewell gestion
firms
fflclent antacid known tho cr- criticisms from Interested'
is taking a prominent part in the talntv and ease with which it over or persons."
elaborate preparation!, Ieing made comes stomach and digestive disor
The 'yards "posted" today Infor the great railroad sftika on ders la a revelation to those who cluded the following:
!
Tho Union Stock Tard and
October 30.
try it.
sto:-iac- h

'

.

2

and-

Satin

Fancy

-

Taffeta,

plaids and stripes in blue,
pink, yellow, rose, Copenhagen
etc.

$2.50 Kayser Leather-

$1.00 Pair
Leatherette Gloves,

ette Gloves,
Kayser
pongee,
to 8t2- -

,

two-clas-

p;

size3

QVi

Fine

39c Boys' Hose
4 Pair, $1.00

ribbed, heavy weight,
triple knee; black; size 8 only.

Values to $2.25,
Women's Silk Hose
$1.00 Pair
Plain and fancy weaves in
brown, black, grey and white;
sizes 8V to 10.

25c Women's Cotton
Hose, 6 Pair, $1.00

Cleanup of 10 dozen pairs of
Women's White Cotton Hose;
all sizes.

Laces & Embroideries
8

Yards, $1.00

Embroidery and lace edges
and insertions ; assorted widths

NOC. O. D's

NO EXCHANGES

wan to
bicycle racing
Transit company of Chicago, Chi- the Industrial comminslon
cago, 111.; the Cincinnati Union have gone into effect In the build- that has been all the rage In EuCincinnati, ing trades here.
company,
8tockyard
rope will be run for the first time
An appeal to the state Industrial
Ohio; the Cleveland 8tock Yards
the Seventy-fir- st
Twenty-four-ho-

BE CONTROLLED

DAPPl

nt

"TRIE D
;
IT

$1.95 San Linings
$1.00 Yard

navy, etc.

Yards, $1.00

Hundreds

n,

fK

Heatherbloom
Petticoats, $1.00 Each

Mo-

27-inc- h,

Values to 25c, Wash Goods,

ORDER TO
STRIKEJS RECEIVED

4

Snlendid weisrht.
Outing
Flannel, in white only.

54-i- n.

$1.00
all new patterns in
tan lavender,
Copenhagen,

plain colors

Outing Flannel
Yards, $1.00

h

hair for skirts, dresses, etc.

3

Yards, $1.00

stripes and

Plaids,

black

36-inc-

New Kimona Velour

Amoskeag Ginghams

ch

4

OFFICIAL

ED
"Sly

for

shape, light, medium and '.dark
brown, auburn and black and blonde.

tonlcht

Black Mohair
$1.00 Yard

$4.50

Cap

(By The Aoclntfd Pre.)
Wyo.. Oct. 20. A
Cheyenne,
proposal that the cities of Laramie,
and Cheyenno hire a
Rawlins
single "manager" to conduct the
affairs-- of
their cities, was made
at the meeting here last night of
SZEVENYI APPOINTED
the Cheyenne Chamber of ComAMBASSADOR TO U. S. merce. The plan wn taken under
consideration by the chamber of
commerce and will be discussed at
tty The Aoi'l:itI I'r".)
Asso
Oct.
20
the
the next monthly meeting of the
Budapest,
(by
of body, it w.is announced.
ciated
Press.)
Appointment
Count I. Szevenyl as Hungarian
ambassador to tho United States
OfT.
TtrVS KNOCKED
20. Bill
Oct.
St. I c ia, Mo.,
will be published shortly according
to Information given the Associated Burns
of Duluth,
Minn., was
Press today.
knocked out by Sailor Jere Beck
Count Szevenyl Is well known in of St. t,ouls in the seventh round
He married of a scheduled
the United States.
bout here
Gladys M. Vanderbllt, of New York, tonight. They are middlewelghts.

Vtesh Roasted Fiaftance

10

$1.50

Good quality

$1.00

The action will bo based on wage
hituW
rilling made by the federal MeUen-nanous commission In 1920,
local
tho
said. He declared
companies have been unde"prylng
the miners ly trom a to o cenis a
ton since the ruling.
The hearing to have been held
here today was pointponed until
November 22, at the request of the)
tinVP bpoil Ordered
nnrftitrra
to submit' their wage accounts in 1,
1914, to me commisJanuary
sinn.

A

Harding
and black.

h,

box; all colors and white

10 spools to

STOMACH

ii

Made of fine quality Nainsook, stitched up, stamped for
embroidering in several neat patterns, in flesh and white.

J. & P. Coats Mercerized
Crochet Cotton, $1.00 Box

'

airtight walls of paraffin
in our new canisters "jail'

Angora Trimming
$1.00 Yard
4io-inc-

ACCEPT INVITATION.

Six (6)

Women's Combination Suits $1 .00 Each

Beautiful quality,
blue, navy, tan, Drown

in 1908.

jailed

Special for Dollar Day; lace
style; black only.

.

1

Two to a Customer.

Boy's Shoes, $1.00 Pair

$1.25

ten-rou-

fl

Limit

.

SPRINGS COAL MINERS
TO DEMAND BACK PAY

$1.00 Each

Outing Flannel Gowns

Made of good quality Outing Flannel, in fancy stripes of
blue and white, pink and white; sizes 17 and 18.

Fitz-patric- k,

HAS LEADING PART
IN PREPARATIONS
FOR RAIL STRIKE

'

Black and brown ; lace and
button styles.

(Ht The Amoclntfd Pri-.-)
New York, Oct. 20. Representatives of 700 colleges and univer-

1

EXTRA SPECIAL

Misses' and Children's
Shoes and Slippers

COLLEGEHEADS WILL

-

CONSTIPATIONTSOURS

Ol
or

1

jvuie

IDE

ATGHDDGHMEET

SKULL

Disappearance
Mysterious
of a Colorado Man Nine
Years Ago Has Been
Solved, It Is Believed.
(n.v The ABtwluted

Press.)

Denver, Colo., Oct. 20. A
ot Denver railroad offices by
the Associated Press today disclosed that traffic over the main
carriers in Colorado, Wyoming.
Utah
Arizona
New Mexl.-oprobably will be virtually at a
standstill in the event of a walkout
on October 30. The Colorado &
Southwestern railway promises to
be an exception. W. P. Hayden. assistant seneral manager ot that
road eaid today plans were being
'
made to operate trains.
Officials of some roads, anion"
&
Rio
them those of the Denver
Grande Western railroad and the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway, are hoping enough employes
"will be loyal so that trains can be
operated to carry mail and necessaries." The Denver & Kio Grande
Western and the Santa Fe both
estimated 15 per cent uf their employes would refuse to walk out.
Some of the railroads have several employes who will lose pensions by walking out, it was said.
The employes of the Santa Fe who
strike will' lose their insurance
privileges, It was said.
waa expressed In
Confidence
l. early eve v office canvassed that
the' strike would be averted by
some means. The hope prevailed
that the strike would be averted
na
rpement be
foe,, it nt nn
tween union chiefs and railroad,
executives.
In case of a strike reports will
be made throughout each day by
railroad employes to the officedivi-of
the superintendents of each
sion who in turn will keep general
diviheadquarters advised. Each
sion will also keep the other divisions advised of striko events.

m
9oUen

APPEAL AGAINST

U

WITH 2 BULLET

IN

C

TIE

Patre Three

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

October 21, 1921.

company, Cleveland Ohio; Denver Union Stock Tards company.
Denver, Colo.; St. Louis National
Stock Yards, East St. Louis. 111.;
Independent Union Stock Yards,
El Paso, Texas; Fort Worth Stook
Yards company, Fort Worth, Texas; Kansas City Stock Yards company, Kansas City, Mo.; Union
umana.
Stock Yards company,
Omaha, Neb.
The department will place supervisors in each stock yard to
livestock market
be designated
supervisors, whose duty It will be
to observe conditions and methods of doing business In the
stock yards, report the observa
tlons to the department and to
Iron out disputes.

commission will be made tomorrow, officers of the carpenters'
union said tonight.
Plasterers working on a bank
building here were laid off at the
close of work today, members of
the plasterers' union said.

in New York City in
regiment armory, starting one
minute after midnight on the evening of October 24. Both foreign
and American pedal speedsters will
compete In the novelty event.

ASKS IF UNIONS WILL
MAN MILK TRAINS IN
CASE OF RAIL STRIKE

CARBUNCLES

(By The Aoclattfl
Boston. Mass., Oct. 20. A query
as to whether railroad unions In
the event of a strike would refuse
to man milk trains from among
present emploj'cs, was telegraphed
to the heads of tho labor organiza
SPRINGS
COLORADO
tions tonight by Howard uoonrey.
MILL WORKERS QUIT of this city, chairman of a confer-nnc- a
ronrpnAntin? the New Eng
land governors whicl. met today to
(Dj Tb AMoclattd l'rem.)
presented oy
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 20. consider problems
Colorado Springs mill workers, the thrcatoned tie-umembers of the carpenters' union
RAIL F.XrxmVES TO MEET,
but not Involved In the wage re20. Nineteen
fit. Louis, Oct.
ductions made by the state Industrial commission, today were told railroad executives representing
bv their employers t'.iey must ac roads of the southwest are expect- a
cept the same reduction as the ed to arrive here tomorrow for
other carpenters, and quit worn conference on the proposed railv
Today was the day the award of road strike.

Pl!e. Pimplei,
liovij

tc,

quickly

by

BOIL EN E

t drugglitf or
or your money back. B0
by mati postpaid.
THE BOILENE CO., AlbUQUrqo, N. M.

TRY THIS FOR INDIGESTION
Foley Cathartio Tablets are lust
Their
the thing for constipation.
action is wholesome and thorough
griping,
ly cleansing, .without
They
nausea or Inconvenience.
banish headache, biliousness, bloatcoated
bad
tongue
ing, gas,
breath,
and other symptoms ot disordered
Mrs. H. J. Marchard.
digestion.
36
Lawrence St., Salem, Mass,
writes:
"I used Foley Cathartio
Tablets for constipation with good
results. I keep them in the house."
Bold everywhere.

uU.RU.

V.
Page Fouf

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1

GOVERNMENT IS
FOUND ON EVERY
HAND IN ROSSI
Is
Everything
Controlled by the Moscow
Regime; Country Seems
to Be Document Mad.

Practically

.

(By The Associated

NEW STADIUM RISES WHERE HESTON AND MAULBEf SCH STARRED
1

r"

r2.Jv

4
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FIRE STATISTICS
More Than Half of Confla

grations Caused by Care- lessness of Man; Lignt
ning Other Cause.

(mi,)

has Just completed some Interest
Ing forest fire statistics showing
fires occurthat 64 per cent of theforests
of the
ring on the national
southwest
during the past ten
care
years were caused by man's wmcn

lessness. All ot tneso urea,
cost $54,000 to extinguish, could
have been prevented had everyone
In the forests been careful not to
start fires. The other 4 per cent
were caused by. lightning and are
therefore not preventable.
studies ot lightning nres nave
hnwn that they are mucn more eas
n
tiros
ily handled than
both because their occurrence can
be predicted and because they ordinarily occur in lightning zones
and do not at first spread as fast
fires. Recognizing
as
these facts, the forest fire fight
have Been bo
ing organizations
formed as to handle these light
as
as
efficiently
ning fires
man-caus-

znMtvMtT

A Tiew of the new stadium completed; Coach
Fielding Yost, mentor of
Trains Arc IYw.
" vapiain uick uunne of
f . the
f
Railway trains are few and seem
which
this
eleven,
to
first
is
years
to be crowned largely with ovcrn.
play in the new atadium.
ment employes and soldiers. Pas
aenger trains far exceed freight
trains on all lines and every coach
has a Tied soldier or, two to keep
people from massing on the trains the various public service organlza- - I
tonio Moreno spent his entire time
at stations.
tlons had to tie recalled very luige- in strict training ut the Los An
Factories which are in operation
01 mem make no preien- - I
aiany
goles Athletic club. This was in
are run by the government and lon mal tney uie communists or
the difficult role he
work ch'efly on government mip- - veil socialism mid their work is
I preparation lor
assumes in Uie production, which is
pllea, such aa railway repairs, moone in an extremely perl'unciory
an
(Jar
adaptation irom WlHlam same
"IV Theater Alice Brady, startor repairs, airplane repairs and manner.
lamous novel by the
other army supplies.
Three years have brought about ring in "Dawn of the Hast," a ro- rett's
Lon
JurrolUs,
name,
ecby
published
The Kremlin, formerly fie
in the atiituUe mance of two hemispheres. It is
runai kaljlo
clesiastical center for Russia and f lied army uhunge
men and all goverii- - a Realart Corporation picture. Also don.
The story is one ot mystery, rothe historic shrine about which the lent employes
h
toward the general showing the
The star
mance and adventure.
Romanoff traditions enters, Is a'l public. There is a great moilificaentiKxploration
pictures,
while eaiing in a London restauIt j churches are lon ot the aecrbitv which charac tled, "The Lion Killerj."
government.
rant is plunged into a mystery
closed. Red nrmy soldiers occupy terized the early uaya o the bol- Theater "The Secret of which ho attempts to solve without
the barracks of the old imperial hevist control. In the frenzied theLyric
with
Hills,"
Antonio
tho
aid of Scotland iard. The
Moreno
ofarmy and prominent holshevist
list year of bolshevism, officials
an
cast, is the main action moves rapidly and carries
ficials occupy the quarters former- seamed lo regard everyone who ap and
at the lyric today; alsj the youth into the highlands 01
ly given over to church officials proached them as an enemy. They aattraction
two-pawhere a treasure buried
's Scotland,
Torchy comedy,
and other dignitaries ot the Rorowled ami liaianuucd. From lop
Double Triumph."
by James ilf., is unearthed.
manoff regime.
lo bottom officialdom was nervous,
A pretty love story Is interwoven
Theater Clara KimHospitals and orphanages and irritable and generally unpleasant ballPn.NtiiiH.
Young Is still at the Pastime in the plot, and there are many in
schools are run by the government.
ileal with.
tense
and thrilling scenes through
as
the leading star in "Straight
The government payrolls are filled
This spirit lias disappeared, to a
to overflowing with employes who very large degree. The success of From Paris; also repeating the out tlie entire production.
want the government food ration, the government in overthrowing its Sunshine comedy, "Three Good CTAKA Kl.MHAMi YOt'NG
and In consequence thare seems to adversaries has given a feeling of Pal9."
IN NF.W SCUFFX Ol'FKKIXG,
be an excess of personnel In Mos- security and it now functions much
"STUA1UHT I'liO.U I'AKIS"
cow
institutions aa well as the
other governments do. Uuards, BEM TIfTT; SrTTINT.S
IX "DAWX OF THK FAST."
bureau chiefs and
messengers,
provinces.
Young is again
. Many of the orphanages have higher officials are more cordial.
SOW AT "U" THEATER i Clara Kimball at
the Pastime
appearing
today
as
reattendants
Bolshevist
i.s
also
abroad
they
many
legations
nearly
Equity
Tho mnet
..m a. I1IIUI.(theater, in her sixth
.
......... raiiA,..
have orphans. To American eyes flect this changed attitude to a
'I'.iuK.i
From Paris." a
duction
.
foil
the railways seem to be overstaff- marked degree.
.
ed. Trains and stations are alive
hite collars are no longer ban markably beautiful and accurate
.!,. .,..i.,i,,iip.
.v, .......
m,i
h"1i "L caliu.t.u
with officials and guards, many of ned. Black leather coats are not rntirnrliintlnr..
of tho Imaginative Eada
B"rela'lthe
because egardod aa the only suitable uni houses, gardens
whom seem unnecessary
eriora
seenjC(nvn'n who wlll be remembered
' of the
general quiet that prevails. form for a bolshevist official. Ex in Dawn of the East," the Real- - for hpr authorship of "Hush."
Statisticians Everywhere.
"0W showlnff at th3 Miss
perienced minor officials of the old
Young's former vehicle.
Russia always was document regime have been restored to their B" theater,
From
The storv of
mad and It seems even worse now places in many of the offices and
Exotic scenery was demanded hv Paris" is fresh and"Straight
stimulating. It
than it was under former regimes. their example has greatly modified the story, much of whoe plot Is presents Miss Young
role
the
in
Kndless rows of employes are busy the brusque manners of the soldier, laid in China nnd the Strait Set- that made her famous in "The Eyes
sailor
In
element
workman
which
documents
and
and
tlements
reports
exbut the producers
making
of Youth"
that ot a young, dashnearly every government building. originally monopolized most of the ceeded themselves to give tho pro- ing girl. Aa tho sprightly, bewitchStatisticians are at work every- government posts.
duction Unusual Interest.
ing milliner, Lucette Orenier, Miss
where.
Among the sets is one of the Young stirs up a thrilling romance
Bolshevist officials are not blind ITS A GRAND OLD REMEDY Chinese
, streets
and
gateways thnt involves the flower of old
You can't keep strong and well
the overstafflnst of the departments
which a wedrtinc Droees- - aristocracy in Its wake, and affords
and the inefficiency of many ot the without sleep. Whether your rest through
slon passes, another on the hanks tho star of "Hush" a brilliant opworkers. They fill the Moscow Is broken by a painful hacking of a river, nnd night scenes In
the portunity of displaying her flawless
and provincial papers with appeals cough or Just an annoying tick- Almond
Blossom, a
notorious art and characterization, tsotn as
for greater diligence on the part of ling In the throat, tho system beand the social lioness.
cabaret, In which are tho shop-giemployes and a reduction of forces comes weakened and rundown. snnngnai
seen persons of a dozen national- Clara Kimball Young plays her part
not engaged in productive labor. Mrs. K. D. Drake. Childs, Md., ities
so
nd
interiors
effectively as to stamp her as
exquisitely drm"
They also complain bitterly of the writes: "After an attack of the 'flu' In tho colorful fashion
of old one of the outstanding screen perred tape which slows down all gov- I was left with a severe, cough. China.
sonalities of tho day.
ernment business and clamor for Nothing relieved me until 1 used
"Dawn of the East" Is a melosimplification and decentralization. Foley'e Honey and Tar, which I can drama
a
with
powerful current of FOURTH INCREASE IM
But, after all, the railways and highly recommend."
It covers irsustained throuehout the
telegraphs and telephones and posts ritated membranes with a healing action
story,
in nn amazing , FRICE OF CRUDE OIL
are in much the same hands they and soothing
culminating
loosens
coating,
were before bolshevism triumphed. phlegm and clears
air passages. situation.
MADE AT PITTSBURGH
with
Appearing
Mips
Alice
The men who knew the technic of Sold everywhere.
Brady, the star, who Is seen as n
Russian refuaee, are Michlo Itow.
(By The Aaaneluted Preai.)
the famous Formosnn actor and
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 20. The
dancer and an unusual cast, in- fourth Increase in the price of
several
cluding
Chinese actors crude oil this montl.
was an
from the Chinese theatof.ln Doy-er- s nounccd here today by the princl
street, New York.
pal purchasing agencies
it the
opening of the market, andance
ANTONIO MORENO TRAINS
ot 25 cents a barrel on the followFOR ROM! IV MYSTERY.
ing grades:
OF "SECRET OF THE IULIjS"
Pennsylvania crude, $3.50; Corn
ing. $2.16; Cabell, $2.36; Somerset,
For three weeks previous to the $2.15; Somarset light,' $2.40.
filming of "The Secret of the Hills,"
Ragland, tho only heavy oil
which will bo shown at the Lyric quoted in this market, was ad
theater today and tomorrow, An- - vanced 15 cents a barrel to $1.15,
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Ind.,
Indianapolis,
Commemoration of the sixty-thiranniversary of former President
Theodore Koosevelt's birth on October 27, is urged
by John G.
Emery, natioi.al commander of tho
American legion, in a letter sent
today to all legion posts.
"The American armv In France
and- in the camps at home never
had a better friend than
Theodore
Koosevelt,"
says Commander
letter.
Emery's,
he
"If
had had his wish he would
have fought and died at our side;
as it was, he fought the eood
cause at home until, like the soldier on the firine line, he fell.
fighting with his face to the enemy.
Uy his vigorous efforts for pre
paredness and national unity he
made all Americans
his debtor.
But the men who wore the uni
forms of the United States are peculiarly In his debt. No one will
ever know how many American
lives were saved to future usefulness by his appeals for adequate
preparation before war came, and
for public support of the nation's
fighting arm while the war was in
progress.
On October 27 the nation will
ancommemorate the sixty-thir- d
niversary of Theodore ItJoseveit's
birth. The national commander
urges local posts throughout the
country either to organize celsbra-tion- s
of their own or to tako active
part In whatever celebrations may
be arranged by other bodies In their
communities."

(By The Associated 1'rejt.)
Oct. 20, The Dyer
bill Imposing heavy
P 'alties-o- n
persons involved In,

Washington,

HERE ft
fc.Tn "rut

X

ARTIST

QAN

forme.-Preside-

mob action resulting in the taking
of lif vas ordered favorably reported by the house Judlc'ary-coiu-mltttoday.
The measure as reported provides
that tnv mpmbprR .of k mnli vtrhlnK
Pi'ts some one to death shall bo lm- prjecnea for lite or tjr not hen
than five years and that
stu:e und
lai'.r.llinal
nr.m )hrnnili
of
neglect
duty fail to prevent
lyncning, shall be Imprisoned ret
irere' than five years w rinej not
.Hotr-r.- f
more than 15.000.
courts would have Jurisdiction.
Any county in which a person !s
lynched, under the itipbmiii
iv.m a
bo required io forfeit $1) (100 which
would go to the family o tho
ee

nfflr-lHl-

.

.

man-cause-

I'aramoiint-Vanden-berg-

"Sf

(By The Associated

COMMITTEE

Moving Picture Funnies

Cut out the picture on all four
sides. Then carefully fold dotted UNEMPLOYMENT
IS NOT
line 1 its entire length. Then dotted line 2. and so on. Fold each
SERIOUS SUBJECT IN
section
underneath
accurately.
NEBRASKA, IS CLAIM
When completed
turn over nnd
you'll find a surprislsg sesult. Save
'
(Xty The Associated Presi.)
the pictures.
flnf 9ft ITnam.
T.lnpnlw ATfh
Ployment in Nebraska at this time
VENIZELOS AND BRIDE
Is not a serious subject, there ap
ARRIVE IN N. Y. TODAY pearing to be work for every one
...... 1.- .w.
HV n.
llt.lin VYa&O,
New York, Oct. 20. Former although steps are being
taken to
Premier Venizelos, of Greece,
termed by his admirers "The Mod- emor S. K. McKelvlo today wrote
ern Ulysses," will arrive here to- I erbert Hoover, secretary of the
morrow on the Aquitania with his department of commerce, Washing
bride for his American
honey- ton, replying to .ne latter'B quesmoon.
tionnaire on unemployment in this
d
Harvard has been having a fall
fires, however,
The
The elderly statesman married state. Governor Mclielvle pledged
according to district forester Frank baseball season, the Crimson var Miss Helena Schlllzzi, many years tl.A ncpnnlrs nf the r.tatfi tn Viyini?
C. Pooler, are giving the service sity nine playing amateur teams in his Junior, in London, September about readjustment of tho present
14.
unfavorable conditions.
real concern. They can not be pre and around Boston.
dicted, they may occur anywhere
where a careless person leaves n
fire or takes a smoke and at any
time, day or night. Were they
eliminated entirely through care
with camp and other fires In tho,
forest during tho dry season, tne
protection of the forests against
fire would he fairly simple. Fir?
lookouts would have to be maintain
ed then only after dry thunder
But the
showers.
fires make constant vigilance necessary during the dry seasons.
Besides being ever on tne iook- ont for
fires, the rang
ers are taking other steps to reThey
duce the number of them.
miss no opportunities In tellirtjr
nationon
the
others
campers and
al forests to be careful with fires.
In addition, the laws providing
penalties for carelessness with fires
In the mountains are being strictly
enforced, ns evidenced by the prosecution of about fifty persons in
tho southwest this year for
with fires.
There Is a good deal of rivalry
between the fire organizations of
the fourteen national forests In the
southwest, each trying to better its
own previous records and those of
The rangers and
other forests.
fire rruards are expected to be on
the way within twenty minutes after receiving reports of fires. This
time Is given them In order to saddle their horses and pack their
tools and supplies. This getawav
Is. of course, to be cut down as
much as possible.
national forest
The Tusayan
with headquarters ot 'Williams.
season
.lust past
the
Ariz., during
has one of the best records of any
Its
of the southwestern forests.
rangers only needed an average of
to
minutes
Ight and
get started for fires. This remark
-able record bore fruit. In that fires
were reached quickly and extinguished before they became very
large. Tho forest handled during
and for cigarettes
the season a total of fifty-fiv- e
fires, only six of which burned
Virginia tobacco is the lest
over an area larger than ten acres.
On this forest of a million and a
third acres, only H27 acres were
Liggett It Myers Tobacco Co.
burned over during the past sea
son, an average or only six acrjs
for every fire.
man-cause-

J

r

office

service

The local forest

'. Moscow, Oct. 20 (by- - Staff Cor
reapondent of the Associated
Press) .Government everywhere
nothing but government!
Such is the impression that
foreigner who has known Moscow
of old gets In entering the bolshe
viat capital today.
...
All the hotels are government
eommlttee headquarters. The same
Is true of department stores, office
buildings, cluhs, cafes and larger
private nouses, ah tncaiers are
government theaters.
Queues of Russians and
are waiting in trie streets be
fore most larger buildings for per
mits to buy railroad tickets or per
transaction
form some ordinary
such ns a New Yorker would dls.
pose of over the telephone In five
minutes.
The motor cars are all government cars and are monopolized by
government employes. The street
cars are run by the government
and government employes, eapec
Islly workmen, hnve first call on
the few cars which run chiefly at
times when workmen are going to
or from work. Other folks may
take the few carriages which ply
the main Btreets for hire at prices
beyond the reach of ordinary gov
emment salaries.
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URGES OBSERVANCE OF
63RD ANNIVERSARY OF
BIRTH OF ROOSEVELT
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"Some smoke, neighbor
smoke!"
s-o--
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At Boston, on May 11, 1877, the
Harvard baseball nine and a professional
team of Manchester
played a twenty-fou- r
Inning gam,
to a tie score of 0 to 0.
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FOOTBALL, THRILL- -A

0

g

RUN AROUND END
DELICIOUS AND REFRESHING

T? VERY little movement
means more thirst's
Q THE

COCA-COL-

COUP ANY

Ausata.Ca.

ARE

for Fall and

SHOES

wear at
cidedly attractive prices.
Since they are made of
the finest leather, they
are as sturdy as they

are

de-

I'll

the selection of a new hat?
a
If so, pleasant surprise awaits you at
the Thoroughbred or Worth dealer in
your town. -

Tri c tOA

man who knows that every head requires
a different type of hat. He will be able
to help you select, easily and without loss
of time, a Thoroughbred or Worth Hat.
which will give you entire satisfaction. '
There is no difference
In the '.'taste" or "looks"
of Clarified and Pasteurized Milk from other

$8 to $15
m

at

ia

.

milks

it

mm

N

Only it is safe "
and better.

KELEHER
m

CIPWNGCO

CORRECT CLOTHES FOR HEN

f

The Worth or Thoroughbred dealer is a

good-lookin- g.

HAYDEN

you one of those men who

Captain Harlan giving Quarterback Barron of the Georgia Tech team
interference at the start of s sensational end run.
?1,t!u1
at a recent
."Plenty in this photo, mapped
i
... . t gama.
m
T.n
..t....j i . . .
fullback ..f the famous Georgia Tech "Golden Tornado"
team.ls off in
u canon oi me lecn
squad, carrying tne
ball for a long run around the left end. Harlan
is piekinz his man be-'
field
is sizing up the
ahead of him.
S??r .
--

"'r

tjn

2?

?ftS

".

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

351

Worth and Thoroughbred Hats come
in a wide, variety of styles and colors. .

mm

I

1

SUMtolfUlSA.

,.;;

TO DEALERS If
both Thoroughbred
Hats and Worth Hats
re not sold in your
locality, ask us about

our unusual dealer
proposition.
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NOVEMBER 9 IS
TO BE CLEAN UP

By LAURA A. K.IIULMA.Y.

By Edna Kent Forbes.

Friday.

Woman's club will meet at 3 A PRETTT MUSLIX BED SET. seen, there is no need for lining
dle is an exercise laughing is a p, m.
this spread or pillow cover.
this
hard
exercise.
Laugh
great
at AlaFhl Mu supper-plcol- c
If, however, you have chosen one
There is a rage, today, for
minute, and watch the lifting and meda grove.
unftViA
mpin." con of tho pretty applique designs, you
.MBiin
changing of the tiny muscles
must
ro'.l
skin.
der the
buy a good grade of fast- sisting of spread and bolster
COLLAR
color ehnmbray In the colors you
That's one way of exercising the CHIN-HIGover piiiowa; wnu
used
(also
and cut this material to fit
face. Why do actors and actresses
rather large design in applique want
ON STREET DRESS
the dekeep young? Emotions are stimembroidery) in the middle of Into the various parts of on
(or
so
with
a
trifle
and
bolster
DETAIL the spread and on the long
exaggerated
sign, first basting them
a ulated
mV"H'm'
NOVEL
n,,,.
IS
gmwi'jpnii
as to get the "expressions across
large stitches, then sewing them
cover.
the footlights," the face becomes
These are made in the following on with very fine stitches around
the edge, and then finishing the
mobile it. stays young because it
w,,y:
is exercised.
Measure your bed and buy work by going about the edges of
Think of the dull witted expresnnu nMaanhAA Trmnlin to make each piece withtoa wide buttonhole
match the color
stitch in floss
sionless women, that you know
a spread that will hang down half
to
are
of the piece (lust as the edges cf
oiui-o- ,
do you think they
going
bii wu-way to tne iioor on afrln
in
cambric
a
will
child's
very
tnnir
scrap book are
that
appearance
young
stay
long? Think of the Jolliest woman
cover both pillows. Now buy one finished.)
Before attempting to transfer the
you've met don't you think her
or tne transier paiienm umi, m
chances are a thousand to one of
out by pattern houses, for large design on the middle of the
gotten
spread and pillow cover you should
beating the others at the game of
these bed sets, and place this
on
e
youth?
down, on the center first try a corner of the designmusemoof
Don't be afraid
showing
of your spread and in the middle a small sample piece of the
all
will
modermake
tions on the face. It's good for
a
in
this way you
lin?
of your pillow roll; run
your
the face, and it "lets out" wom-anA
over the pattern-pape- r, your mistakes on a piece of goods
ately hot ironcare
d
The
move
the
repressed
to
is
of no account.
that
not
personality.
'
takingtv.ii. htnr the lines of
41
J
is not so attractive. And if
Tf, however, you should make n
still
the
face
to
exercise
wishes
want
mistake
in transfering tho design
you
the design. If any reader
more, cover It with cold cream to
name of a pattern nouRe umi on the spread or pillow case, you
the
tr
act as a lubricant and rub it with
nut an autumn needlework can usually cover it up successthe palms of the hands until the
your cham-bra- y
catalogue containing these trans fully by appliqueing
skin glows from the friction.
bed-swin B1.uijr
pieces over the faulty line
i
fer
aesigns,
a
n
rather than by
Hortensia: Rub salt into the
DUI.U a. ritiYiH
Ht'IlU lift .linn
i.. - Tin in i" uuu I (going "byor eye" can
remove the
warts on hands and if they are
you
of a stamped,
pattern);
receipt
can
muslin
stranglo
by washlargo enough, you
design from tho
4m tn flprlnfl
the
of
What
rru.
them ro they dry up and drop off.
spread or
that
portion
ing
.(an
water
This is done by a piece of white
colors vou wish to use in working pillow case with
resilk drawn very tightly around the
these designs. If your design is and a little naphtha soap. To
silk
oil
will
wart.
Olive,
base of the
(some
move the design from
unuunc
aione,
for
embroidery
i
Aninrq thnt harmonize women prefer to make these brd-sehelp also, as it softens this skin,
for that is all there is to such
of silk) rub the silk with eithcolor scheme of the bedthe
with
warts merely dead particles of
room, and begin the work. As the er gasoline or benzine (not near
Send
have
skin
never
that
congealed.
the
heat or flame).
under side of the spread is
!
a stamped addressed envelope for
the eyebrow tonlo.
Fatty: You should weigh about
r
110 pounds. Tour proportions will
I
comhave
after
be
you
improved
!.. W".rnill(ll' lflMW iHf iiiiK. liWiWi pleted your development.
hair
Hollow Neck: Superfluous
Even a I'oiwd Snillo Is Better
Is more apt to grow on the face
Than None.
By WALT MASON.
than it is on the neck, but I should
r- earth the face can be exercised. not use cocoa .butter on either
"
"'
Well
since the throat is exposed
place,
A smile Is an exercise. A frown to soil quite as easily as the face.
apply the gaff to that form, fat
ROSES AJfD ROCKS.
is an exercise but I don't advise This oil is onebf the richest in
and pussy, at which we used to
and
before
us,
a
this! A look of surprise, the as- nutriment and may be used as
Our idol stands
laugh. In highly moral dungeon
does some merry tricks, and we we knock him from his feet, and
tonishing opening of the eyes and massage on other parts of the body
of
not
call for ax and bludgeon to make
is
musthe
calls
of
In
this
this
where
chorus
brows,
precaution
arching
prince
applaud
cles into play. Blowing out a can needed.
complete. NO doubt we've
Joyous hicks. We watch his every the jobsome
our
done
evil, we trulv moral
antic, we laugh until we weep,
our
admiraour
records full or weevil
guys;
glee is almost frantic,
tion deep. We say, "Oh, was there we do not advertise. Oh, poor old
ever so comical a gent? A guy so human nature, it always is the
can
wondrous clever at spreading mer- same; no court or legislature wor
riment? We certainly adore him. change its foolish game. We he
he gladdens all our days, and if ship some one madly until and
By JANE PHELPS.
It wouldn't bore him our college makes a break, then, morally
we burn him at the stake.
yell we'd raise." But lo, he pulled sadly, more
we used to love him
was a crime Tho
it
a
blunderperhaps
me
never
A BOY'S INSIGHT.
to
asked
go.
gested it. He
This latest Paris creation, a
and now we're trampling under when he was in his bloom, the
summer
The long hot
frock for street, gives the the
we called sublime. We fiercer do we shove him and kick
passed
CHAPTER 118.
Junior remained with effect of a suit with its turned up have chap
of mercy as we him to his doom.
slowly.
no
thought
"Junior was at home for the Iojik mother until a week before school
and its long fur
summer vacation. I was delighted began, then came back to us. How collar,
cuffs.
to have him. He had grown so I loved those seven days with my
PLAYER STARS IN
WOMAN IS SUCCESSFUL
manly, and was such a dear, boy. I had arranged my work in
A BIG
SCOTCH COMEDIES
thoughtful boy that his company that I might spend all my time Juanita, and upon his return look
CONDUCTING
IN
went far toward making me for- with him. Junior urged his fath- nt me fo strangely, as If he were
MEN'S CLOTHING STORE
get :r.y unhappiness when with er to Join us on a picnic, and in a trying to say something he knew
him.
ride over the mountains. But aside would hurt me dreadfully, and
At Hrst Dick also seemed from that I do not think he was hadn't the courage. Often he paced
"A woman cannot succeed in
to
him
but
have
around,
pleapcd
with Junior at all. He seemed, the floor of his study all night this business."
arte;- 0110 or two tactless remarks rather, to avoid being alone with long. When I spoke of It. he m.;do
"niva me ft chance and I will
I pretense his story was "troubling show you that she can."
Juai.cr, made about Juanita, ho him.- - -t was not ''displeased.
said to me:
would say something him. I knew better.. Juanita was
ana
feared
Junior
Only two sentences or a long was
"Your mother wrote that she about Juanita that would annoy becoming too strong for him he animated
conversation; but it
would like Junior to spend part him.
could1
his
Ada
But
her.
rosist
of
the ways for
scarcely
,
the opening
of his vacation with her. Why net
My boy had taken an intense conscience was troubling him. Of Smith, clothier ot sauna, jvans.,
let him go?"
woman who was do- that I was certain. He would not who reconstructed a men's clothto
dislike
the
"Oh, I don't know! Later, per- ing all she could to take his fath- easily succumb to her fascinations, ing shop in that town a few years
haps."
er from me. He absolutely re- which I always conceded even t.) ago, under a steady fire of adverse
"Why not now? Then he can
to call her "Aunt Nlta," as myself, for it meant giving up criticism from credit men, who
be with us Just before he goes back fused
said that no woman could succeed
he had formerly, but addressed her Junior as well as me.
tb school."
I would say to myself as I lay In a men's clothing store.
we all did.
I saw through Dick's willingness as "Juanita," as
wide-eye- d
listenin
the
darkness
They did not know Ada Smith-t- hat
"What makes you pretend,
to part with Junior, but as I had
to him walk back and forth.
was all.
no wish that the boy should sus- mother?" he asked one day apro- ing
"He is struggling to make himself
Smith hnrt ordered a. thou.
ui..
pect that more than ordinary pos of nothing.
he has the right to be happv sand dollars worth of goods from
"I don't know what you mean, think
existed between his
friendship
She has taught him her an eastern Jobber, une creau mun
with
Jior.
father and Juanila, I fell in with dear. Pretend what?"
theories." Then I would pray that had gathered up the store records,
"Oh, pretend you like Juanita! she would fail; that God
the plan.
would decided that they could extend no
I felt sure Dick would have You know you don't."
him tho strength to resist her. more credit and had boarded a
"What makes you think I don't give
lilted me to visit mother also. But
a
had
I
feeling that train to hasten out into the heart
Somehow,
I had taken the contract to reno- like her?"
It wasn't a real love that actuated of Kansas to have a heart to heart
"I guess I can tell!" was his Dick
vate two houses, so it would have
love for her. But that it
with the "A. Smith" who had
been useless for him to BUggest it boyish answer, and I said no more was a sort of hypnotic "Influence talk
ordered more goods.
save to laugh at him for having she exerted over
as he well knew.
drew
that
him,
"Give me a chance and I'll show
Dick appeared to breathe more foolish notions in his head. But him
his will. But that ahe you that a woman can succeed in
against
shown
he
had
Ho
the
Junior
after
perspicacity
departed.
freely
loved him I never doubted.
this business," she said.
had refrained from visiting Juan- made me more resigned to let him
When a woman loves a man ns
Her determination to succeed
lta so often while the boy was leave me. I would win Dick back intensely as I lovod Diek, It is only won
the day. And although the
were
If
anxious
seemed
if
lie
now
it
possible.
but
humanely
home,
for her to think that every store of which she was Just taking
to make up for lost time. He went I did our boy need never know natural
'
deother woman also finds him
over the management was bankover almost every day to see her, how nearly I had lost him.
And Dick was really a rupt, with not a cent's worth of
sirable.
lost
a
came
when
or
I
in
afternoon
Then
time
either in the late
lovable fellow, still boyish, full of credit, with debts amounting to
i
the evening. Occasionally I accom- heart and courage.
mere
$4,000 and dragging out a credDick would spend evenings with ideals.
panied him, but only when I sug
Then Juanita had an accident.
existence, the
At least she said it was an acci- it man' gave her the credit ' and
dent. Yet in my distress I accused went back to Philadelphia, wonher in my heart of doing It pur- dering just why he had extended
"Mr. ?ckit Jones, th&
posely, even though she must have to this slip of a young girl the
took Jdy mmjm ttU th
suffered physical pain. But what credit he most assuredly would not
mister to order more
Ernest Torrence.
was bodily pain compared to my have given to anybody else.
Cora Fltkes right
because they ain't
what
Ernest
4Wr,
heartbreak?
Torrence, famous for lils
knew
Smith
exactly
Ada
no more in the whole house
she was tackling when she underportrayal of Scotch comedy roles,
since everybody's eating
store.
scored
tremendous suchaving
took to rehabilitate this
mm
MISS BARBARA WAIT
She knew exactly her own assets cesses In the "Only Girl," "The
in the way of courage, determina- Purple Lady" and as the Scotcn
TO LECTURE BEFORE
tion and business training. Today, captain in the celebrated BroadTODAY
WOMAN'S CLUB
after seven- years of Ada Smith way success, "The Night Boat,"
with its modern makes his debut in motion pictures
management,
club merchandising ideas, the store is as a heavy in Richard Barthel-mes- s
Opera day, at the Woman's unusr.f riohts tins excellent cred
initial independent starring
today, will be a program of
with the best store class vehicle, "Tol'ablo David," soon to
ranks
it,
Bradford
A.
K.
Mrs.
interest.
ual
a
Mr. Torrence is here
be
released.
is
In
Btate,
and
doing
the
is in charge and will open the afof $75,000 a year. Ada Smith seen in the role of Luka Tatburn,
ternoon with a short talk on had her
chance and she made good a Virginia mountaineer, a characThe first
"Opera In America."
terization which Is said to rank as
number will be "The Jewel Song" w'.th it.
one of his greatest
histronlc
from Faust, sung by Irs. S. B.
David"
"Tol'able
achievements.
PO'STMASTERS NOMINATED.
Miller.
screen
was adapted for the
by JoWashineton. Oct. 20. Postmas
Miss Barbara Wait will give an
his
from
story
Hergcshcimer
seph
senate
to
the
ter nominations ten
analysis of Massenet's "Cleopatof the Virginia mountains which
ra" with musical illustrations. today by President Harding In- ran in the Saturday Evening Post,
Charles R. McKean will sing the cluded William L. McCIay, Lincoln, It was directed by Henry King.
"Love Song" l.om "The Jewels of Neb.; William H. Jones, Kloux City,
the Madonna;" Mrs. Ray C. Bailey I' wsj Ernest W. Dort, San Diego,
Norma Talmadire, who will wear
and Mrs. Bradford will sing vari- Calif.; James S. Grisham, Trinidad, some
in her next
ous selections from "Madame But- Colo.; John II. Cunningham, Love-lan- First beautiful gowns
National, "The Wonderful
the
a
and
"Through
Colo.
trio,
terfly"
Thing," directed by Herbert Bren-toBohemian
from "The
World,"
How Kellogg's Corn Flakes appeal to the most
has a most Interesting theory
Winresults.
Grace
Miss
Ads
bring
Girl,"
Want
sung
by
wonder-picturJournal
e
What a
fastidious appetites!
concerning clothes and their color.
they
frey, Mrs. E. B. Moore and Louiso
She
that the range of hubelieves
make all joyously tumbled and jumbled in a big
Hesseldcn will close the
man emotions hvs a direct and
oven-fresgood-to-eh
the
gladdest
vital relation to the colo.rs of the
bowl; sunny-browspectrum.
Every emotlo'n has Its
cereal you've ever tasted or looked tiponl
color-ton- e
SCHOOL CHILDREN AT
equivalent, and in the
one must
palate-ticklemaking of a photo-pla- y
Kellogg's Corn Flakes are a revelation
SAN JOSE ARE BEING
dress one's emotions in correthat bring the sunshine right into the breakfast
blue
the
hues
under
sponding
SERVED HOT LUNCHES
room and get the day going all right! Never was such
lights of the Cooper Hewitts.
V
flavor as you'll find in Kellogg's; never was there such
The organization of a
Once before Richard Harding
association at the San
crispness!
Davis' play, "The Dictator," which
school on South Broadway
Jse
be filmed with Wallace Reld
will
Your happiness will know no bounds
for the purpose of making possiin the title role, was put Into picble the dally hot school lunches for
when you see the little folks come back
tures with John Barrymore playthe children, was organized at
for "more Kellogg's, Mother, please!"
ing the chief part.
meeting this week.
Tho teachers In the school, headn the
A screen play filmed
And, my how Kellogg's delight the
ed by Miss Ruth Payton, principal,
decks f United States warships is
daddies
too
TOASTED
and
the
and
have inagurated the hot lunch
mothers,
novelties
one
VDirls!
the
of
promised by
The girls of the dbmestio
brothers and sisters! Kellogg's win
Uplversal. Official permission was
lunches aa abundance
CORN
the
science
class
prepare
granted by tho navy department.
associaeverybody they're so delicious!
and the Parent-Teachtion furnishes the material for
FLAKE?
EARTHQUAKE SIIOCKS.
cooking. One hot dish is prepared
27
20. ProOct.
Washington,
each day to supplement the cold luxuriant
nounced
earthquake shocks beginlunch6s which the children bring
ning at 1:13 a. m. and, continuing
from their homes. Twenty pupils
Wj
until 8 o'clock, were recorded earare served dally.
bestttu.
ly today at the Georgetown unilife
The officers of the newly organobservaassociation
s'
ized
versity aelsmographical
tory. Tha center of the disturbare Mrs. L. I Hart, president; Mrs.
ance was estimated at about 4,400
Bonifacio Luna, vice president, and
miles from Washington.
Miss Ruth Payton, secretary and
KEEP YOUR FACE YOUNG.
I'm sure a great many women
allow their faces to grow old for
Ia,ck of exercise. I know some of
my readers will raise their eyebrows at this and wonder how on
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E. LAS VEGAS C. OF

Coach Bergman of the New MexiELECTS NEW OFFICERS
co Aggies will send what he looks
AT
upon as real championship defend- (Special Correspondence la The Journal.)
East Las Vegas, N. M Oct. iO.- ers In the "Pep" day game, October 21, against the team from the The Commercial club held Afi anevenMilitary institute, on the State Col- 3 nual meeting here Tuesday
(Special Correnpomleoce to The JooroiU.l
The business
will begin at
meeting was
20.
ing.
Oct.
N.
Play
grounds.
M.,
lege
duces,
a
bow; 0 clock. Tne players announce held in the Castenada hotel after
Hang up the fiddle and the
big dinner served there. toAbout
the shovel, rake and noe. are:
up
pick
hear
a nrrnnlted to Stage
i t o ivimca
New Mexico Military institute: eighty mon were present Co.bert
left tho report of the secretary,
a clean-u- p day. Mayor Paxton has Godfrey, full back; Eastham, half
C. Root, and also to assist in the
half back; Hinkle, right
"..
declared a nonaay iur iu
is back; Smith, quarter Daon; bow election of officers for ttie comlr.jj
noon of Noverber 9, when itLas
report read by the secyer, left end; Blake, left tackle; year. The
expected that every man in
the club had
Uhli, center: retary showed Inwhat
left
guard:
Cruces will don overalls and arm
Wright,
the past year aril
himself With Implements and do Lackey, right guard: Corn (Capt). accomplished
told of the number of boosting
his share to beautify the town.
right tackle; Ktratton, rignc enu,
backed and helped
The plan, suggested by R. P. Por- Boone. Bell. Wllfley and Stancato, propositions it
along.
substitutes.
ter, vice president of the Bowman
The officers elected for the comand inbank and Trust company, chamber
New Mexico College of Agriculyear are: President, Vinoci.t
ing
Cruces
Las
the
dorsed by
ture and Mechanic Arts: Fairly,
B. M.
calls for cutting (Capt.), and Boykln, run- - DacK. K. Jones; vice president,.
of commerce,
Dr. M. H. Chap-ITinvU.. Hfirht half Werley; directors,
weeds In vacant places, cleaning up TiT.nni. an
David Conway, Henry Blattman,
unsightly spots, repairing fWewalks backs; Brookshlre and Baker, let: Lorin K. Jones, Dr. J. M. Cook, '.
and fences, and planting trees
half backs; Mason, quarter dsck. W. Nichols, Martin Simdt, Thomas
Boone and Johnsen, Homer F. Cooke and E.
guard;
ShTown Marshal Angel and a spec- Miller, left rlirht
tackle: Will and C.
will
men
King.
business
of
ial committee
show Vance, left tackle; Hare,andPoole and
round up the slackers, if any
Charlc!,
Graham
renter;
town
Crisp,
them through the court, left ends; Coleman, right guard; Try a Journr Want At!.
and
A kangaroo
ir, i a Car cage.
.......
TiideA
It. u.
.j... uvei 1..
17
presmea
will mete out fitting fines
vn,,
and punishment.
The city upauuiui Vvi......
B. G. Dyne, will .haye
headed
of work, lie
charge of the programbe assisted
by
and his fellows will
as
;"owa-a,rr,four committees
Ward 1 C. C. Pedregon,
Bean and Mrs. Douglas.
Ward 2 A. I' . isarncanue, ty,
Page andMrs.
CWilcoxo" and" Mrs." n C. Wade.
r
a N it nprmiiu. Vii
j a
ence' J. Smith
and Mrs. H, M.
D"'The committees'
slogan is
Clear up, Clean up, Cheer up! Mr.
we're go ng to
Porter said, "andwill
be districted
do It The town
be
and not a single place will to
make
The big Wea is
to the
the town more presentable and
to
visitors within our gattJ
the valley,
prospective settlers infuture.
and keep it so in the
"The plan in Its entirity Includesn
an adequate lighting system
business and residence districts
to permit
side walk construction
imlocal mall delivery and street of
when you use
you
provements, also theoverbuilding
irrithe
less
of
than higher priced
use
substantial bridges
that
gation canals. It s expected
brands. Satisfaction guarstreet paving will begin about the
middle ot November."
Vi
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SAME PRICE
for more than

30 years

,

BAKING
POWDER

over-looke-

Ounces

forggt

YOU SAVE
KC

DISTRIcTcOURT

111

IN

anteed or your money

refunded.'

SESSION AT GALLUP

THE WOMAN HE MARRIED

.

(Special Corrapondtnr to The Journal.)
Las Cruces. N. M., Oct. 20.

CUES

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

octal Calendar

BEAUTY CHATS

Tudor and Wesley, right ends.
E. J. Ryan, assistant coach, who
has been steadily working with tha
team since the beginning of the
season, says the Una is stronger
than last year.

MILITARY INSTITUTE
AND AGGIES' FOOTBALL
ELEVENS CLASH TODAY

"HIGHEST QUALITY"

Jnonnl

td Th
(Spflnl Corr.piTitfr. Oct.
20. The
Gallup, N. M
first term of court In McKinlcy
rountv under the Jurisdiction of
the First Judicial district of the
state, opened here Monday. Judge
Read Hnlloman of Santa Fe is the
presiding judge. Alexander toRead,
take
district attorney, is present
up the work of the court. Assistant District Attorney J. R. McFie
is alsd present. R. L. Baca will do
the interpreting for the court, and
Miss Esther Barton will be on
duty as court stenographer, all of
whom are new in a Jury term of
court in this county.
There are about one hundred
and fifty cases on the civil docket
and about fifty on the criminal
docket. Thfe grand Jury was organized Monday with L. N. Cary
as foreman. Tho Jury began hearing witnesses in cases Tuesday.
They will probably finish their
work before the end of the week.
The court will immediately begin
hearing trials after the grand Jury
makes its report

MILLIONS OF POUNDS BOUGHT
BY THE GOVERNMENT

NOW IS

THE TIME TO GET YOUR WINTER BEDDING

STORE

THE ARMY and NAVY
323 SOUTH

AT

FIRST STREET.

BLANKETS BLANKETS BLANKETS
Reclaimed

Navysf

85.00

S3.00

$2,50
carry a full

We also

O. D.

pitai

army goods.
line of new and second-han- d
Mail orders shipped same day received.

The Iron Food
for Vitality

'

I

Wm

hand-to-mou- th
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f
driney neeq

"The Iron Food

for

am

oum-no-

Doiit wait another dqy &r
Jtnow the deliciousness

d,
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Parent-Teache-

'
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Hot Fruited Toast
Toast this raisin bread and taste a new
delight at luncheon

PXAINTY thin slices of
Raisin Pie
gufckly rtfrtthti at night
by a deuert like thit.

4fn art

t

d
Seeded
eupi
Ralilna
water
I cup
1 tablespoon! lemon Julot
i teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon corn tarch
1 tewpoon sugar
Waah tb ralilna, pat In
saucepan with 1 cup cold water
and brine alowlr to a bolL Add
uiar, salt and corn (tarea
whloh haa been mixed with 1
cup cold water. Boll mlnutee;
add lemon Juice. Four In pie
tin which baa been lined with
cruet, while hot corer; brush
top with cold milk and bake In
moderate oven until brewn.

All

I

qistewnqwK

Parent-Teacher-

$

KELLOGG'S WUMBLES

ui ULLOGG'S

BRAN,

mM

InmVU

treasurer.

''..More, than 10,000.000 golf balls
ara used up in Great Britain every

year.

and
Use

tor thla

made of

it

ed

There's a daintiness about
it that simply cannot be described you have to try it
Also an important value in
n
it in the raisins'
that every woman should
'

food-iro-

know.

Raisins are. rich in iron.
And it is iron, supplied daily
to the blood, that promotes
vigorous vitality in women
an irresistible magnetic force
which is woman's greatest
charm.
You need but a small bit of
iron daily, yet that need is
vital.

Bright eyes, healthtul end
ergy and naturally
cheeks are the visible signs
rose-tinte-

it

of

'

d
Use
Raisins, made from less (grown without seeds); Ousters (on the stem). Also a fine,
California's finest table grapes
y
dessert
American Raisins, processed "and
Raisins are cheaper by 30 per
packed immaculately in a great
modern California plant
cent than formerly see that yon
Seeded (seeds removed); Seed
get plenty in your foods.
Delicious raisin bread and raisin pie are sold by bake shops and
at home. Real raisin,
groceries everywhere. Buy (hem to save baking First-class
bakers do
bread is made with lots of raisins. Insist on it
Sun-Mai-

ever-read-

PYpp

'

We'u

,AsA

100

Luscious Raisin
Recipes in a free book to anyone who mails coupon.

m

CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATED
RAISIN CO.
HcmUrtkip U.0O0 Crews
Fresno, JaIu.
Ulpt.

.

Cut This Out and Send It
California Associated Raisin Co.
Dept.

Fresno, Calif.

Please send me copy of. your free
book "Sun-Mai- d
Recipes."

Name.
StreetCity-

Kae

"

RAISINS

SUN-MAI- D

not stint

vr

Manager Trig Speaker of the
Clevland Indians is enjoying his
annual fishing and hunting outing
'
at Rico Lako, Ontario.

meaaurementa

recipe are level.

er

W.

crispy, brown,
toast with or without butter and a cup of tea.
A whole luncheon can be
fruit-flavor-

for'

sys-ter- h.

Mkui

-
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Kelloggs CornFlakos

AIw

Vitality-

ss

of

CORNFLAKES
ui

m

-
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MEN

EX-SERVI-

HAVE FRIEND AT

SKULL FRACTURE

COURT IN WOODS

OUT OF RUSSIA:

CAUSES

mm

i

'j

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)

(Note One of the start corre
spondents of the Associated Press
who entered soviet Itussia when
opened the doors of that
country to admit American food
and relief workers, started from
t'onstantisople and proceeded to
the mack sea ports of Trebiznnd
find Batum. Ho vent on to Tif lis,
in soviet Georgia, and thence, np- the Carpathian
parently a.nroR
mountains tO'lhe lower Volga, river
district, the heart of the famine
Then he moved liti'tl
country.
ward and finally reached Moscow,
traversing the territory to which
American food was sent. On the
way he sent cabled reports giving
first-hanof condiinformation
tions in the famine district. In the
appended article he describes in
detail the conditions he observed
in Batum am". Tiflis.)
Etttum, Oct. 19 (by a Staff Corthe Associated
of
respondent
Press!. Kntrnnco
into beItussia
comsea
Black
may
through the
to
to
a
dreaded battle
visit
a
pared
front. There's lots of fear of death
arid destruction but romehow one
These eledoes not find them.
ments to uneasv sleep seem to u k
always ljust a little farth along.
The traveler has himself rammed
full of vaccines, vaccines against
smallpox and ty- cholera, pest.
pho!d, is made properly ill In advance, only to find that these diseases are just now out of season.
The only thing he needs is quinine,
not for himself but for malaria
patients about the searorts.
Money llurd in Earn.
Fear of Russia should not be
based on fear of violence or bodily
hurt, so much as to the discomfort
of living In a land whf re social and
economic conditions are very hard.
Money is hard to ea 'n. Dock laborers at Batum. when they work, may
earn 8.000 rubles, or 8 cents, per
clay, and this is the price of two
pounds of bread.
After all the stories of revoluN
tions and counter revolutions, the
murders and whatnot, one is disgotinctly surprised to find neopleseem
ing about ns usual. There
to be more people than ever before
thev come
One wonders where
from. They swarm about the cities,
Abo train stations In tho country,
thick as ants.
Yet rich and poor serm alike engaged in the process of getting out
of Itussia, Many of the rich have
done so. Th"ir old life has been
broken up, their social life, their
life of educating and rearing families. Their manner "! living and
(thinking doesn't fit in to the new
cnaos, ann incy preier 10 kci 10
so mu h so that it
Constantinople
has become almost a Russian city
9
and thence filter through to Europe and there I've on charity and
their wits. Rome manage to retain
.wrecks of their fortunes, (or old
Itussia was rich beyond the dream.s
of western Europe.
Everybody
seems to have hnl gold a d jewels
in abundance.
Those, with property are rtlll slipping away, and
without too much difficulty or hindrance from the soviet.
Must I'sc Caution.
Only they must use caution. A
n
certain Melikov, the
owner of t'he newspaper
Horizon, In Tiflis. had his home
requisitioned, so he got leave to
On the
depart to Constantinople.
way his baggage was searched, a
dairy was found telling his inmost
reflections about the bolsheviki
and the new order of life, a oiary
that he possibly was intending to
The foolish man wasj
publish.
hauled before the "checka." the
secret police with extraordinary!
'

d

'

(By The Aasorlnted Tress.)

'

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 20. William
Patton Harris, who died in tho city
jail yesterday afternoon, died ns a
result of cerebral
hemorrhages
caused by a basal fracturo of the
verdict of
to
the
skull, according
the coroner's jury this afternoon.
Harris was taken to tho police
station yesterday morning and was
of being
booked on a charge
"drunk and disorderly." Two potestified that when
lice officers
he was arrested they emelled alcohol on his breath.
They said
that the man was given no medical
attention while he was In the jail.
Sons of the dead man declared
that he was net a drinking man
and other witnesses today declared
that they had failed to smell alcohol on Harris' bteath or to note
other signs of intoxication.
They
said that he seemed to become
dizzy shortly after he got off an
automobile truck and that ho fell,
striking his head. William Williams, a witness .at the inquest,
said that ho called the police station and reported that Harris had
been injured and .that he assisted
in taking him to the station. He
said ho saw no signs to indicate
that Harris was intoxicated.
An autopsy, performed at the
direction of Coroner Henry J. Bui
llvan, revealed the fractured ekull
nr. (l. S. Monlcal. one of the phy
siclans who assisted in making the
autopsy, testified that no alcohol
was present in the stomacn wnen
tim nntonsv was made.
Only
chemical analysis, he said, would
determine whether alcohol had
been in tho stomach prior to death

powers, from whoso decision there
Is no recouse and he was executed.
Landing from one of the various passenger and freight vessels
that run weekly In and out of
Batum, to and from Constantinople, the traveler finds that the
bolsheviki are not such dreadful
people after all. It Is far easier
than getting to or from ship In
where the allies
Constantinople,
reign.
Guards at the (.'aneplanl..
There are a lot of guards at the
to steer
gangplank,
departing
travellers through tho customs,
but most anyono passes back and
forth who wishes. There is first
the formality of telling tho port
He is a
control who you are.
patient, glorified
Bed guard who knows no languArthur Woods.
age but Russian, and that indifmen of the country
ferently, there are so many dialects of Russian.
He wears n will have a friend at court in the
on
back
the
peaked cap pushed
out of the Hoover commit- of head, with its red star and the working
tee.g g0lution of the unemployment
spade and shovel of labor.
N
selected as head of the spj
York,
sorts
all
collected
of
creden
fully
which will
tials in Constantinople from soviet cial committee
effort to prothe nation-wid- e
commercial missions, crowd about
him, and he takes their names and vide jobs for the jobless, is a serlooks casually at their vises. The vice man.
Americans, who have only a bit
of typewritten
paper, a receipt
from the United Hlates consul, for according to their luck, do not retheir passports, generally have a sent any longer the good fortune
of others.
soviet letter-inddition. The conThose who have bettrol officer doesn't stamp their ter clothes or better quarters are COOPERATION OF THE
to
more
afresh
show
papers
fortunate, that's all.
they may merely
For the spring, summer, and
land.
He merely indicates with
U. S. PLEDGED TO THE
a wave of the hand that passenfall, the ports and littoral of
INDUSTRY
MINERAL
gers may debark, and they do, Black Sea, for foreigners with
full of surprise that they have not money, would' provo cheap1 and
been disturbed.
Travelers in Eu- pleasant resorts, bolsheviki or no
(Itv The Ansoelttted Tress.)
rope are so in the habit of being bolsheviki. A big houso may be
Chicago, Oct. 20. Full
bothered that they think some- rented for Is to $10 a month, fur- ation of the United States depart
the or
thing is wrong, here, that they nished, and servants may be had TiiMit of commerce to meet
for their keep, and glad of the ganised competition of commerce
haven't been.
Ashore, in the sunshine, amid Job.
abroad wan pledged the mineral
the
streets, sitting in a
industry of the United States by
rubber
with
tires, driving
carriage
Secretary Hoover, in a telegram
to a good restaurant, the traveler Chain Store Gains 25 Per to the American Mining congress
is still wondering whv something
Cent; Mail Order Houses tonight.
hasn't happened to him, but it
Mr. Hoover requested the com
Lose 37 Per Cent
so
not
he
as
will
probably
long
cress to annolnt e. committeo to
has money to pay his way and
with tho department in
J. C. Tenney Company, the op- the development of foreign trade
especially if he is an American,
to
influAmerican
thanks
erators of u countrywide aystem of
charity
American minerals. This comence and the general good stand- chain stores, did 1!5 p'er cent more for
will be appointed before the
mittee
ing of Americana in the hearts of business during tho first seven convention adjourns, officers statthe people.
months of this year than during ed.
In Batum, now controlled by the the.
months of 1920,
It is the desire of the departMoscow soviet, affairs seem to slip whllocorresponding
with the minSears, Roebuck & Co, and ment to
along in a certain loese groove. Montgomery Ward t Co., the two eral industry in the development
Nobody worries much about the leading mail order houses of the of our export trade In mineral
political changes, but they do fear country, (suffered a loss of 37 per commodities," said Mr. Hoover, "ft
tho "Cheka."
cent in tho same period, accordii ; Is our keenest desire to be brought
W ire Fence Stolen.
to figures obtained by the Daily Into closest relationship for
The most notable social change Garment
N'ewa.
with tho industry, and It
In the people of this little San
E. C. Barns, president of the J. seeks appointment of a committor
Francisco, set by the seashore C. Penney Company,
asked of your congress which will
amid palms and flowers, at the why it was that in tha:when
period of
with the department."
foot of a fertile hill country, Is
the
had
stores
Penney
that on the beach.' In the old depression
so tremenincreased
sales
their
days the girls and women of the dously while the bnsini s of the CLAIRE WINDSOR
city used to bathe often without catalog house had so greatly fallen
NOT MAE COLLINS
bathing suits In a space set aside
the fact in part to the
for them where no men were al- off, ascribed
business
conditions.
TO WED CHAPLIN?
poor
lowed. During the past two years
"When
business is flush," he
the wire fence shutting off this said,
so
not
are
particular
space has been stolen, and the where "people
they buy and do little shopplace for tho women may be en- ping around.
is bad
business
When
croached upon; hut many of the
anxious to find out where
women continue the old custom of they are
can
obtain what they want at
they
bathing without suits.
While there is less and less fur the lowest prices. Because we
have
pursued
niture in tho fine houses behind mit us to fell a.policies which per
roc?;bottom prices
the park, at the leading restaurants may be had as good a meal J. C, Penney Company has prosthe
pered through
depression."
as in Paris or Bondon at
point In the policies of
Paris or London prices. The theTho cl.Ief stores
that
brought this
Penney
strict morale of the early soviet
about, he said, were:
Nodays has gone everywhere.
J.
the
That
Penney stores on
body resents or prevents anybody
else from having a good time, if January Int took a $3,000,000 loss1
on their Inventory to make it pos-they have the money. The poor, sible
to base selling prices on re- who live in requisitioned villas or
values.
vho sleep In the empty ware- placement
2.
That the Penney stores have
house sheds along the waterfront,
devoted an increasing amount of
money to aroure Interest by the
public In the values offered them.
3.
That the executives of each
of the Penney Stores is interested
In the business and for that reason
have the same personal Interest In
their stores which the man who
owns a single store possesses. This.
Constipation, biliousness and
Mr. Sams points out. Is an element
like annoying ills will
which is entirely lacking in the big
quickly disappear
mail order concerns.
4.
The Penney stores sell for
is
anxious
always
ANOTHER
cash only,
safest and best
fl. The Penney stores do not demedicine to a constipated baby,
liver any merchandise to their cusbut is puzzled which to select.
tomers.
Let her decide by the ingredi6.
The' Penney stores derive all
An interesting pose of Clair
ents on the package.
the benefits that are obtained
Windsor.
through largo scale buying.
Every bottle of Dr. Caldwell'i
Mr. Sams declared that the man
Syrup Pepsin has the formula
Dame Rumor, who.
comes
Now
owning a single store should be
printed plainly on the outside
to benefit In the same way, being duly sworn, deposeth and
able
of the carton under the portrait
whenever he 1s i ble to put the sayeth that Claire Windsor, movie
of Dr. Caldwell, who wrote the child. Some contain minerals, coal
same prlnclpliea into practice. He queen, and not Mae Collins, is to
tar
and
other
that
1892.
in
You
will
might
drugs
prescription
doubted very much whtl sr this become Mrs. Charlie Chaplin on tht
find that it is a combination of prove dangerous by over stimuwas entirely
comepossible but In any return of the funny-foote- d
intestines
or
the
case
Senna
lating
and other
that Is possible such princi- dian. Neither Claire nor Mae will
depressing
Egyptian
The
same
results.
of
heart.
the
have
the
should
with
laxative
herbs
ingredients
so
ples
there the
pepsimple
aye, yes or nix,
For the small man to put his say
sin. It will not gripe the baby, Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin are
matter rests.
hasis
business on a
and it is free From narcotics. recommended by the U. S.
might often be difficult, he said,
A bottle sufficient to last a Pharmacopoeia.
but if that were done the benefits
family several months can be
Half-Ounc- e
to be derived through the resultBottle Free
had at any drug store, and the
ant reductions in prices should be
cost is on ly about a ce n t a dose. Few escape constipation, so tvtn if you do not
great
a laxative at this moment let me send
While no one, young or old, require
The element of personal Interest
Trial Bottle of my Syrup
you a
Is not an exclusive feature but is
so that you will
need take a drastic purgative Pepsin it FREE OF CHARGE
needed. Simply tend your
have
when
handy
one that ' shared by any man who So Easy to Drop Cigarette,
like salts or calomel, be espe- name and addres to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 514
operates his own store.
cially careful what you give a Washington St., Monticello, III. Write me today .
Mr. Sams doubted whether the
Cigar, or Chewing Habit
small merchant has been able to
write off his losses on his inventory
has helped thousands
with the same ease that a large to break the costly,
concern like his has been able to
tobacco habit. Whenever you
do, but where It can be done, he have a Jonging for a smoke or a
must be in chew, just place a harmless
said, sales simply
rrensed.
tablet in your mouth instead.
which All desire stops. Shortly tho habit
medium
Is
a
Advertising
MsW
n
store can us na, wen is completely broken, and you are
the
Spell it backwards
A IS
as the largest chain store operator better off mentally, physically, fiin the country.
It's so easy, so simple.
nancially.
And although Mr. Rams did not Get a box of
and If it
comment on this particular point, doesn't release you from all cravit has been said time nnd again by ing for tobacco In any form, your
experts In tho retail field that the druggist will refund your money
n
store can share In many without question.
of the benefits of collective buying
with the chain stores through being represented In the New York
market by a competent resident
MILK-POWDE- RED
buyer. Adv.
--
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GIVE A BABY SYRUP PEPSIN

quit

pea
nerve-shatteri-
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one-ma-
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Have you
received your
pint free?

A simple food which gradually replaces laxatives
rE who can control chronic constipation

without the treacherous help of cathartics makes a 'booster' of his patient."
This quotation from a doctor's essay on constipation carries a message of great significance to
thousands of men and women.
It is now recognized that cathartics never remove the causes of constipation.
Indeed, one
physician states that the indiscriminate use of
cathartics is probably one of the most frequent
causes of constipation.
i
For many years there has been pressing need

for some simple food that would help restore
normal conditions. "And now scientists have discovered it in the familiar little cake of Fleisch-mann- 's

APPEAL FOR AID FOR
RUSSIAN REFUGEES

torn
mm

(Br The Auoelnted Press.)
hrrilla i n I, h.al.rf In all .llmitM
Constantinople, Oct. 20 (by the by THB INHALANT METHOD. Remits
For further particulars
Associated Press.) The Interna- are nation-widof Con- nrlrire.B THB Ivnir.lKT IfKTHOn Cti.
tional relief committeo
609
Suite
Union
Bide Key No.
League
stantinople today sent a wireless
,
a, i.os Angeles, cam.
appeal to the civilized world on
of destitute
behalf of thousands
and homeless Russian refugees
who have been absolutely helpless
since the recent withdrawal from
this city of tho American Red
'
Cross unit.

Fleisch-mann-

Ted (Kid) Lewis, the British
middleweight champion, is still a
great battler, notwithstanding his
twelve strenuous years in the fight
game.

Everything About
Cuticura Soap
Suggests Efficiency

SMp,Ointmmt,Twleimi,gte.ww y wlww, ForwmplM
Wrwu): CtlwlAlririw,Dr1i-I,iCal)B.MMi-

,

Fleischmann's Yeast is by its very nature better
suited to the stomach end intestines than the
laxatives, and being a food it cannot
' ordinary
form a habit.

'

,

's

water-solubl-

Eat 2 to 3 cakes of Fleischmann's Yeast a day. Have it
on the table at home and on your desk at the office. Eat it
plain, spread on bread, or dissolved in milk or fruit juices. '
You will lik it fresh', dutinetiva flavor and the clean
wholesome taste it leaves in your mouth. It is assimilated just like any other food. Only one precaution: if
troubled with gas, dissolve yeast first in boiling water. This
doea not affect the efficacy of the yeast. Place a standing
order with your grocer for Fleischmann's Yeast and get it,
.
fresh daily.
,
Send 4 cents in stamps for the interesting booklet, "The
New Importance of Yeast in Diet." Address The FLEISCH-MAN701 Washington St., New York, N. Y.
Company,
'
t f '
f
N

The need for scientifically tested yeast

I

run-dow-

indigestion and certain akin disorders. These original testa
were all made with Fleischmann's Yeast. Beware of untested
yeaat-v- i famine preparations that contain drugs or other mixtures. Fleischmann's Yeast (fresh) is a pure food, rich in vita- mine, in which it measures up to the high standards aet by j
il
laboratories and hospitals. . The familiar
package with
the yellow label is the only form in which Fleischmann's Yeaat
. for Health is sold, i
;

tin-fo-

CLAIMS GOVERNMENT
WRECKED RAILROADS
DURING WORLD WAR
(Br The Amnrlutrd PrfM.)

Washington, Oct. 20. Solicitor
General Beck, presenting argument
before the supreme court toaay in
the New York rato cuse, declared
having
that the government
wrecked the railroads to win the
was
now
war,"
attempting 10 rehabilitate the carriers under the

transportation

or

irii mm

ARGUMENTS
IN

INTO AUTO AND
KILLS STUDENTS
Party Was En Route to the

HAROLD SKINNER, Chicago.
THOMAS MONII.AU, Chicago.
STANWOOD JOHNSTONE. Minneapolis.
HOPKINS.
HEHSCHEL
J
Oregon.
The injured:
Walter Reccleh, Chicago.
Louis Roberts. Chicago.

,

FORMAL RESTORATION
OF PEACE AWAITS THE
ACTIONJJF GERMANY
.(By The Assncinled Press.)

Oct. 20. Formal
Washington,
restoration of peace between the
and Germany awaits
United fitet
the exchange In Berlin of the rati-

fication paper's and will occur some
FOUJm GTII.TY OF MIRDF.R days from now. Official evidence
Middleton. Conn., Oct 20. Emil that the treaty has been made,
Schutte, charged with murder of signed by President Harding- and
Joseph Mary and Jacob Ball on for deposit i. German archives, is
the night of December 10, 1915, under preparation.
was found guilty of murder ln the
Establishment of diplomatic refirst degree today. Sentence was lations and working out of a suplext
week.
deferred, until
plemental commercial treaty will
follow exchange of ratifications. It
was Indicated today that the treaty
approved by the senate containedit
about all commercial provisions
EVEN
had occurred to American authorities as desirable to provide- for,
reservation of American rights unbeing
der the treaty of Versailles
viewed as accomplishing these results.
There are certain reciprocal
agreements as to German interests
States, however,
in the United
which Germany is anxious to have
written into a commercial pact, and
it is expected this will be taken up
later through regular diplomatic
and at German initiative.
Next Dose of Treacherous channels
No indication was available todecided
Start Misery
day as to when It might be
Drug may
to withdraw American forces on
'
for You
the Rhine, or to reduce the
strength of the command.
caiomci is dangerous,
it may
salivate you and make you suffer SEVERAL MEMBERS OF
soreness
from
of
gums,
fearfully
PORTUGUESE CABINET
tenderness of Jaws and teeth,
swollen tongue and excessive saliva
ARE REPORTED KILLED
dribbling from the mouth. Don't
trust calomel. It is mercury; quick
'
(By The Associated rrcae.)
silver.
London, Oct. 20. According to
If you feel bilious, headachy,
constipated and all knocked out. a dispatch to the Exchange TeleJuBt go to your druggist and get a graph from Paris,, several of the
bottle of Dodsons LI.er Tone for cabinet ministers were killed In
few cents which is a harmless Lisbon during the disorders of
Antonio
Including
vegetable substitute for dangerous Wednesday,
calomel. Take a spoonful and If It Granjo, premier and minister of
doesn't start your liver and the interior, and Machado D03
of tho Portuguese
straighten you up better and quick- Santos, founder once
Its president.
er than nasty calomel and without republican and
A
Reuter
back
Just
dispatch from Madrid
go
making you sick, you
and get your money.
quotes a Lisbon report as saying
If you take calomel today you'll Jose Carlos Mala, former minister
be lck and nauseated tomorrow; of marine and of the colonies, and
besides, it may salivate you, while Carlos Sllva, also were assassinatIf you take Dodson's Liver Tone ed, and that Cunha Leal, former
you will wake up feeling great. No minister of finance, was wounded.
Usalts necessar.
Give It to the chil
dren because It is perrectiy narm-les- s DEATH OF WHITEWATER
and can not salivate.

CAREFUL

USERS

ARE SALIVATED

RANCHER

G. E.

Fletcher

Monument Works
Albuquerque, N.' M.
Memorials of the Better
Kind
We pay the freight to you

(REPUBLICATION.)
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior, U. B. Lan4
ArOffjce, at Santa S'e, N. M Oct. I,
guments were begun late today afNotice is hereby riven that Salome '
ter both the state and the defense Montoya
y Chaves, of Alameda, N. M '
had rested ln the trial of Rev. E. who. on December
7,
-v
n. Stephenson, Methodist minis- atcad entry. No, 0.14338.1917,formade home6EK,
SW44
E',4
ter, charged with second degree section S7, 8E!4, EH 6E'4 NW14
N., range
E..
murder in connection with tha N. M. P. township
has filed notice o
killing of Father J. E. Coyle, a Intention tomeridian,
three-yemake
proof, to
Catholic prlost. It is expected the establish claim to the land above
case will go to the jury late to- scribed, before U. 8. Commissioner. deAlmorrow.
buquerque, N. M.. on November 14, 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses: Qutrlno
Pedro Gussman, whose marrlaga
Jaoobo Medina, Ausuetln Alfaraa,
by Father Coyle to Stephenson's Coulter,
Nestor Pachecho, all of Chllllll, N. M.
daughter, has been given as a priA. M. BERGERE. Resister.
mary cause of the killing, wag recalled today by the state. He tes- CALL FOR RIDS FOR PUR.

6E.

'

I0IL

notice

(lly The Associated I'nn,)
Birmingham, Ala., Oct. 20.

act. He asserted that '.he "wrecK- Foot-Ba- ll
Princeton-Chicag- o
ing of the railroads by government
Other
control iras exceeded in Its effect
Two
Game;
only by tho government's merchant
Members
Receive
Injuries
marine Venture where, he stated.
the result has been a great cieai
Amioctated
The
Vreu.)
(lly
worse."
Mllford. 111.. Cct. 20. Four uniThn transnoriatlon act was De
scribed by Mr. Peck as "the great- versity students, driving to Princeest piece of constructive legislation ton, N. J., for the Princeton-Chicag- o
football game, were killed toin the history of the counir..
night when an Elgin, Joliet & Eastern train crashed into their automobile at a crossing about half a
PROSECUTION CLOSES
Tu'rt nthpT Alii- mild tmrn li.ro
TRIAL ents ln tne machine were injured
IN SOUTHARD
Pren )
(Vf The
Twin Falls, Idaho, Oct. 20. The
prosecution closed this afternoon
in the case of the state against
Lyda Meyer Southard, now ln to-its
fourth week, and, beginning
morrow, the evidence of the de
fense will be laid before the jury.
of the state s
Announcement
closing was followed almost, at
once bv adjournment until a
o'clock Friday morning. At this
hour attorneys for the defense ex- noct to Introduce a number of mo
tions asking for tho elimination of
certain features of the state s testl
mony. Arguments on the motions
will probably occupy several hours,
during which the Jury will be ex
cluded.

LEGAL

ARE BEGUN

STEPHENSON CASE

s

.

'

HEAD

'

COLDS

V VapoRuq

one-ha-

lf

sugar-coate-

1

;

;
i

j

'
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IS REPORTED

ishoiai. oisevrcM to mornh.. journal
Oalluo. N. M. Oct. 20. The
death of Rudolph Mock, a rancher
in the Whitewater district, twenty-fiv- e
miles south of here, was re
ported today. Death is alleged to
have resulted from a fight which
took place betwen Mock and Henry
Langhurst, a neighbor, last Sunday, It is reported that Langhurst
was stopped on the road near his
ranch by Mock, who threatened
is said to have
him,
struck Mock, knocking him down,
and as he fell his head struck a
stump which caused a broken neck.
Mock was
a homesteader and
leaves a wire and three children.

,

CHASK OF RANCHES, RANCH
tified he was born ln Porto Rico.
PROPKRTV.' HORSES AND,
He said he became" engaged to
CATTLK IN OTERO COUNTY,'
Ruth Stephenson two or three
?
NEW MEXICO.
years ago but that they had agreed
Notice is hereby given that the.?
to wait until she became of age.
His wife lefU him on Labor day, undersigned, as receiver, under and;
by virtue of an order by the Dishe added.
trict Court within and for Otero
county, New Mexico, is offering for
agrf,kmi-:ntappkovkiv sale the ranches,
ranch property,
Constantinople, Oct. 20. Agree- horses and
cattle, con Mtutlng' a
ments betwocn the Turkish nationof
the
portion
community estate of
alist government and Franco and John A. Prather
and Rosa S.
England concerning exchange of Prather. Bids are desired
for the
prisoners held by the contracting ipurchase of such property as arv
nations have been approved by the
or
for
the
ranches and
entirety;
nationalists' assembly, at Angora. ranch
property, and for the live- - '
etock,
Same
must be
separately.
In 1879 the first Northwestern submitted to
receiver at Ala- -'
baseball mogordo. Newthe
league of professional
In
Mexico,
writing, '
clubs was formed with a circuit not later than November
1st, 1921. ;
made up of Dubuque,
Omaha, The receiver reserves the right to
Davenport and Rockford. The Du- reject any and all bids submitted,
buque Jteam gained such a lead and all such bids will be reported
from the start that the other three to the Judge of said court for conclubs dropped out before tho sea- sideration at Silver
City, N. M., on
son was half finished.
the 6th day of November, A. D.
1921, at the hour of 10 o'clock In
the forenoon of snld day.
The property offere for sale is1"'
situate in the southeast portion of
in spoon; inhal vapors: Otero county, New Mexico, and
about 45 miles from Alamogordo,'
freely up nostrils.
New Mexico, and It consists of several ranches and watering places "
"
familiarly known as:
ft
The Dagger Ranch, the Horsed
Ches
the
the
Ranch,
Camp
Ranch,,
Oner 17 Million Jan Used Ytarlg
sacaione Kancn neaaquarters, ana
interest ln th- - Rescue .
Ranch, there being included, to-- i
t;
wit, 480 acres of patented land.
In addition to the foregoing there
j
is 1 90S. 41 acres of state land held
under lease.
JJ
The livestock consists of,
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets Get About
700 head of stock horses in- )
of young
at the Cause and Remove It eluding 8 about 76 head
mules;
stallions; 7 Jacks, a.nd 40
fif-- S
;
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets, the sub- head of stock cattle. There isJour-Ji
J
'miles, more or less, of
stitute for calomel, act gently on the teen
wire fence on the leased land.
2
bowels and positively do the work.
The pnperty offered for sale.
People afflicted with bad breath find also includes one used Ford ar
quick relief through Dr. Edwards'Olive and two wagons and harness.
d
Tablets. The pleasant,
v
J. W. BENNETT,
tablets are taken for bad breath by all
Receiver, Alamogordo, New I
5
who know them.
Mexico.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act gen'
NEVER WANTS ANYTHING
(
tly but firmly on the bowels and liver,
ELSE
stimulating them to natural action,
j jI
of coughs, colds..
The season
clearing the blood and gently purifying
the entire system. They do that which, coup and bronchial troubles is at;, j
nanu.
mumer
win oe lmer-- r :
dangerous calomel does without any ol
j.very
ested in this letter from Mrs. E. K.tj j
the bad after effects.
All the benefits of nasty, sickening, Olson, 1917 Ohlot'Ave., Superior,!,
Wis, "I tried many different kinds;
griping cathartics are derived from of cough medicine,
but now Ij j
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets without never want
anything else than
gripingjpain or any disagreeable effects. Foley's Honey and Tnr. I used itJJ
Dr. F. M. Edwards discovered the for all my children when I lived tn!
formula after seventeen years of prac- Iowa and also for my grandchild!
tice among patients afflicted with bowel in Duluth, and it has always done!
and liver complaint, with the attendant good work." Contains no oplates.ii
',
Sold everywhere.
bad breath.
,
Olive Tablets are purely a vegetable
V
r
compound mixed with olive oil; you
will know them by their olive color
Take one or two every night for a week
and note the effect. 15c and 30c
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The Ideal Lunch
Beta need by over tow
increees the
A Jiirifl
stwmta of weak.
T?fr
nrroos.
Frn
.two. weeks'
W
too-do-

.
.
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-

ta,

la pan la.
stances. A rOar
ittoctearsWsjhjf
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3read Is the most essential Dart of) i
ny lunch. But our bread should! I
be ths mainstay
of your little j
lunch because yon real- daughter's
Ize the wholesomeness, the pure-- !

to make our bread.
Thls$
realization should lead you to be-j- ;
lev that sandwiches made of ourj!
M
,;
bread are ideal.
Dines

I

"
I

f

at

Fresh yeast has been proved by recent acientifio testa to be a
n
valuable food for correcting
condition, oonatipation,

m

'Sk milk

In addition, because of its freshness (you get it
fresh daily) Fleischmann's Yeast helps the intestines in their elimination of waste matter. Fleischmann's Yeast was tested for this purpose in leadChronic cases of coning medical institutions.
stipation, some even of years' duration, responded.

Yeast. '
,
First came the startling discovery that
Yeast in itself is a wonderful food, rich
e
in the mysterious
vitamine. Then
it was found that Fleischmann's Yeast builds up
the body tissues, keeps the body resistant to disease.

.

tree-line-

Russian-Armenia-

FRESH

"Without the treacherous help
of cathartics"

IN

OF PHOEN

Dock Laborers at Batum, When They Work,
May Earn 8,000 Rubles or Eight Cents a Day,
the Price of Two Pounds cf Bread; People's
i
Old Life Has Been Broken Up.
.

October 21, 1921.

.

Pioneer Bakery
807
South First Street

-

;

J

I
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NON-CITIZE-

Bf

CONSTRUCTED

(By Tbe Associated Press.)

N. Y. RESIDENTS

H0USETAXB1LL

Cottages on the Roofs of
Down Town Skyscrapers
Is jhe
1922

Provisions Defining Foreign
and
Traders
Foreign
Trading Corporations Are
Eliminated, 36 TO 30.
(By Th

HEAD TAX IS LEVIED
WHO
ON
MEXICO
CROSS INTO

BIG CITIES WOUIT) BE MAIN SUFFERERS FROM RAIL STRIKE ;
TIE-'J- i
IN
WOULD CAUSE HARDSHIPS AND SHORTAGE AERIAL HOUSES

SE NATE

Washington,

Pajre Seven

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

October 21, 1921.

te

Ideal of Home.

(By The Associated Tress.)

Associated Press.)
Oct. 20. After a

New York, Oct. 20. A snug little coyago on the roof of a downtown skyscraper, Battery park for
a front yard, a view over the har-

s'
tight the senate today
voted 36 to ISO, to strike from the
tax revision bill house provisions
defining foreign traders and foreign trading corporations, which
under other sections of the measure yet to be acted upon would be
exempted from taxation on income
received from sources outside the
United States.
Eleven republicans joined the
democratic minority In defeating
the provisions, originally presented
by the treasury department. The
republicans were Borah, Idaho;
Kansas; Cummins, Iowaj
Capper,
Han-old- ,
Oklahoma; Kenyon, Iowa)
La Toilette and Lenroot, Wisconsin;
Moses, New Hampshire; Nelson,
Minnesota; Towseiul, Michigan, and
Willis, Ohio.
Senator LaFollette led the fight
against the provisions and was Ne- d
by Senator Hitchcock.
and
braska, and other democrats, comby Senator Towsend. Finance
mittee members contended that the
exemptions proposed were necessary so that American firms might
compete in foreign markets oncon-an
equal footing with foreign and
cerns, but Senator LaFollette
other' opponents contended such
exemptions were not granted by
other countries.
Senators Hitchcock and Simmons
argued that the effect of the proposals would be to have companies
organized to take over foreign
trade and foreign banking business
In such a way as to escape taxation
on the vast bulk of their business
done abroad.
two-day-

bor, towering office buildings for
next door neighbors such is the
1922 Ideal of home for
the Manhattan dweller.
The fashion Is 6aid to be spreading with such rapidity that the
sight of a family washing out to
dry somo hundreds of feet directly
over the heads of the busy denizens
of Wall street is looked for any
i
day now.
But, however its popularity may
grow by leaps and bounds no one
haa even insinuated that the Innovation has come to combat tho
high cost of living or to be a simsolution of the
ple, economical
housing problem.
n
Step I'p.
Represents
In fact the contrary is the case
in
tho field of
and experiments
i
literal "high life" boast that their
new abodes represent a step "up"
and literal
both figurative
Yards of the New York Central railroad in New York city.
from former dwelling places in
or upper
drive
Rlveraldo
palatial
live from hand to mouth," assertLarge cities would be the
"Practically everything we eat Fifth avenue apartment housen
sufferers from a prolonged
ed Health Commissioner Cope-lan- d
comes by rail, and of perishables
where annual rents are computed
railroad strike. Within a few
of that city in announcing
we seldom have more than a few in sums of five figures.
he would commandeer all food
days provisions would become
days' supply on liand at any
Among the most recent pioneers
short 'and many hardships would
and distribute it where most
time. In case of strike we must In the realm of aerial dwellings
result. "In New York city we needed in case of a long strike.
are Henry L. Doherty, head of the
depend on motor trucks."
Wall street banking houso of that
name; Percy A. Rockefeller, finan
cier, and Sir Ashley Sparks, head
ents' senate committee on Intercolof the Cunard line In the UniteJ
legiate sports, said copies were sent
DOES
States. '
to all members of the conference.
Of these the last two have fitted
Numbering of the players with
apartments half
up sumptuous
four numerals, mostly 3's and 5's,
dwelling and half office atop the
was said to have been done with an
new
Cunard building at 25 BroadMN
to confuse observers an!
' Intentionstories above the
way, twenty-tw- o
APOLOGIZES TO THE
scouts for any teams. The excesnoisy bustle of tho most famous
sive
were
In
discarded
numerals
TEN
BIG
MEMBERS OF
and the most congested thoroughlast week's game.
fare In tho world.
and exEven more elaborate
CELL
Tlie
rrrtn.)
(By
WILD
CATS
ARRIVE.
tensive are the quarters of Mr.
Chicago, Oct. 20. A letter apolDohertv on the roof of the
College Station, Texas, Oct, 20.
ogizing to the members of tho "Big
Battery Park building. Here
Ten" conference for the action of
Fifteen members of the UniThe Assoclsted Tress.)
(By
In
the
Senelderly bachelor's "bungalow"
H. Williams,
its coach, Dr.
of Arizona football squad Oregon Man, Facing
20.
de
Eamonn
versity
Oct.
Dublin,
rovers the entire top of the large
placing number of four digits on arrived here today for their game
leailer. In a building, containing 16 rooms berepublican
tence of Death for Mur- Yalerft,
the backs of University of Minne- tomorrow with Texas
called
to
Benedict,
message
Pope
sides
hallways, porches, sun parlAgricultural
sota football players, was received
der of Dennis Russell, attention to the telegrams ex- ors) and
"hurricane decks."
today at NorthwesTein university and Mechanical coHese. This will
and
between King George
Here ho lives alone with a retitwo be the first the Wildcats will
which played the Gophers
Tries to Commit Suicide. changed
and
the
says:
pope
yesterday
nue of servants, ns isolated as if
weeks ago. The letter, signed by have played with a southwestern
"The people of Ireland are con- he were In the heart of a primiJames Paige, chairman of the stud- - conference team in Texas.
Associated
rmi.)
fident that tho ambiguities In the tive country.
(By The
After the hush of
Tlonebun? Ore.. Oct. 20. Dr. R. reply sent In the name of King night closes over the tip of Manof
into
sentence
mislead
not
will
a
you
M. Krumfield, facing
George
pedestrian in the
hattan, when
believing that the troubles areIre-In streets is a rarity, tho only sound3
death for the murder of Dennis
suiof
Ireland or that the peoplo
which penetrate to his aerie are
Russell, attempted to commit
land owe allegiance to the British the
fog horns of craft
cide tonlRht by slashing bis throat.
Brum-ftel- d
the
Dr.
found
king.
Sheriff Starmcr
plying rivers which enclose har-bcell
Ireland
Jail
of
in
the
cot
"The
on
sides and the
two
his
on
Independence
Iving
battery
semihaa been formally proclaimed by
which lies beyond It.
with his throat cut. He
the regularly elected representaconscious.
Bungalow Is Coinpietq.
tives of the people and ratified by
Besides the reception, sleeping
The trou- and drawing rooms, the "bungaplebiscites.
subsequent
Ireland Rnd Great low" contains a gymnasium, handFIRST DELEGATIONS
bles between
Britain have their source in the ball and squash court, billiard
TO ARMS CUT PARLEY
fact that the rulers of Great Bri- room and chemical laboratory, In
tain have sought to impose their the last of which Its master, who
WILL ARRIVE SUNDAY will
on Ireland and by brute force Is nlm'air Inventor and scientist,
rob the Irish people of their lib- spends many hours a week In exBy The AMixlnttd l'rrss.)
20. First erty."
perimentation.
Oct.
Washington,
A feature of tho apartment of
The message expressed the desjre
countrie3
contingents from several
be at peace which Its owner is particularly
conIrish
the
that
people
armament
of
to tho limitation
of
tho
with
peoplo
proud Is the bed in his own livand and friendship
ference will arrive Sunday
Great Britain, but r.dds that no ing quarters, which, by merely
will be met by Itobert Woods Bliss, consideration
would ever induce pressing an electric button may be
third assistant secretary ofandstate,
to move
automatically
made
the the Irish people to abandon their
Never say "Aspirin" without saying "Bayer."
represe nting the president
constancy through persecution and through a concealed opening out-in
state department, and delegations martyrdom,
has
to
a
wall1
it
porch
declares,
the
sleeping
which,
from the army and navy. They proved the reality of the people's side.
WARNING!
Unless you see name "Bayer" on tablets,
of
will be escorted by cavalry and
telephone
More than 16 miles
attachment to the faith of their
repolice to the residences
fathers .and which proves the real- wire are said to havo been used
you are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by motor
served for them and on Monday ity of their attachment to their to Install the apartment's communication system, which includes
physicians over 21 years and proved safe by milions for will exchange the usual diplomatic national freedom.
a portable transmitter and receiv-at
of
Royal
the
Admiral
Beatty,
FOK
which may be plugged in
SCORF.D
er
' Colds
DE VATKHA
Headache
Rheumatism
British navy, will arrive from New
JUS TEM'XiHAM TO I'OPE am- - one of the half dozen or more
Adand
Vice
each
with which
contrivances
York bv special train
Toothache
Neuritis
Neuralgia
miral Kato and Maj. Gen. K.
London. Oot. 21. The London room and hallway is equipped.
of the Japanese delegation, Times whose attitude on the Irish
The entrance of the apartment
Earache
Lumbago
Pain, Pain
will arrive from tho Tacifie coast claims, short of complete separa- at the head of a flight of stairs
is
cars
floor,
In private
from the fourteenth
shortly afterward.from
tion, has been habitually friendly,
frame with
New York score
Accept only "Bayer" package which contains proper directions.
In special train
Mr. de Valera for his tele- adorned bv an oaken1829"
and a
"A. D.
will also bo General Diaz of Italy gram
to the pope, which It the legend both
Baron
brought by Mr.
Handy, tin boxes of 12 tablets Bottles of 24 and 100 All drupgists.
and Lieutenant General
"will fill his holiness stone sill,
imagines,
his
of
homo
Manufacture of Monoareticacldester
Aspirin la the trade mark of Baj
of Sallcyllcacld
with dismay and certainly arouse Doherty from tho
Jacques of Belgium.
O.
tho indignation of the people of grandfather in Columbus,
this country and the dominions. the
DEPLORES SENDING OF
NORTHERN PACIFIC CO.
"Towards the pope." says
"it is an act of Impotence
BOMB TO AMBASSADOR Times
solicADVERTISES FOR MEN
and towards the kinsr, whose
needs no
Irish
the
people
for
itude
(By The Associated Press.)
(By The Assoclntrd Trese.)
proof, it is unmannerly to the
Boston, Mass., Oct. 20. P. H. point
San Francisco, Oct. 20. Appliof churlishness."
Sacco
Ncicola
for
counsel
Moore, of
The newspaper asks what value cations from men seeking work
and Bartolomeo Vanzetti, convictSunday Morning Journal for Bargains in
brancn of railroad activwill attach to Mr. do Valera's as- In
in a statement to- surance that he wishes peace and ity any
of
ed
murder,
are requested in advertiseARMY GOODS AT ,
of
a
with the British, when ments signed by tho Northern Panight deplored the sending
bomb to Ambassador Herrlck In friendship
he "deliberately flouts their settlod cific company which will appear
The
Paris, supposedly by sympathizers convictions upon the only terms on In tomorrow's newspapers.
sav the applica
with the condemned men.
which tho peace and friendship of nrivnrtiBpmpniH
"There Is evidently a mistaken the two peoples are possible T
tions will be received because of
Idea In Europe," he said, "that the
"If he realiv speaka In the name "a threatened strike by certain
to
failed
American courts have
117 North First
Across from V. M. O. A.
of the majority of tbe Irish peo- employes."
render Justice to Facco and Van- ple," tho Times adds, 'the chances
zetti and that their lives must be ot peace are small."
TNION'S TO Am now AT.
Motions for a new
Trans.. Oct. 20. The re
sacrificed.
Tnni(.
Alluding to "irreconcilable forces
detrial and appeal are pending."
In England which are working
sponse so far received from the ap
conliberately ta wreck tho Irish
peal to union in nor m ine siai inference," the paper expresses the dicates practically all local unions
fear that they will get new strength will contribute to aid Howat and
DAREDEVIL STUNT
hto followers in the fight against
from Mr. de Valera's message.
WHICH IS LURING
the Industrial court, W. E. Free-mapresident of the Kansas State
THRILL-MAKER- S
Federation of Labor, declared to
A CAMPAIGN AGAINST
day.
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ALLIES:

TOKING.ASSERTS

RISB

1110
DEBTS

Washington, Oct. 20. The w"ys
and means committeo In a report to
ten house today on the foreign loan
refunding bill, declared there was
no basis for belief that authority
was sought by tho secretary of the
treasury, cither to exchange the
war obligations of ono country for
those of another, or to cancel any
United
of the money owed tWe
States by the awed nations.
r
While no previous authority was
sought, the report added, a specific
For Infant
provision was put into the bill as
follows:
& Invalids
"That this act shall not be conmo Cooking
strued to authorize exchango of
honds or other obligations of any
"Food-Drinlot All Ages.
foreign' government for those of rh
any other foreign government or Quick Lunch at Home Office, bd4
cancellation of any part of such In- Fountains. Ah tot HOWJCtCS.
debtedness except through payment
thereof."
Avoid Imitations & Substitutes
The mei.sure will be taken up

oaie
Milk

k"

isr

UPEE
71 'W'

The AIL Purpose it&riiisfi
McMurtry Superspar is just what its
name indicates a super varnish a super
preservative that can be used for any and
all purposes to give the maximum of satisfaction and long wear.

1EM1

SLASHES THROAT

Awn-lute-

ti

SOUGHT T

T

ERIN

DR. BMIMFIELD

20. All
Nogales. Ariz., Oct.
Americans and other persons not
citizens of Mexico, who cross Ihc
International
linn on their way
to polnls in the Interior of Mexico, will havo to pay a headtax
of eight dollars each, beginning
to V. .1.
tomorrow,
according
Dyer. American consul at Nogales,
Sonora.
Mr. Dyer said that the chief of
the Mexican Immigration service
at Nogales, Sonora. had notified
him today that a Mexican law,
modeled after a similar measure
In tho United States imposing a
head tax on Immigrants would lie
effective tomorrow.
Persons who pay the head tax
and then leave Mexico within
six months alter entering It, will
have tho entire amount refunded
to them, whether they enter and
leave through the samb port or
...... jM
nut , Afp ,Tlvnri o..tl l,n
iiv,
,.ia in
formed.
Ho also said that
per
sons crossing me uounrmry lor
brief visits to border points would
not be required to pay tho tax.

I

AUTHORITY

Demoby the house tomorrow.
cratic members of tho committeo,
in a minority report. Insisted that
the hill should be so amended ta
require congressional approval of
all acts by the debt commission
looking to final settlement with
foreign nations.
The report declared that at the
time loans were being marie by this
government the possible lei.gth of
the war and tho approximate
were not
amount of advances
known.

Its two dominant virtues are its ability

WINDOWSILLS

iy

to withstand water without turning mottled white, and the fact that it dries tough
hard rather than brittle hard, and thus has
tremendous
qualities.
wear-resisti-

l.

ng

It will astonish you by the manner in
which it stands up when used on doors and
window sills which are constantly exposed
to every kind of weather.
u
For furniture it is ideal, bringing out
the full beauty of the wood and giving it
a beautiful lustre which accidental rough
usage will not mar.

d

er

FURNTUA

It is particularly well adapted for automobiles and withstands in a remarkable
way the heat, weather and generally rig"A
orous conditions to which the finish of
automobiles is constantly subjected.
These qualities are built into Superspar
Varnish as a direct result of the McMurtry Manufacturing Company's 33 years'
successful experience as paint and varnish
makers.
i AUTOMOBILES
Recommended by Good
Painters Everywhere

a,

For Sale by Leading Dealers
Manufactured

MSMURTEY
MANUFACTURING

EVERYTHING IN

SHOES

BULL FIGHTS

FOR MEN, WOMEN, CHILDREN
,.

Buy Your Footwear from the

Manufacturers Sale Shoe Store
301
c:

...

""

NORTH

and save 25

ijj

FIRST ST.
to 50

If is our great and .successful chain of Retail Shoe
Stores and our even greater wholesale outlet and
manufacturing connections, that enables us to

rv'

YS

T SPOT,

!!

FADE

STREAK OH HUN
Buy "Diamond Dyes" no other
kind then perfect home dyeing Is
guaranteed. Even if you have never
dyecK before, you can put a new,
rich, fadeless eolor Into your worn,
Mail
"MfVn
skirts, waists,
shabby dresses,
stockings, coats, sweaters, draperies, hangings, everything, by following the simple directions In
every package of Diamond Dyes.
tell your druggist whether the
Ernie Fosnaugh making the leap Just
you wish to dye la wool or
from a racing; auto to the rope material
or whether it Is linen, cotton,
ladder suspended from the air silk,
or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes
plane.
never streak, spot, fade, er run.

'a i. ,Jt

"
"':'

-

301

NORTH FIRST STREET

Denver, Colorado

FRONT DOOm

Hotchkiss
"Glass Jar" Brand
Fruits are packVd from choice fruits

anti-cruel- ty

DIM

1S33 Arapahoe Street

PLANNED

(By The Associated Frets.)
Philadelphia, Oct. 20. Initial
steps were taken today by the convention of the American Humane
association to combine
societies all over the world In a
campaign
against bull fights.
Delegates subscribed several hundred dollars as a nucleus to a
working fund.
The convention ordered a letter
sent to the secretary of the navy
asking that sailors and marines be
from attending bull
prevented
fights when on shore leave.

if

underbuy and therefore undersell all competition.1

tire i ivnrDcn i puedv

'"

CCX

Paint and Varniih Makers

WATCH

The Liberty Army Supply Co.

by

THE

firsts no seconds

and

are always solid packed.
The name "Glass Jar" means this: You get the Choicest
and Best in everything.
And as to Price well, they retail for just a little more than
and about the same as ordinary
seconds and water packed
fruits so they are 'priced within reach' of all.
Your groceryman can give you Glass Jar brand if you will
insist upon it.

':

SIGNET RINGS
The Signet Ring I

More

Popular Than Ever
This Year.
The latest vogue la to have
tho short-han- d
symbol of your
name engraved on the ring.
You'll find many beautiful
new designs for men, women
In yellow
or
and children,
green gold, here.
,

From

$1.50

Delighted

v

Try "Glass Jar" Brand
You will agree that there is None Better
i

to $125

to show them.

Wnt we say It Is. it to.
JEWELERS DIAMOND
MERCHANTS

Gross, Kelly
Distributors.

& Co.

o

on our guard

Albuquerque Morning Journal

Edltor-ln-Chl-

....

BEGIN

UNCLE SAM'S NIGHTMARE

AT THE BEGINNING.

nhlcnro.

'

Sufficiently

'

AN ENDLESS CHAIN.
As the date nears for the conference on limitalriaK-to
is
DUblU
tho
armaments
nf
urged
tlon
known Its interest In the questions to be taken up
at this gathering. Very Justly it is held by those
who want tangible and practicable results to com?
from this conference, that only in the measure in
which the people will make known their wants wlil
auch results be forthcoming.
A little primer lesson which might be considered as first aid to a better understanding of this
great question of limiting armaments is to be gathered from a press dispatch from London. A dismal light Is thrown on the question of war and
waste by the report that the English admiralty is
ready to sell a number of surplus obsolete warships
at moderate prices.
The price to be paid for these ships seems to
"Cash payments." we
be of little consideration.
and very attractive
insisted
not
upon,
"are
learn,
terms are offered." The only stipulation In the
ale is that the warships are to be broken up imsome
mediately, with a view to providing jobs for
of England's unemployed.
With the motive that prompts the sale no one
will find fault. Unemployed workers must be employed, even if at nothing else than breaking up
obsolete warships. But with the policy which first
at a tremendous cost builds these warships and
then within a dozen years sells them at a great loss,a
to be broken up with the continuance of such
fault.
policy it is difficult to keep from finding
J

FIRST

BUT NOT ONLY.

"America First" is a cry that satisfies all. the
claims of our sedfishness, individual and national,or
without doing violence to the rights of others
of manseeking to alter our relations with the rest
law
the
biological
of
recognition
is
simple
kind. It
Of

self-defen-

which Is Implanted

so ttiorougniy

rosret.
Into for deeds, nnd drmms hold no reproach,
mffht have boon Is vrfnp as what may be
all is wll tho much has never hern.

At Inst

Too
And
And

It Is too IntP for nil

W. A. Terry, In Contemporary

--

'

in its more remote analysis would be
lower type of mankind. Ana as oc- tween loss of some of our material possessions and
sacrifice of our spiritual possessions, who will
(hesitate to make the choice?
"America first" by all means, for that declares
for Judicious caution in acts of generosity in whatever torm extended. But we should be watchfully
And

that

v reversion to a

'

,

,,n

j4
23
24
69
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12

pocket and was about to put them
a sudden, the bunny rabbit saw who was doing the
bush rustling without having to
use his spectacles.
It was a great, big Bushy Bear.
"Dear me!" exclaimed Uncle

Bedtime Stories
For Little Ones
liv Howard

tlarU

B.

Wi.urily.

Wuff!"
"Wuff!
growled the
bear. "Surprised to see me, arc

Copyright. IH2I. by Met'lur
Newspaper Syndicate.
UNCLE

V1GG!LY AND
!'..(. ST.

I'm glad of it!" laughed Uncle
Wiggily, as he put on his glasses
so he could seo to run away. "It
was a stone I splashed into the
spring to fool you and make you
think
it was my spectacles,"
chuckled the bunny. "Then I felt
it getting colder and colder and I
knew Jack Frost was coming. So
I got you to put your paw In the
water and Jack Frost froze you
there. Ha! Ha!"
Then the bunny rani safely
away, leaving tho bear's paw frozen in the spring, and that's the
end of the story, except to tell you
that It teaches us it is very sad to
bo proud of your sharp teeth.
And if the old mother cat desn't
wash the face of the clock, thinking it Is one ot her little puppy
dogs. I'll tell' you next about Uncle
Wiggily and tho slippy slide.

on when, all of

you

V"

"Well er that Is just a little," said the bunny slowly, trying
to think o a way of escaping
from the bear. "I can't see you
very well without
putting on my
glasses, and "
mind
never
your glasses!"
oh,
"You don't
grumbled the bear.
need to see me! I can see you
I'm
and
going to
perfectly well,
nibble a piece off your cars with
my sharp teeth."
"Oh, have you sharp teeth?"
asked Uncle Wiggily, and, all of a
sudden, be thought of a way to
tool that bear.
"Sharp teeth? Well. I should
say I had!" roared the bear. "Here
look at 'em!" and ho opened hia
mouth real wide.
"Pear me!'' "nid Mr. Longears;

JACK

r

f ft

vl

e

UM-l- f

20. Potatoes
Chicago, Oct.
White dull, red steady. Receipts
117 cars. Michigan, Wisconsin and
Minnesota white, bulk, $1.70 1.80
cwt.; sacked, $1.80 1.95 cwt.; Red
river Ohios, sacked, $1.8o 2.00
cwt.; sand land Ohios, bulk, $1.60
1.65 cwt.
Butter Firm. Creamery extras,
firsts, 35343c; seconds,

4444c:
318S4c; standards,

32c.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.
Kansas City, Cct. 20 Butter and
poultry unchanged.
Eggs Firsts lc higher, 44c;
unchanged, 30c.
sec-an-

LIVESTOCK MARKETS.

(By The Ansoclatfd

'
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Trade Marlt Registered
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"THE VeACTfSM--

A.

through sympathy
oats as well.

605-pou-

210-pou-

z""-pou-

,

Ms

OfPO

mm

MONEY TO LOAN

strengthened

MONDV TO LOAN On watohe, dia
Provisions averaged hlgner wun
monds, guns nd everything valuable.
of
hog
weakness
Mr. B. Marcue, 218 Suuth Flret.
grain despite
Octoocr nn iorniea
values.
MONEY TO LOAN un diamond,
itcDe
and (Old jrwelrn liberal, reliable.
exception and fell to a new low
108
North
season.
FlrM,
Beer,
fjnttlleb
level for tne
CONFIDENTIAL loana on jewelry, dia
Closing prices:
Dec. $1.03; May, mond, watchef. Liberty Bonde, planoi,
Wheat
automobiles. Loweet ratee. Rnthman'e,
$1.08.
117 Knuth Plrt.
BMide
to the Mate.
TW(
Ifipf MflV. 51C.
nyn
Oats Dec, 32c; May,
FOR
SALE
Ranches
Pork Jan., $15.00.
Lfl.rd Jan.. $8.72; March, $8.92. IfOH "SALE Country humei ni ucco" house.
even rooma. ateam beated, etectrlo
Ribs Jan., $7.60; May, $7.90.
ranch; In alfalfa and
ltghta; on
orchard. Address Postoitlce box 277, or
NEW YORK COTTON.

S7c

Cotton

im-th-

U. S.

tures closed very steady.
18.77; Jan.. 18.65; March,

fu-

Dec,

18.35;

May. 17.97; July. 17.63.

phone 2407-FFOR SALE 17 acre ranch. 13 under
cultivation, 4 In pasture, 40 fruit tree.
adnbe house, outbuildings; 4
miles North Boulevard road, first house
south Shady Nook signboard. Ph. t409-R-

LIBERTY BONDS.
LOST

LOSTNpFOUNDr
Brown cardboard folder contain-

C. 8.
New York, Oct. 20. Liberty
ing notes; reward for return.
closed:
$9'.90; first 4s, Caldwell, box 108, phone
first
$93.00: 3econd 4s, $92.20;
LOST Nurse's pin, form of three links,
$92.36;
$92.94; second
bearing words, "St. Joseph Hospital,
mO--

3s.

4s.

third

4s,
4s,

6d--

$94.72;

$92.48: Victory
$99.40.
tory

Ss,

4s,
fourth

vica; 4s,

$

South Bind. Ind." Reward. Phone
".44," Frontier.
LO".T Colts

box ot
rubber stock, nickel-plate".44" shells: leather tan hand grip.
small medical case; finder return to Dr.
Brewlngton, SOS East Centrali rewara.

NEV." YORK MONEY.

New York, Oct. 20. Call money FOR RENT
Office Rooms
Easy. High and ruling rate,4 FOK RENT Attractive otflce, steam
last
and
4
loan,
low
cent;
per
rurnisnea.
and water
heat,
per cent; closing bid, 3 to 4 per Wright building, opposite poetofflce.
cent.
rooma; heat ana
SteadV. Sixty and FOR RENT Office
Tlma lonn
water; above Matson'i itora. Central
to 6
90 days and six months, 5
avenue. Inquire J. Korber'i Auto
per cent.
Prime mercantile paper, oyt w
WANTED Houses
6
per cent.
lla-h- t

fa AN T El- - To buy " f ive-r- o im modern
house; give full description, location,
site lot and price. B. F. K, care

NEW YORK MliTALS.

Vnrtr fief. SO. CODD
Steady. Electrolytic, spot and near- WANTED

We want property to sell; if
worth the money, we can move It.
under Real Estate
our
advertisement
Tin Bteaay. ttpoi ana jiea.iuy,
column: If your property were thua ad$28.12; futures, $28.50.
wouldn't Itf
move,
would
vertised, It
Iron Steady, uncnangea.
J. L. Phillips. Beal Estate, 110 South
Load
Bpot, $4.70
S54-Cteady.
Third, phone
4.75.
.
.

11,.. 1ntPI

V.,r

1!tffl)l3UC.

Bee

SPECIAL NOTICE

ZIno Steady. East St. Imia de
livery spot, $4.70 04.76.
Antimony spot, lo.uuiso.zo.
Foreign bar silver, 71c,
Mexican dollars, 65c.

Wi

Vsw Vnrlt. Oct. 20.

CAJM

service.

pr-

ELECTRIO CO.

aiMrlTNlr.ll'RS AND CONTRACTORS
17J0 West Central, phone 1720-- J.
"

-

Foreign
FOR RENT Miscellaneous
rhnnsre irregular. Great Britain
o
West Mar
eames,
demand, $3.84;
$3.4i FCuYiENTSarage.
quette.
France demand, 729 H; cables FOR
RENT Oarage, or repair ehop. 10!)
730. Italv demand 394: cables
Second.
ex-

North
Rolfflnn
rlpmnnrt
RENT
room, 35x90;
720.
Germany demand, FOR
plenty light; very desirable for school,
661,4; cables, 67. Holland demand
Stk Wt "entral.
or club room
1nde
aa or. cables. S4.01. Norway de
Sweden demand, MATTRESS RENOVATING
mand, 12.80.
Denmark
21.35.
demand, 19.10.
StiMtvorlanrt rlnmnnd. 1ft. 30. SDaW
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, furdemand. 13.20. Greece demand, niture packing. Phone 471. Ervln Bed
32.12
442.
demand,
ding Company.
Argentina

719:

oar.

cables,

Patent Office)

ANIMAL rVJP

save yuu money ou elevtuoal'
Call op and get our estimates.

OILDERSLEEVB

FOREIGN EXCHANGE.

S

CcNeCTIrA
THt

t.

-Tall- -

nernans
the
,
...!,,
UU HL
chief depressing factor in the wheat
unsor
late. tieveiopmui
market
might be
eating that a settlementmore
confireached led to a little
dence regarding the buying side.
Tnii, rtf imnnrfant nrnbable reduc
tion of winter acreage counted also
un i"
as a stimulating factor,
n. bet- i tfertfich
VLIICI i.OM
linn". ...wmb", hnnp of
to
be u- demand
proved
tcr export
lusory, and uanaaian
tinued to get the preference from
Europe. With advices, too, telling
of congestion of terminal facilities
ot
ri with scarcity
Kansas
storage room at Chicago,
City and Galveston, aecnnea down
mid-da- y
carried the market
temporarily to a new low price
record ror tne season,
""""s
k
l,nrt. nevertheless, rallied the
last.
market again at the
Improved snipping
give firmness to corn and thus

ing higher for' feeders; none sold
early.
Kansas Atv. Oct. 20. Cattle
Yearlings and a
Receipts 9,000.
few prime steers steady, other
slow, mostly 10c to ZSo
grades
lower, some off more. Top 1,
steers, $9.50; others early
sales, $4.409.25; stockers and
feeders steady to weak; otner
all
other
sales
$4.50fJ5.T5;
classes steady; common to mixed
cows, $3.2504.25: grass Heifers.,
$5.60 down; most cutters, $2.7DuHt
9 fln
pnnners laretW nrmin $2.25:
beef' bulls, $4.35; most bolognas.
$3,00 0)3.60; best veaicrs, js.ouw
10.00.
4.000.
Market
rtnvi T?Antnt
1 5c to
20c lower than
to
yesterday's average. to Best 180 and
weights
packers
.8u; ouik no 10
snippers,
weights, $7.657.75; prime.
kind, i.bu: duik mixed
loads, $7.35 & 7.65; bulk of sales,
$7.2507.76; packer sows generally
stock pigs steady;
$6.25(3)6.40:
best kind. $8.25.

By Gene Byrnes
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"I have no doubt your tuetli are
quite sharp, but I can't see very
well without putting on my glassThe bunny
es. Just a moment!"
started to put on his glasses, but,
all of a sudden, there was a splash
in a spring of water nearby. "Oh!"
cried Uncle Wiggily. "My glasses!
In the spring! Would you mind
spring and
putting your paw In the so
I could
lifting out my glasses
see your sharp teeth before you
nibbled me?" asked Undo Wiggily
of the bear.
"Yes, I'll get your glasses, but
don't drop them again," growled
tho boar. lie was very proud of
his sharp teeth and wanted the
bunny to see them. So the bear
reached one shaggy paw away
deep down in tho spring, and then,
all of n. sudden. Jack Frost blew
his cold breath over tho water of
the spring, freezing It solid and
holding the paw of ,tho bear fast
there. Just as though he had been strengthened.
nrtn,iu wern relatively null, but
caught in a trap.
"Oh! Oh! I can't get loose!" there were few exceptions in the
domestic and foreign divisions io
howled the Bushy Bear.
"Indeed. I know you can't and the higher trend ot prices, convert

.

ICIrS,

l'r-.-

New York, Oct. 20. Tho stock
market was firm to strong during
much of today's session. Developand . general
ments in . the
..
,. railroad
.i
industrial situation prompiuu
retirement of short contracts.
Bears became more cautious because of tho punishment meted out
to them in the sharp recoveries of
Pullman and American Sugar preferred on contradiction of unfounded rumors.
Intimations from well informed
sources that rato reductions on
foodstuffs and other commodities
probably would precede any cut in
railroad
wages indicated active
measures were being taken to avert
the threatened strike.
Trnnnnnrtntinns hetil their Grains
of tho last few days and In several
instances these were augmented by
the cheaper rails, a well as equipments, but steels reflected the poor
statement of the Republic Iron and
Steel company, those shares showing further depression.
Food shares were strongest of
the specialties, almost every issue
In that division being stimulated by
the improvement In sugars. Among
the less miscellaneous stocks, those
of department and chain stores
were In demand.
Aside from General Asphalt, the
strongest feature of tho final hour,
foreign oils showed no definite
occatrend, Mexican Petroleum
giving way to pressure.
sionally
continued
Domestic oils, however,
to harden on higher prices for
Sales, 425,000
crudo products.
shares.
No obstacles to the market s betterment were presented by money
or foreign exchange. Most of the
4
day's call loans were placed at as
exchange and
per cent3 on the cent
In the open
low as
per
their
market. British rates were atmovehighest for the current
ment nnd continental quotations
.

Mf
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Chicago, Oct. 20. Cattle ReMarket very slow,
ceipts 16,000.
all
tendency lower on practically
kinds bulls, uteady to weak. Few
bolognas as hlRh as $4.00; calves
best vealers to packers,
steady;
$11.60; best to outsiders, $12.00.
Market
Hogs Receipts 30.000.
steady to 15c lower than yesterToo
early, $8.20;
days average.
bulk lights and light butchers,
$7.85 Si S.10; bulk 270 to
bulk
smooth sows, $6.90 7,25;
nncWnl SOWS. $6.00 (f? 6.4 0
debulk
pigs active, mostly steady;
sirable, $8.00 8.25.
Fat
26,000.
Sheep Receipts
lambs steady to 25c higher. Sheep
lambs
firm.
Fat
feeder
steady;
lambs
native
early to packers,
no choice western
$7.75 0 8.00;
sold, few here; choice
300-pou-

Vteen-

New York, Oct. 20.

j

..

Vl

39c.

Keceipis
Eggs Market higher.
2,066 cases. Firsts, 45 48c; ordinary flrsta, 4042c; miscellaneous,
34 58 45c;
refrigerator extras,81 32
ffi'33c; refrigerator firsts,

ten-ao-

THE MARKETS
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'Here - look at'enxP he.
opened his mouth real wida
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PHILOLOGICAL PROFIT AND LOSS.
the road to normalcy we have lost barrage,
"You had better put some extra
Hut we have covers on the beds tonisht, Nurso
camouflage, terrain and meticulous.
found agenda.
Philadelphia North American.
June," called Uncle Wiggily to his
muskrut lady housekeeper one afternoon, as he started away from
THE FVm.FSS CHAIN.
Nothlne more Is likely to corns down in price his hollow stump bungalow to look
come
an adventure.
down
for
until rents come down: and rents won't
an!:ecl
Miss Fuzzy
until houses go up. Heave, ho! St. Louis Globe- "Why?"
Democrat.
Wuzzy.
$
"Because Jack Frcst in going to
call, I think," answered the bunnv
STItT, AN OI TCAST.
down
far gentleman.
The cost of livlnrr has not yet gone
"Oh! Then I had better get the
enough to permit the ultimate consumer to feel
floor. Washington Star. spare bed ready for him," went
that he is in on the rrround
?
on Nurse Jane.
You
No!
"No!
dnh't underHOOCH IN JAIL.
THEY DON'T
stand!"
headin
Sobers
laughed Uncle Wi'glly. "I
"Ordeal
Jail
Fatty." newspaper
could scarcely be ex- mean it is going to be n cold night
line. His stay behind
frosty, you know. We counfv
pected to make tho comedian lightsome and gay.
rabbits call the cold weather bv
Detroit Free Press.
the name 'Jack Fros t,' just for fun
that Ja
vou see. We
DAY Frost is a queerpretend
little fairy elf
F.DTTORTAL
Ills
with
who,
sliarp fingers, nip- the ponds and brooks, freezing
T
RANCE.
SECURITY FOR
them over with ice.
"Oh, I see!" spoke Nurse Jane.
York
ItW IlU'itn till)
Times.)
(From the New
Premier Briand's speech on the FreneJi attitude frost is going to pay us a visit,
toward disarming has been much applauied by his and thnt it will bo cold tonight."
"That's it," called back Uncle
It doubtless strengthens his governcountrymen.
ment. Rut it was obviously addressed to F.ngland Wlggily. as he bopped away with
and the United States as well ;is to France. It fore- his pink twinkling nose nnd his
shadowed positions which will unquestionably be glasses inside his coat pocket.
"I may want to get an evenina
taken by the French delegates to the Washington
conference next month. France, declared Briand, paper and read what the weather
is entirely ready to discuss cutting down of armies is going to be before I get back to
as well as of navies, but she must Bee her way. my hollow stump bungalow," said
know where she is going, and make sure that her; Uncle Wiggily to. himself as he
security Is not imperiled. She maintains her large hopped along with the new red,
army only to protect herself. What Is to take Its white and blue striped rheumatism
crutch he had gnawed for himself
place?
Thin question will be pointedly put by France out of a cornstalk.
Adventures seemed to be few
to the other conferring nations at Washington. She
Issued from the war with the one great demand that and far between that afternoon.
she be not exposed again to sudden and overwhelmPerhaps the animal folk knew
ing aggression by Germany. The Versailles treaty, that Jack Frost was coming and
was
supposed kept to their underground homes
with the accompanying agreements,
to give her adequate guarantees of safety. Hut so they would be warm.
"Well, it doesn't seem as if anythese have failed her. She gave up her long insistence on the Rhine frontier in return for a prom- thing were going to happen," Baid
ise that England and the United States would enter Uncle WiRgily to himself, as he
into a defensive alliance with her against any un- skipped along over the fields and
"No advenBut that treaty through the woods.
provoked assault by Germany.
never came into force. France is left to care for ture for me!"
But scarcely had he said that
With what grace can the very
her own safety.
countries that refused to guarantee her protection than he heard a rustling In the
now ask her to denude herself of her sole protection bushes. And whenever tho bunny
in the superior strength of her own army?
gentleman heard a rustling In tho
To this inquiry France will wish an answer at bushes something almost always
If our government is willing even happened.
Washington.
Uncle Wiggily peered around the
now to enter into the tripartite alliance with France,
she will be satisfied, and will cut down the military corner of a hickory nut tree, which
Or, If Johnnie nnd Billie Bushytail, the
expenditure which she Is anxious to reduce.entrance
the United States were to make a belated
squirrels, had climbed a few days
Into the league of nations, the French government before, and, though Mr. Longears
be
could
could see the. dried leaves on tho
of
France
would feel that the security
safeguarded by that means. But if America will do ground moving about, he could not
nothing, how can we expect France to do anything? catch sight of any one.
"It can't be a snake. They hnve
She will not consent to be put off anain with
crawled into their holes for the
parsnips buttered only by fine words. And wo may
time ago," murmured
be sure that she will listen a bit impatientlv an.1 winter some
.
'I'd better put on
sorrowfully to American protests that we should Mr. Tout-earsmv
,.,r,',rq fi ee who it is."
like very much to help her. wit mat unrortunaiciv
He took his glasses from his
we can have nothing to do with Europe.

ISlrfSJjSS- -
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in everything that lives.
But in "America first" there lies a danger which
have not sensed.
"REG'LAR FELLERS"
perhaps all who shout the slogan
Unless we are careful and keep our Individual and
,
'other
that
into
fall
we
may
national minds open
would
That
attitude which says "America only."'
our
b a, mistake worse than the other of making
common
the
of
those
to
secondary
Interests
own
WHAT
world. The first lose would be at its worst only
and the
physical. The second would be asspiritual worse as
much
effects upon ourselves would be
the spiritual is exalted above the purely animal. and
"America first" is an order for prudence
elective action. At its best it means that we must
not neglect ourselves to advance others, or to pull
no
them out of ditches where they perhaps have
bad
business to be. To neglect ourselves is Just as dissome say worse than to neglect the cry of
worst
tress and plea for rescue from others. At its
''America first" may come to mean a shutting up
of ourselves within ourselves, a closing of the door
between ourselves and the rest of the tuman family.a

13

riitmiro. Oct. 20. Bulls had
some advantage in the wheat mar- int mnt nf tnrtnv owinor more or
less to predictions which were current that a general railroad strike
Upturns,
would yet be averted.
however, were not well maintained.
same
at
thr
unsettled
closed
Prices
to o higher,
as yesterday's finish
SI. 04
11.A3&
tO
naftomhei.IV,
to $1.08. Corn
and May Jl.08
o ana oats ttu iu
c to
gained
Tm nrnvlcnni thA Ollt- i hi n
yz
"
lu 78
come varied from 25o decline to
5o advance.
diS- -

Verse.

CRISP PARAGRAPHS
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ly
36
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pro Id. but aureoles with blue
Or such dim purple as the moon exhales,
The wasted brambles and the wounded trees.

Now nrp untended wpvs made beautiful
lly cobweb flowers, the wlstfullest I know.
Rememberers of nil forgotten rtrsd
Wild asters in my country thpy are called.

36
36
lOjj
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To be nil

of a letter asking us
The Journal
state
why we do not attack a certain evil in this
which is costingi our citizens hundreds of dollars
each day. We agree with our correspondent as to
the evil. We wish its correction and had our plan
made for an attack upon it this fall.
We are deterred by certain libel suits now pending against us. We must wait to see whether the
courts will uphold the theory of the law which the
U
pending suits undertake to establish. The evil a
which our correspondent refers is undoubtedly
conspiracy against the people. Yet positive ih'at
difproof of such a conspiracy would be extremely
will
to
it
were
who
Those
parties
ficult to procure.
not talk. The rest of us were not there.
If auch individual In a group can sue us for libel
for discussing the evils dovcloued by tho group, it
will be necessary for us to sit silently by while the
be to
people are robbed. To do otherwise would
iitcide. The Journal would bo unable.
Mmm
financially, to defend the multiplicity of suits which
would come.
Bo the public must bo patient while we fight,
these matters one thing at time. We must settl
first the question of our freedom to discuss publlu
.When we have succeeded there wo will;
wrongs.
'
on.
go
The public Is as vitally concerned as the Journal
in what construction is to be put on the libel laws
in New Mexico.
is In receipt

CHICAGO PRODUCE.

2J4

Great Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
4 Hi
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
21
Kennecott Copper
SoJA
Mexican Petroleum
Miami Copper
18
Missouri Pacifio
E2
Montana Power
72
New York Central
74
Northern Pacific
. 35
Pennsylvania
.
13
Ray Consolidated Copper,. . 69
Reading
Republic Iron & Stee).... . 46
Sinclair Oil & Refining.... . 21
. 77
Southern Pacifio
. 19
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation .. . 72
.
Texas Company
. 64
Tobacco Products
.119
Union Pacific
. 78
United States Steel
. C2
Utah Copper
TRADE.
CHICAGO BOARD OF

definite facts upon which to base a judgment are
not at hands.
'
In the Important nations of the world there are
The Immediate disposition of the public will be
to support this bloc of the labor board which rep- 6,000,000 men under arms. And these do not Inresents It. Tangible evidence that it has a bias at clude the highwaymen.
variance with Its public duty, will be necessary before the people will desert it. What these men say
VERSE OF TODAY
la the right and necessary thing to be done, will
make a prima facia case against either the railroads or the employes. The burden will be on the
OCTOBER.
one defylrg their judgment or their orders.
offiThese are the days, too few, that I would hold,
To advise present support of this group of
Of birds thnt pause before they seek the south,
cials by public opinion Is the best we can offer a
of leaves that rustle not. but, dying, fall
perplexed people at this time.
In richer beauty than ever lived.
Of light thnt Is too merciful at last
WE MI ST WAIT.

Montreal,

.

01.

Paul....

Mil. & St.

Chlno Copper
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar

decide not to sell under those conditions and escape
that cent per bushel. He may conclude to use the
corn for fuel while, it lasts and save on his coal bill.
In either of the last two alternatives the railroads
will loso a considerable volume of profitable business and buyers of corn may find themselves short
of that feed or compelled to pay a relatively high
price In a short market while the bins and storage
places In the corn belt are bursting.
Investigators who are so far away from the cribs
in the corn belt that the wastage there cannot be
seen, possibly no do quite realize that the solution
of the corn belt farmer's problem Is the first practical step In freeing the country from the perplexities that have Invaded all fields. The problem la
purely economic and agriculture lies at the lowest
point In the structure. Until the tangle between
the farmer's low prices and the high prices all
around him Is unknotted, progress will be impeded.
Corn Is used as a mere llhistratlon of agrlcultura.
The gap between that and all other Industries is too
wide.
It must be closed. When that Is done Improvement will be automatic and much more rapid
than many suppose.

The
The railroad strike situation Is unchanged.
heads of the big rallrjad brotherhoods are In conference with the members of the tabor board.
What may come out of this meeting la unknown
at the hour of writing.
It should be remembered by our readers that
the labor board is an official body. It Is made up
There are avowed representaof three factors.
tives of the railroads, avowed representatives of tho
employes and the bloc representing tho public and
really acting as umpires.
The best efforts of the Journal to procure authoritative statements of the actual contentions of
each party have failed. Both Indulge In generali-

sales, Brazil demand,

ible rails again leading. Total
par value, $13,850,000.
Closing prices:
American Beet Sugar
American Can
American Smelting & Refg..
American Sumatra Tobacco..
American Tel. & Tel
Anaconda Copper
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
Bethlehem Steel "B"
Hnnerior
Rntto
California Petroleum
Canadian Pacific
Central Leather
Chesapeake & Ohio

"Amer-

When farmers In the corn belt get 31 cents for
their corn and the coi;t of transportation to market
Is 32 cents, what problem-solver- s
call a "situation"
has been created which calls for action from practical men. Tho farmer may sell his corn for 31
cents anl pay 32 cents to have it hauled, charging
the difference up to profit and loss. Or he may

VXDER THE CIRCTMSTAXCKS.

The public is left In the dark.

that It doesn't degenerate Into

ica only." To deny the claims of kinship strikes
at the foundation of our faith In thamore sublime
teachings of the world's grandest religious system.
That ethical guardianship might forbid even "America first," since we cannot In Justice claim to be
But If that is allowed
better than our brethren.
nothing can excuse the negligence which might lure
us into the selfish position of "America only." And
this is a step easily taken.
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OWNER HAS LEFT CITV.
This excellent home must sell
this w?k. Priced at $1,000 less
than it cost to build it three
years ago. Lot 100x142 feet, all
fenced, trees, shubbery, etc.
This house was built for a home,

r

.

all
nicely arranged, fireplace, fruit cellar, vapor
heating plant, located In garago,
also laundry tubs in garage. No
smoke or dust in house. This
must be seen to bo appreciated.
A dandy home for someone.
double-glasse-

i

mi

ANOTHER FIXE nOME.
Five .rooms, bath, new, hot air
furnace, nice basement; nicely
located In Fourth ward. Furnished or unfurnished. Good
terms. Owner must go to

GOOD BUT

Four rooms, modern: close In
In Fourth ward; good sized lot
Price is only $2,750,
make some terms.

.

and can

FOH RF.VT.
IllHhlnndi.
house,

Several

furnished
apartmont,
furnished
- Room apartment, with

3-

4-

$65.00

II

"h

$60. 0C

porch, furnished
Lowlands.
house, unfurnished, close In

apartment,
furnished
apartment,
furnished

$70.00
,$32.BC

WANTED
$8,000 op good first mortgage
Tell us what rou want we may
have it.

D.T. KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE.
,
Tonns and Insurance.
210 W. Gold.
rhone 807-- P
FOR SALE
fram cottage, S rooma,
bath, glassed porch on each aide, comrente for ISO a
pletely furnished;
month: Eaet Central.
16,000 Flvo-roocement block bungalow, modern, bult in feature!, fireplace,
furnace; Fourth ward.
16,300 Five-roowhite etucco bungalow,
modem, large rooms, hardwood floors,
fireplace, furnace, corner, fine location;
Fourth ward.
F me
good ranchea for aale. Houaea
an' lota In all parte of the city. Business property and business opportunities.
A. FLEISCHER, REALTOR.
- Ire Insurance,
Automobile Insurance,
y.
Date Glass, Burglary, Public
Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
Phone 674.
Ill South Fourth St.
Double

ASK US

One property consisting of
nished apartments; also
store. Total monthly income, $180
For quick sale. $7.000.00. Termf
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH
4 fur-

one-roo-

Thone 414

Realtors

120 S.

Fourth

About that home you long to
own, or may be it ia a vacant
lot. We have them in all sizes
and locations. Ltook here:
Highlands. $750, easy
furnished,
terms.
Lowlands, $4,250. Terms.
Six-roo-

BRICK $500 DOWN
trick, four rooms and
50x

sleeping porch. Modern. Lot
148 feet; garage, coal house, shade,
fine location. Going at $3,500. Step
lively.
J. P. GILL,

Real Estate.
Phone

US S. Second.

Shelley Realty Co.
218 W. Gold.
Phone 459J.

The Bed Arrow (all over the West) ren
ders sudden service on iluqbk musum
Work
to people who demand quality.
In before II a. m. mailed same day
Work In before 8 p. m. mailed noon next
day. Address work to
THE RED ARROW.
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerque
a representative id iujo
want
(We
territory.)

modern stucco house
twe
sleeping posg-built-i- n
porches,
well
hard
furnished,
features,
wood floors, hot air furnacr
heat, garage.
FOR SALE
Good ranch property, from ont
acre to 3,600 acres, with oi
without dairy or range stock,
n

J, L, Phillips,

REAL ESTATB,
Phono

110 S. Third.

For

$1050

S54--

PLAIN board and room for- - $10 week.
'
1930 South Second.
FOR RENT Sleeping porch with board
and mom, garage. 323 South High.
also sleeping
AND
ROOM
BOARD,
porch. 801 S, Edith. Phone 327-NICELY furnished room with board;
pttvate family; no elck. 1027 Forrester.
FOR RENT Room and board, 8 ptr
week. 72(1 South Edith, phone IHi-T
m with fill mil
C.nn,
f.lt,
venlences, and board. 611 South Broad-wa- y.
FOR RENT Rooma with sleeping porch
and boar. 602 South Arno, phone
1108--

FOR RENT Front room, five windows,
furnace heat, garage If desired. 1201
B. Central.
ana
o.iarfl, with
FOR RENT Room
board, 410
sleeping porch; flrst-elae- e
i
Central.
East
MlltAMONTES ON THE MESA
PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
pnone zuu-j- i
FOR RENT Sleeping porch and bedroom, adjoining bath, with board. Private NT heme. 1030 E. Central.
TOR-BENicely furnished room with
Ill West
board.
Lady preferred.
rult. Phone 1472-lor
location
Ideal
MESON'S RANCH
now
few reservations
healthseekers;
.
reliable, pnone tzas-jsteam
r,u ot'vT rn the
also room and
heated
apartment;
oard. 108 South Walter.

"nD.vn

Vlli!W

RANCH

ae- place to recuperate; modern
rnone
pommodatton.
OR RENT Front room, adjoining bath,
board If desired; gentleman preferred.
805 South High, phone 1679-FOR RENT Room with board In private family, for lady or gentle.nau.
205 South Walter, pnone iiai-- n
.. ,. ui..Kj'r u.inn, onri alpntnv DOrch.
with board for convalescents; gentlemen ENTonly; private home. Phonnjlij-rooms
furnished
FOR-RNicely
..
with steam neat ana nr.i-u.Arno.
South
110
pnnne
boar
e- FOR HEALTH6EEKERS Modern
i i.....
ulrh nurse service.
614-(113
flnld.
Wert
phone
Case de Oro,
.
nnmn In nrlvte. new
home to girl University student with

THE)

fini.

m''"

n.n.

pjrfi RENT Nice rnomawith sleeping
porches with board, for convalescents.
Reed. Ill South Broadway, phone
IM
'
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch
bath, hot and cold water, for ooup'eT ladles, with board. Ill North Syca-

Mrs.

mora

tLiy

DELIGHTFUL BLEEPING PORCH - and
bedroom, with board. In furnace-heated home; reasonaoie; mimv
rnone im-"- .
1420 East Sliver,
FOR RENT Extra large well furnlehed...
front room witn reasonaoie u.,..u.w.fe
man and
private family; prefer
or roommates; nice modern hime; Beet
location in town. 623 W. Copper. Phone
1436--

at
OVATIONS may now be had $20
furphey ftinatorlum. Bates:
ier week. Includes private room
bath
eplng porch, connected with
I ...let.
General nursing, medical
All
service.
, excellent meals, tray
ns have ateam heat, hot end -- oio
Ring water. Phone 49L Dr. Murphey.

'

--

I'
IJ

PERSONAL
VrflNGJBARgTPhon'e

14

sTj!

BEAUTY "SPECIALIST Phone 1421-BARBER work, at your homes; hair cut,
50c, shave. 26e. Phone 830T-VO V6U WANT TO LBARN SPANISH
No. I. Whiting
BEB J. C BSPINOSA,
Ph .n 4l
hi'tldlne
ALBERT MARTINEZ from the etate of
Porto Rico ha come to this part of
the country an account of his health.

FOR SALE

--

Lands.

FOk" SALE or will trarte t"r Aibuquer-qu- e
property. IVi acre garden apot In
Portales,-N- .
M.; fruit trees, I fine wells;
cement house, shade. Call
rood
031-E., At-- "
after I or on Saturday.
.
.
,
lant.

WANTED

A

.

DIECKMANN

REALTY

CO.

Realtors

309 W. Cold Ave.

Fcatum

BEsvicr.

$1200

Phone

70

CASH

BUYS

modern house, furnished or unfurnished; fireplace and Bleeping porch. NewInside and out
ly decorated
Balance
Close In.
monthly
A. C. STARES
Estate Insurance
vReal
319 W. Gold Ave,, Phone 168

Agenti

KMsnrc'lIlNU and plcotlng attaoh-mon- t,
worki oil any 'sewing machine,
Price 2.60 with full
liy nSJusted.
".ructions. Oem Novelt;' Co,, box 10 il
rpus Chrlatl, Texas.

BUYS

cottage anrj sleepinside;
water,
porch,
ing
electric lights, shingle roof,
full size lot; $50 cash, balance
$30 per month.
Inquire from
1 to 3, 1520
Bouth Elm.

FOR RENT
KWNT

Three-roo-

FOR SALE

Dwellings
huuee.

lunii&h-

-

ed. 130H South Walter, call In rear.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished
house
with garage. luqulre 406 West

FOR RENT
house, furuUlred;
piano Included. 1110 West Central,
phone 1741-FOR RENT Five-roorurnnn"Jhi.usr,
480 per month.- - 11.5
ISaet bllvtr,
16H8-phone
FOR RENT Ranch home, J15 per month.
831
North
Inquire mornings only,
Eighth, phone 1892-Three-rooFOR RENT
unfurnished
brick cottage. In rear; reasonable rent;
close In. Inquire 300 West Iron.
FOR RENT Two-roomodern furnished
bouse, sleeping porches; no children.
130.
Call at 70S East Santa Fe.
FOR RENT
By November 1,
modern home, beautifully furnished;
no sick or children.
(04 West Marble.
four-rooFOR RENT Modern
houee,
two
furnished;
large porches; highlands; will give long lease. Phone 1478-FOIt KENT Price reduced, clean and
nicely furnished four rooms and sunny
enclosed Bleeping porch. 212 8outh High
Full KENT Nice
cottage, 10,
West Haaeldlne, 1:6 per month. Broad
Bicycle Co., !!0 South Second, phone
FOR RENT October 28th, furnished
four-rouhouse, large sleeping porch.
Phone
garage;
University
Heights.

It.

132i--

FOR RENT Modern three, four, five
room houses and apartments;
Trae
furnished. W. H. McMIUlon, 204 West
Gold.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished new bun'leapgalow, very modern, glassed-i- n
ing porch; fin place for sick. Inquire
801 S. Edith.
FOR RENT Five-roohouse, close In,
strictly modern, double garage: ti children, 75 per month. Inquire 1222 West
Central, phone 1018-J- .
Hulf nt
PAD DPVT T
l,aal(h.a.1.T
new house; modern, unfurnished, two'
rooms and sleeping porch, light ana
water paid. 1415 South Edith, phone
288B--

cant lot 80x142, Highlands. Positively tha best location for medium rental cottages in the city
lots just
$750 cash.
outside the city north of Mountain Road, $300, $400, $500. $20
Cash, $10 a Month.
.
W. C. THAXTON,
705 W. Mountain Road,
1 to 6 p. m.
S to 9 a. m.
Phone 761--

New house furnished. In Highlands. Small cash payment, balance like rent. For Quick sale
address.
Owner, Cre Journal.

FOR RENT

Roomi

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room. 108
North Sixth.
FOR RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
VU South Edith.
FOR RENT Furnished room for lady.
40S Soath Ka'th.
flO per month.
1727
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
West Central, phone 1740-- J.
NT
FurnTsnefl

FOR-KE-

rooms.

211

South Walter, phone 1647-FOR RENT Front bed room, next to
bath. '.8 South Third.
FOR
RENT Three furnished rooms,
1011 North First
modern
FOR KENT
Front room suitable for two
gentlemen. 327 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Four furnished rooms for
60s South Walter.
housekeeping.
FOR RENT Bed room for one or two
ladles; lowlands. Phone 2007-FOR RENT One large room, furnished;
handy to hath. Phone 94, or 107.
. K.MHHEU
rooms; hot water heat; uo
414 West Silver.
sick; no children.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
housf keeping. Apply 617 West Silver.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
01 South
light housekeeping; no sick.
Fourth.
FOR RENT Neatly
room;
furnished
stesm hest; close In. 817 South Third.
FOR RENT Very desirable furnished
room, convenient to meals. 104 Bouth
,
Walter.
FOR RENT Attractive front ojiu,
bath; private entMam 401
South Edith, phone ltol-"'
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room,
modern home. Mrs. Fred Ham, 623
North Second.
FOH RENT Rooms, by the week; ttir-naheat. USft Wast Ellvor, "iliine

FOR RENT Four-rooclean, nicely
furnished bungalow; modern except (69.
heat; bed room of six windows; water FOR RENT Two nice, clean housekeeppaid; also apartment for rent. 525 South
ing rooms, well ventilated, close In.
Arno.
402 West Iron.
FOR RENT Modern four-roobungaFOR RENT Furnished rooms for light
low, furnished, large sleeping porch;
housekeeping; modern; also sleeping
best location In city tor sick, 31 tO;
porch. MS West Sliver.
1S60-J,
water psld; no children. Phone
FOR RENT Pleasant front bed room,
or .S85-suitable for two; no sick. 116 North
FOR RENT We have several houses
1670-;
and apartments to rent.
OWNERS, Eleventh, phone
list your properties with us. We can FOR RENT Furnished front room, modern, adjoining bath; furnace heat 617
rent them and ave you trouble. Gnber.
Short ft Oober. sse West Gold, phone Kit. West Slate, phone 2201-FOR RENT Housekeeping rooms and
"DRESSMAKING
sleeping porch, for two persons; no
,
HEMSTITCHING,
pleating. Williams' Mil- children. 110 South Walnut.
1073-200
FOR
REfT- - Well ventilated front room,
South
linery,
flroadwsy, ph.
furnace heat, convenient to meals; no
DRESSMAKING
Ladlea' tailoring; evening dresses, beading and embroidering. sick. 106 Sou'h Arno.
ROOMS
Phone 1826-IMPERIAL,
Nice, clean rooms;
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
DRKSS MAKING
Ladles' Tailoring and
li west cen'rai,
Mrs.
Manville, 120 Theater.
Embroidering.
FOR RENT-Moder- n
North Second.
aleaplng room,
bath; ateam heat. Averill
ana
acoordlon. sloe
PLEATING,
box;
N. Crane,
mall orders.
t!5 North apartments, t08t4 North Second.
8eventh; Orane Apartments, phone 814.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well venbed room; suitable for one or
NEW, ORIGlNAU BLOUSES,
negligees, tw-tilated
gentlemen, 414 South Third.
made to order. New fast lace dyes;
stencilling. 1801 E. Silver. Phone S81J. FOR RENT Two targe, airy front rooms,
well furnished, on car Una: no objec
WANTED Dressmaking, by day, or at
my home; children's sewing a spe- tion to children. 702 North Third, phone
cialty. Mrs. Baker,' 600 N, Sesond. Ph.
11S0-FOR KENT Two well furnished rooma
for housekeeping;
ft sleeping porch,
FANCY DRESSMAKING, enbroldery and
Mrs. electric lights and res, 410 East Central.
Call
bead work a specialty.
Vi
rooms for Ilghk
117
5,
Furnlahed
RENT
FOR
Dodge Hotel,
Perry, apartment
North First phone oo-- J
housekeeping; bath connections; water
ana lignta rurnianeq. iiu weet ig-- u.
FOR SALE Furniture
till) UPMT Wm, KaHrni.m: tirlvat 1trance; adjoining bath; to employed
of twelve-looI'OK SALE Furniture
Seventh.
house; will sell by piece or all to one man; no sick. 81 South
and
108
South
tor
rent
ELGIN
HOTEL Sleeping rooma
party; house la
'
hmii.bunlu aaWmntA. bV th OS V
Edith.
Central.
9JH West
FOR SALE Chiffoniers, dressers, kitch- week or month.
en chairs, roll-to- p
desk, sideboard. FOR RENT Larae front room, with
sectional bookoase,
Giant auto tires,
table board; rates for two; one-ha- lf
217
rockers; everything In good used furni- block south of postofflie.
Bouth
ture. S25 South First,
Fourth.
FOR SALE Four dressers, It to 120; FOR RENT To
In good
gentleman
two 11x14 ruga, 120 and 130; 4x7 Navfurnlahed front
health and
ajo, $12.60; three rockers, 13 to Mi nsw room. South employed;
distance
abort
a
Edith,
'
china cabinet- $1; stand table, $2.60; from
Central, Phone 1461-commode, 12.60; 6f and fJad, $4.60; Sin-gmachine, $10; clothes chest or hope
CARPENTERING
box, 15; bed steads, $4 up; bed springs, II
all cotton matand up; new forty-poun- d
THBJ ODD JOB MAN.
FORD
PETTI
coal
heaters,
oil
$3;
heater.
tress, $4.75;
Any kind of Work, phone llHt-- J
is no ti lit: small cook atove, 110; also
paint- Odd
ls
table, $5.50; WANTED
coal range; drop-lea- f
. . --.
. Jobsi.oarpenterlng.
Bkn.. UKd.n
new tent uz.bo; many
tnvti.
loxu- same
log ana root rcymmia.
Hllver.
West
ia
other- articles.
OK
ROOF PAINTING;
FOR HOUSE
flret-clee- e
reasonable prices.
workt
,
TYPEWRffERS
Brown. 1020 South Brnsdwa
George
BUILDING or having your
'oViwiu I a,Kb aii mak-- s ovniwui.u
BEFORE)
our figure
and repaired Ribbons for every mahousa repaired, call 84-chine.
Albcioueraue Typewriter ' Ex may interest you; no Jon toe large or too
,
122
South Fourth,. small.
'
change, phone (o.j.

f

NEW

DOUBLE HOUSE

Three rooms and porch on each
side, close In and On a valuable
lot. Priced to sell. Why not make
your home pay for itself?
APARTMENT HOUSE
We pan offer easy terms on this
brick apartment
large modern
house. Its we if built and in
splendid condition. Let us show it
to you. You are bound to be In
terested..

Inc

1

I

1

II-

211

NEW

BRICK

HOME

Five rooms, strictly modorn,
feahardwood floors, built-i- n
tures, furnace, garage, in Luna
district, for only $5,260. Good
terms. Hurry if ou want It
WANTED MONEY
To loan, $2,000, $2,500. Can
place at once.
R,

McClughan, Realtor,

204 W. Gold,

y

Thone

442-J.-

"

HOME BOARDING HOUSE
904 South Third.
Near Shops.

Opens Monday, Oct, 24.
Best Table in Town.

'

FOR RENT

Rooms

FOR Uii.Nf Nice front ront ISO bouth
Walter.
FOR RENT (lood two-rooapartment,
furnished. 415 North Second.
FOR RENT Two rooms and ,ath; furnished. 414 South Arno.
FOR RENT One nice front room, 505
West Fruit
Phone 1472-FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch,
adjoining bath; use of piano; no sick.
710 E Central.
REFINED young woman will share cosy
home with congenial girl; references
exchanged. Phone 1478-W- .
FOR RENT Room and glassed-i- n
sleeping porch; gentleman only. 224 South
Waitpr St. Phone 2272-.WOODWORTH
furnished, nice
Newly
clesn rooms and houeekeepln aperi
113
or
month.
week
ments, by day,
Bouth Third.
FOR RENT Nice large room, eteam
heat, hot and cold water; young lady
only. New brick house. 1717 East Gold.
Phone Silia-W- .
With small
room
FOR RENT Large
room adjoining, bath, large screened
aleeping porch, private entrance; suitable for two gentlemen. Phone Mrs. A.
B Hall. 724 Eet Gold, phone 2272-FOR KENT Ideal room, north, east and
southeast sleeping
aouth expoeures;
porch; private home; best residence district; gentleman preferred; positively no
sick. Call 070.

TOR

RENT

Apartment

FURNISHED

HOUSE

Three rooms, bath, porch, lights,
lot, one block
garage,
from car line. Owner gone. Immediate possession.
Price, complete, $2,100.00, half cash.
J. A. HAMMOND
824 East Silver

REXL HOME"
fea
Seven rooms, bath, built-i- n
tures, large front and back porchJ, D, KELEHER
etc.
Fourth
In
the
es,
garage,
Realtor.
rimno 410. ward. $4,500. Easy terms.
West Gold.
& WORSHAM,
MrDOXAM
Real Instate and Insurance
900-108 S. Third.

SOME FINE RANCHES
Phono
22 aores,
house, fruit
5 rooms furnished, glassed In porch trees,
everything to run a ranch,
large front porch, fireplace, lawn, H4 miles from city at a bargain'.
etc. Good location
and priced 15 acres 5 miles from city, good
right with terms,
house, cheap.
H. P. GILMORB
W, H. McMIT,LION
442-214 W. Gold
Phone
206 West Gold

with 8
Interest will build or buy
you a home. Call at our office
for further Information.
Ill South Fourth Phone 836-- J
WESTERN AGENCT
AMERICAN HOME BUILDERS

$500
For

FOR SALE
modern bungalow, $5,250
brick, 2 porches. ,$4,760
frame, large lot.. $2, 950
frame, furnished. .$3,500
FOR RENT
- Rni. modern, furnished $65.00
porch, furnished .. $35.00
- Rm. furnace, etc.
.$60.00
ROLMX E. GUTIIRrDGK.
314 W. (iold.
Phono 1023.

room house, lights, water, rurnace.
cement basement, garage, coal and
wood house. $500 cash and $60 per
month. Now vacant. Inquire

FOR

Houmi

house, 12x20, 17.
FOR SALE One-rooApply 812 West Silver
brick house, on
FOR SALE
North Edith. Phone 2401-R- 1
FOR SALE Modern rurnlshed bungalow.
garage; corner lot. Owner. 1124 south
Welter.
FOR SALE In Albright addition, fltty- foot lot and small frame house, I860.
Inquire at 1700 West Mountain roaa.
two-roofurnished'
FOR 6ALEr-Ne- w
house, IbOO; 1100 cash, rest like rent;
also best resident lot In city, 73x150:
Phone 1814-frame
FOH. SALE
By, owner, five-roo.
.
l,.ln krtnlin.in
j
waid
Third
and
trees;
lawn
china closet,
Plume isoa-FOR SALE By owner, new houee, 100- -s;
roox corner 101; enaae teeee, vuuun-Ingideal for coi.s. chickens, rabbits;
terms. l00 South Elm.
modern stucco
FOR BALE Five-roohouse, screened-l- n
sleeping porch, back
and front porchea, bath, lights and gag-Bowner, Jjjl South Arno.
FOR SALE Near car line and school,
four-roohouse, bath and aleeplng
porch, garage. Phone 1308-nodem stucco
FOR SALE Five-rooporches, garasi-- ;
house, two large
1216 West
owner,
terms If desired. By
New York avenue.
modern frame
FOR BALE Four-roohouse, unfurnished, at 612 West Copper. Inquire 211 South Edith, between
and 7 evenings, 8undays before one.
FOR BALE A atrlctly modern home on
East Silver avenue; owner willing to
sacrifice. Reasonable cssh payment, bal-anlike rent. Franklin A Co.
modern fur- FOR'SALE New four-roo,
.
... c,,., v, nAllnr.
, SAOO
'
nieueu cuiiato, nn
paymenta.
down and. ...monthly ,....
. J. A.
w
t.
Hammonq, gj mast ouvci.
FOR SALE New extra well built five
room bungalow; hardwood rioors. cumin features; basement, lawn, garage, furterms. Phone
nished or unfurnished;

.....

apartFOR RENT "'urnlshea two-rooment; steam heat. Imperial Hotel.
FOR RENT Furnished heated apartU70-- J.
ment, closeln: 238 North Fifth.
house,
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, three FOR SALE By owner, four-roorooms, porch and bath, 631 8.
in highlands; walla of poured conlot,
. full
screened
two
porches,
crete;
good terms;
excep' furnc;
FOR RENT Two modern apartments. modert Phone"
1454-J- .
410
unfurnished, 125 and 127.50. Apply
modern houee In
North Sixth.
tit OWNER, hard wood
floora, fireFonrth ward,
and four-rooFOR RENT Two-rooacreened
porchea. three
apartments; rtrage If desired. 1104 place, largebed rooms with
extra large
light airy
North Second.
fronts east on large lot with
apartment; closets,trees,
FOR RENT Unfurnished
In excellent
eto.s
everything
lawn,
two rooms nd sleeping porch. 208 eondltlon; term
desired. Phone
If
.
North Walnut.
1877-- J.
email
one
FOR RENT One large and
SALE A real bungalow, price and
furnished
modern
apartment 215 FOR
hard wood
place worth Investigating; window
North Seventh.
seat,
buffet,
floors, fire plaoa, built-ifor
n
ooms
feature of an
FOR RENT Two rurnisned
linen closst; avsry
rear
and
front
light housekeeping; adults; no sick Ideal kitchen;
large
. .i
nha. extra number
TJ4 South Second.
out
three
large
lot;
three of windows; large
FOR RENT Modern apartment,
.- rooms and bath. Averill Apartments,
buildings; suitable ior uu.,,.
1918-.- 1
v
Phone
terms.
axe; can arrange
208U, . N. Second.
F5r" RENT Two large rooms, kitchen-ett- a
606
n
glasaed-land
sleeping porch.
West Iron, phone 1!8-J- j
Wanted Carpuiitai work. Job or dayPhone lojs-FOR RENT One small and one larger
Job carpenter work. 601
apartment; ateam heated. 1216 West WANTED Odd
Romn.
Kasi urann, Inquire Apartment 6.
Furnished
apartments; WANTED Washing ana Ironing; reaaon-abl- e
FOR RENT
three rooms with batn. Aiouquerque
prices. Phone 9H-rvin
Hotel.
21H North Second.
POLISHED and set up.
FOR RENT One room and sleeping
Bedding Co., pnone in.
housecall
porch, nicely furnished for light
IF YOU WANT anything hauled,
keeping. Apply 820 South Broadwsy.
Mitchell Transfer, phone 3055-- J.
tlnt-In- g
and a
A three-rooFOR RENT
FOR PAINTING, paper hanging,
furnished
apartment, modern,
and furniture reflnlshlng call 664.
to South First Inquire Hotel Savoy
WANTED
Washing and ironing to take
office.
305 Kasi Joai, ynune
home.
FOR RENT Two rooms, bat'.i and large WANTED Your
2409-Rgarbage. Phone
glassed sleeping porch, for housekeepor write C. W. Hunter, general delivery.
1004
ing; two private antranoes.
WANTED Will Py cash for golf clubs
and bag. Address "Dub," care Jour
three small
FOIt RENT Furnished,
housekeeping rooms with kitchenette; nal.
kinds. Scavengerlng
ground floor; 625 per month; no children. HAULING of all 73a
East Iron, pnone
and trgnaferlng.
41J West Lead.
FOR RENT Two modern housekeeping
to
loan
jr. 'i'-1-'1- "
apartments, one with sleeping porch; WANTEL Money 51.000 to
real estate, from
near high school; no sick. Phone litO-J- ,
l,00. W.
204
West
'1jU.
90S N. Aran.
H. McMllHon,
Jood-slse- d
cedar
cheat; must
FOR RENT One small light housekeep. "TOANTn)
v..v
bed
be reasonable; state sue
Ing apartment, or well furnished
roo:a with board; also garage. 1010 For Addresa J. A. v
v
ot
ib-iCUTTING
metals;
WELDING AND
rester, pnnne
alio welder supplies and carbide for
apartment, bath,
FOR RENT Two-roohall and porches, front and back en- aale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc.. phone 1'47-modern
size second hand doors
trances, completely furnished,
WANTED Good
..
with gas. 1005 Forrester, phone 1379-Mnt be In good con- n-- .t
Phone
nrlccs for cash.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment of two Aiin.
- rooma and kitchenette;
prlvata front 1JS
avauaoie MAX BAKC1AIN STORB. at ill South
entrance; thoroughly
clean;
October 22; desirable neighborhood and
rtrtt. will p.? the
clothing, shoes and
close In; to two adulta only: positively your sseond-hao- d
no sick.
Brick bungalow, corner Gold furniture, Phone
'
and Arno.
rl'u cleaners
MATTRESSES renovated, 11.64 and 00.
FOR SALE Live.tock
furniture repaired and packed. Errln
471.
FORSALE Airedale puppies, cheap. Bedding Co.. phone
it is
Call at 60S B. Pacific.
Better' nkodak
mm nald nn mall
.... ..- -finishing
FOR SALE Two tresn milk cows. 1421
West
1IV
order, The Barnum Studio.
South Broadway.
George Blake.
Central. Albuquerque. N. 14.
cow.
New
BALE
FOR
Fresh
Jersey
Careful Kodak finishing
Zealand buck md bred doea, $2 each. WANTED
. ,
m.
Remember, aatla- T17 South Arno.
faction guaranteed. Send your finishing
two
FOR SALE At 815 North Flrat,
.
to a ranaoia, eeiiiew
d
Holateln
heifers; on A Hanna.
Master rhot.rsl.era.
Guernsey cow and two Jersey cows,
'
cheap. Call 642-SEWING MACHINES
sow end ten
FOR SALE Duroo-Jerse- y
hosts, cheap; also two Chester Whit
cleaned; parts and euppitee ror an
gilts and young boar, unrelated; pediH
C,
Call 3t0-JShady makes; all work guaranteed.
grees furnished.
-or- e-tad,
JSook Ranch.
phone lt J.. 411 V. Copper.

WArECicclt'eu,

"""

..Im

SALE

Miscellaneous

Coral Hot Blast sue. CO)
FOR8ALE
East Grand.
suit BALE Water motoi. inquire at
Morning Journal office.
FOR SALE 5x7 plate camera and out-fl- t.
Inquire 412 E. Silver.
11
reed baby carriage,
FOR SALE
813 souin waiter.
ctiffflp.
DENVEIt l'OtJT delivered 1 your door,
S5n ner month.
Phone 1949-barrels, new.
FOR SALE Thirty-gallo- n
Southwestern Junk' Co.
I5.G0 each.
FOR SNOW WHITE CLOTHES and uo
spots try the Mansano Company Bluing.
FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 70o per
dosen, at Ely a Poultry larue, tn uouin
Eighth, phone 11.
6
and
FOR SALE Used traotors,
Hardware Depart
with gang plows.
ment J. Korber A Co.
n
FOR SALE Wayne gasoline nurcp,
Brx
tank.
atr ke;
57S, city.
eausage and
Hojne-mad- e
FOR SALE
fresh country pork, delivered to your
Phone 331&-FOIt A XMAS TRESelNT, for shopping
and travelling needs, a handy bag la
a dandy hag. Phone 827-before the seaaon
BUY YOUR OUN
opene; fifty shotguns and rifles to
select from, lie west hoiq.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurized milk. There
Is only one piece to obtain It. Albuquerque Dairy Association. Phone 851.
FOR SALE Freeh buttermilk and
Mian fresh milk In gallon
rn"n
swayne a uairy
lota,
FOR BALE Grapes, white and black, by
ine ton or iisii ion.
ut,.i, ..."
25tlr of October. L. Alary, Sandoval, N.

),,

,.io

m.

FOIt SALE A few selected Navajo rugs
and Uermantown puiow ujps mnivi
from reservation: good designs', bargains.
100& East Central, phone 1419-Wool Polo
All
FOR SALE ladles'
Cloth Coat, slse 8; new, never worn;
value 155. for U7.50. 1115 North Fifth
pnone J761-..
FOR SALE Another shipment of Inr-.-i
rues 117 North Mul
1730-- J,
North
Elm,
S!l
and
berry, phone
phone SI
FOR BALE Two good heating stoves;
also kitchen and center tables, rocKer
and refrigerator; reasonable. 1004 worm
a. m.
Second, call after
Heel and arch cushions
SOFT SPOTS
omi
insteps, cures sn
. prevent ft,fallen
.
. f.AMthOr
irouuir. . n'Ur.wrtam V.- Vmttmf
rnnm
Co.. 408 west central,
vnn ttAT.ir. WU rasin. 125 feet ZK
60
I..1,., 'n. an feet eu. inch. (40:Inch
feet 13 Inch atove pipe casing. $6;
.
brasa lined irrigation cynnoer,
P. Johnston, T29 South Arno.
iKnrraTna ROOF PAINT
GOOD for all kinds of roofs, 11 psr gal
lon.
Tha ajansano
'
Trv a built up
isr.innt nhnn. 1S34-roof, will last as long ss tha building.

HELP WANTED
Man for
WANTED
blacksmith
City Electrlo Car Barns.
First-class
WANTED
carpenter.

work.
Room

First National Bank building.
Mm to dig ditch for water
main. Call from 1 to I, 1520 South

10,

WANTED
Elm.
START

. WILSON,

Attorney.
and 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-- J.
PHY8ICIAM4
AM)
Hit. 8. L. ULBTUN,
Diseases of tn Btemscku
Suite. 9. Burnett Building.
Ho.ras II,

(K,

17

8. C. CLAUKK,

yni

Potition

ond,

WASTED A competent girl for general
housework. Apply mornings at 115 t.
Seventh.
Girl for general housework,
WANTED
to stay nights. Mrs. Roy McD.ma.id,
108 N. Eighth.
Girl for general housework;
WANTED
four to five hours each day. Apply
80s East Iron.
WANTED Good elderly voman to assist with housework. Call at 414 Hut
Santa Fe
WANTED
American
girl for general
housework; good home for right party.
call Ills weet ventral, n m i
WANTED
American girl for houiework
and cooking, for family of twj; University Heights; good hours; good wages.
Phone 19S5-WANTED
rpanish girl, vho nae been
to high school, for several ho'irs ench
week in evening. 50 cents yer hour A
Abney, care Journal.
EARN BOARD
Room and 110 month
while attending achool; catalogue free.
Mackay Business College, 90eii Bouth
Main, Los Angeles.

Male and Ferfiale.
Call in person.
WANTED Solicitors.
Hanna'a, 405 West Central.
WANTED A good cook, colored preferred. Address Box 321, car

"'

WANTED Housework. Apply 1S0S &
Walter.
WANTED Stenograph to and
clerical
work. Call U84-WANTED Situation by first class
cook: half-dayPhone 2173-WANTED Janitor vr house cleaning
work, floor waxing,
J, W. Lowe,
phone 17!-M- .
TOU.NG MAN, age 50, deslrea work aa
or cashier; will
bookkeeper, typist
work reasonable. Phone 1590-WE AUDIT CHECK., OPEN. CLUSE and
ZANU.
WILLIAMS
keep books.
room I Mellnl building. Phone 701-I WANT one more office to clean; my
service Is the best. Ask Judge Field,
or Slmms A Botts. Call Bert. 1'hona
697--

W'ANTT) To take
of I irnaces, ox,
rfrlgrator plant: twenty yrirs' experience: bet of references. Address J.
H
care Journal.
W A NT ED
Post tlon by licensed statlon-ar- y
engineer; can do millwright work In
connection. Address Frank 1L Beyar, 710
East Iron. Albuquerque.
BOOKKEEPERS Will teach you profit
and loss and working balance aheet as-u-sed
by Certified Public Accountants,
for twenty dollars. Reply by mail. 807
Houth Edith.
roiJNO LADY
typist and shorthand
writer, just finished course In Albuquerque Business college, wishes portion in office: salary no object. Addrese
M. F care Journal.
WANTED
Middle
aged Danish lady;
amiable, absolutely trustworthy; neat,
good cook. American or Danish dishes:
desires employment part time, or would
care for small children or convalescent.
Only Caucasians answer; references. "Ex
car Morning Journal.
pectant."

FOR SALE

I

Real Estate

FOR SALE
et
Twenty-fiv- e
foot lot.
deep, between Second and Third
on Lead avenue, 31.600.
Frank Trotter.
FOR SALE At a real bargain, fourteen-ac- r
ranch, on Rio Grands boulevard,
two miles out. for I3.7FO. If sold within
the next few days; worth $4,000. See A.
Montoys. 2:0 North High, city Owner.

SMALL

city.
FOR SALE Ford touring car, 1918; good
tires and good running order, $300, S12
,
West Silver.
FOR (SAL,
Some extra goo
used oars.
terms.
Mcintosh
Auto Co,
easy
Weat Central.
FOR SALE 1921 Hudson sport modal,
worth 12.300,
will sell for $1,850.
Pbont 400-SALE
Chalmers car. A- -l condiFOR
tion; will sell on terms or trad for
small car. Call 1300 South High, phone

SALE Two-stor- y
brick 'rooming
house and residence oomblned, on large
near business section; room for a
business building; a bargain at 14.800;
part terms. J. A. Hammond, l!4 Eaat

TRADE For oar, a
FOR SALE
1300 Period style
phonograph at.d
forty-fiv- e
records;
only had It two
hsve "good reasnq for selling.
month
l.
Address 3. T
FOR 8ALE Two Bulck light sixes, 1911
models, ITS0 and 1850; Ford truck,
Ford truck, worm drive.
$200; one-to- n
tour3400; Ford speedster. 3200; Dodg
1430.
car.
lit West Gold.
ing
WE WANT your used, burned, wrecked
car. Highest prices paid. He have parts
for most every car wheels, springs, magnetos, electrical parts and aomg rral bar.
gains In slightly used tires, all sizes
Viaduct Garaje. 600 South n'econd.

FOR SALE Squabs ana fancy pigeons.
tD02 South High. ,
FOR SALE Nice fat
pullets, 80a to
11.35 each. 810 South Brosdway,
FOR SALE Barred Rock frys, nice hens
and ducks,
North Second, phone

2301--

OR

CARDS

l.O.NK STAB AITO LINK
BUSINESS
WANTED Must Le
Th
colored cars, Engle, Elebona fide money-makin- g
proposition, phant orange
Butt Dam and Hot Springe, N.
that can atsnd Investigation.
Address M. Meet
all
trains at Engle. leavlrj
"Business," 124 North Mulberry, phone Hot
1473-Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 3:30 p. m.
Oldest Dara drivers, best Dam cars on
WANTED
To buy estab.lshed fire lneur-an- c th Dam line.
We drive our own cars.
agency in Albuquerque, El Paso rr
Write for ressrvatlons at our expense,
southern California,
Address Fir InHEFFERNAN BROS.. Props.
oar. surance, 210 North High, Albuquerque,
Hot Springs, N. M.
Co.. N. M.

or light
Feili toAl.K Ford roadster,
truck, 1175. 907 West Mountain road.
FOR SALE Ford touring car and Ford
truck. Inquire 710 North Thirteenth.
WANTED TO BUY Late model Ford
roadster or truck with starter. Phone
K-..Sulci, touring
Bond-Dillo- n
eondltloa

PEAK,

CHIROPICTORS

FuK SA1.R Garage, best location in
town. Phone I7.
Mohair top dressing: Plymouth Cottage FOR SALE Grocery alore; good lncat'tn,
automobiles:
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for
cheap rent: doing good business. AnSatisfaction swer If. c, H jars Journa.
Homestead Floor Paint.
assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leather Co, FOR SALE On "of the beat business
401 Weat Central
baa I0S7-propertle In Albuquerqu. tit South
First street. Inqulr at Savoy Hotel

853--

h;

Eye, Ear, Noau and Throat.
Barnett Building.
Phone 131.
Office. Hours
13
a.
to
I
In I p, m.
f
m., and
Angeles.
WANTED
K. MARGARET
Steward, man capable of
tAKTWKIGHI,
taking complete charge of kitchen. Office Grant Bldg.. Room 1. Phone (7!
Residence 1121 jiait Central,
Addresa Box Sill, care Journal.
Phone ill.
ANTED
Good
out of
blacksmltn,
town position Apply stating experience,
'cstnfflco box 638, Albuquerque
DR. ALFRED
THEIIN,
Dentist.
Man with car to sell and deWANTED
Thone 2.
South Third.
116i,
liver our merchandlae In Albuquerque
Dental
and surrounding territory; bond and re. Open Evening.
ference required; liberal pommlaslon; in
capital needed; exprience unnecessady.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M, D.
Grand Union Tea company, 112 Weat
Fourth atreet. Pueblo, Colo.
Practlco Limited to
female
GEMTO ITIilN 1Y
DISEASES,
WANTED
Experienced collar girl. Ex AMI DISEASES OF THE SKIV
celsior Laundry,
Wnsserman Laboratory In Connection.
Thone 880.
WANTED
cook.
Apply Citizens Hank llldtt.
Experienced
Mrs. Weinman, 708 Weet Copper.
WANTED Girl to wash dishes and do
housework. (11 South Broadway.
Chlrosiiacter.
Maid for general housework.
WANTED
II and 20 Armljo Building.
Apply mornings, 801 North Fourth,
WANTED Kitchen matron. Apply Har- - 11. H. F.NGK, D. '..
Phono Connection.
wood Girls' School, 40S N. Fourteenth.
Chiropractor.
J.
S3 snd
201 West Ceotee.1.
Ulrl for general housework.
WANTED
2
Sec
North
Apply Mrs. Fred Ham.
WANTED

USB VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks.

EALK

J,

Young men'a Christian
Association Auto Repair School, Los

BUSINESS CHANCElf8

first-cla-

FOR SALE

NOW.

"..

'

610.

A few choice lots In University
Heights, at a bargain.

JOHN

WANTED Experienced
teacher
for
rural schoo'. Southwestern Educational Exchange.
GIRLS AND BOYS Enter the Denver
Poat oontest. You will be paid for
your work and In addition have a chance
to win a nice prize.
Apply 32; W.
Silver.
HELP WANTED W want on or two
men or women to write fire and auto
Insurance; atandard, old line companies;
of
share
hundred
Flva
City
SALE
FOR
none
producera can be useL,jUober,
Electrlo Railway, below par. Dr. R. Short but
A Oober. 22 Woat Quid.
L. Bust, N. T. Armljo building.

AUTOMOBILES.

Phone

AITOUMils.

Male.

SALE
FOR
Tnresnir.g machine, IIS
P. O. Box 412. City,
B
MIL- -.
BEST IN TOWN
TRY DUDDY
Phone ill-K4- .

FOR

rent.

PROFESSIONAL

628 South Walter Street.

for

houses

p'ay-me-

7-

sale, almost new modern four- -

(Incorporated)
R. It. WOOTON. President

FOR SALE

CASH

furnished

We insure anything insurable.
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
Jjots Nice Level Lots Lots.
Why are so many buying them?
Because: They are restricted.
Because: There is no healthier
place to live.
Because: The mountain scenery
changes every hour of the
day.
Because: It's a savings account
and investment.
Becauso: The reasons are numberless.
Go see the beautiful city an
note Its growth Then pick your
lot. Only $10 cash and $10 pci
month.
Have you seen the plans we have
to build you that brick bungalow for $3,776 on the easy
plan?
Quit paying rent today. Decide
to own your own home.
Several furnished houses t
Second and Gold.

6-

$25 Down and $25 Monthly

,

two-foo-

For

witb Board

Rent-Room- s

InT'L

A HOME

Four rooms, bath, two porches,
lights, water, sewer. pne block
from Central avenue; and car
line, near grocery store; good
Place is furneighborhood.
nished, $750 cash and $55 per
month.
Immediate possession.
See us

Sweet Potatoes, cheap In case
in every way
lots. First-clas- s
324 North Third street.
PHONE 881.

,

A. L, Martin Co,, Realtors,
Real Estate, Tire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156.

$3800,00

Notary Public

Five-roo- m

glassed-i- n
screened-l-

ar

m

Real Estate, Insurance Loans

FOR SALE

160 Foot
railroad frontage
north end, $1,600. Terms. Va--

double brick, fine lot
with shade and lawn, double
garage. A 20 Investment. You
will have to hurry if you get
this one.
Six-roo-

Furnished
Stucco Bungalow

Four-Roo-

723-- J.

OPPORTUNITIES

STEP LIVELY SNAP

A

Five-roo-

FOR SALE

1921

I

BEAT THIS BARGAIN

A dandy

14.000

HOURS LATER

t

rent.

II

$45.00

- room

$30.00

& CO,

F

REALTORS.

SIR tHE'i
BEEN OOT RlOlN
ALU AFTERNOON.'

HAM SUPPOSE
THE. VOMAN
UPfcTAlRb.

nn

MEDICINE

George McManut
LEVERETT-ZAP-

PAROON "blR
THER l A gut
COMPUAINT AliOUT

biNiN-WIL-

DRIVE ME
CY-J-

By

-

THAT WONlMN"b

GOOD COMFORTABLE
HOME .
Five rooms, modern. Including
feaheat; fireplace; built-i- n
furnished;
tures; completely
large front porch; back porch;
east front. This house is located in a good location In the
Highlands and can be bought
on very good terms.

1981 by the International News Berries).
uagiaterea u s. parent utile.

FOH

TIME CARDS

lot

Sliver.

FOR SALE OR TRADE
grocery, olean stock, nlc
fli'tites. fin
location: also dwelling.
Will eu.irl.lar
u.
cattla or something in or around
Pollard Brothers, Swottwater,
Texaa.

FOR SALE

1816--

Poultry-Eg- g

tit

J.

FOft SALE Rhode Island Red chickens
and Bro ise turkeya. 615 West Roma,
phone 2004-FOR SALE Bucks, does and frying rabbits; hens and trying chickens. 710
West r.ead
FOtl SALE Fourteen
Black Minorca
1110 South
hens.
Phone 1917-Broad,
-

"WESTBOUND
Dally.
Arrlv. Depart,
Tha Scout.... 7:30 pnv 1:30 pm
3 Calif. L!mltd,l(i:30 am 11:00 am
7 Fargo
Faat. .10:30 am 11:20 am
I Th Navajo. .12:35 am 1:00 am
SOUTHBOUND.
Na 89 El Paao Exp
10:10 pm
11:30 am
No, 87 El Paso Exp
EASTBOUND.
No. J Th
3:10 pm 3:40 pm
Navajo..
No. 4 Calif. Limited. COO pm e:40 pm
s. F. Eight.. 7:35 am
No.
:10 am
No. 10 T he Scout.... 7:20 am 7:30 am
FROM SOUTH.
No. IS From El Paso :3S pm
No. 30 From El Paao 7:00 am
No. 30 ovnnects at Eelen with No. ?!
for Clovla, Peoog Valley, Kani.- - City ni
O--

Trains

ay.

..

No.
No.
No.
No.

'.'

1

C"aaL

No. t connects at Belen with Nov ft
from Clovla and points east and eo.:ta

.

CARFI!

IS FIN
FRESH CRACKERS and

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
BOHEfi H. WARD
15 Marble

ROBERT JONES

.........

Coal and Sooth Walter
Phone
676

Arena

Phones

The Highest Grade Macaroni

Egg Noodle) Spaghetti and
other Macaroni Product

PflSJIilflE TODAY

LET'S GO

AIR COOLED.

HARRY GARSON Presents

CLARA

KIMBALL

In Her Cnptivnting

New Fhotodrnma

FROM

"STRAIGHT

YOUNG

PARIS"

From the Brilliant Story By Sara Cowan, Author of "Hush,"
"Why Change Your Wife" and Other Cinema Successes.

Also a Sunshine Comedy "THREE GOOD PALS"
ADMISSION"

MATINEE Adults
NIGHT Adults

25c;

...,35c;

LOCAL ITEMS
Phone 4 and 5
Coal Supply C
Allen E. Bruce, assistant general
agent for the Pacific Mutual Life
Insurance company, will leave today for an overland trip of several
weeks about the state.
V. J. Lewyj of the U. S. Indian
Irrigation service, has gme on a
survey trip to, Leupp, Ariz.
Adah chapter No. 5, Order of
Eastern Star, will meet at 8 o'clock
tonight at the Masonic Temple,
There will be an initiation.
Pay Poll Tax at H gh School.
There are undelivered telegrams
at the Western Union for Clifford
A. Greenman, John Long Drew, U
A. Bryson and M. O. Brock.
Special communi ltlon of Tem-pl- o
Lodge number 6, A. F. and A.
M., will be held this afternoon at
the Masonic Temple at 1:30 o'clock
for the purpose of conducting funeral services for Fred M. Kimball.
The money which was taken In
-'
by the Y. M. C. A. during the showir.3 of the motion pictures of Albuquerque at the Y, has been used to
picture
purchase a portable motion
machine, for use by the association.
The machine is of late model, and
can bo easily and conveniently carried about. It weighs about twenty-five
pounds.
Four dollars, full wagon loao
factory, wood; limited 91. amount
Hahn Coal Co. Phone
Berthold Spitz was confirmed by
the senate as postmaster yesterday,
word received here
according to Mr.
Spitz from Senayesterday by
tor Bursum.
enGuy E. Laver's, structural
Phelps-Dodg- e
Mining
gineer for thewill
leave today on a
corporation,
business trip to El Paso, Douglus,
Bisbee and Los Angeles.
P. E. Magee, of Tulsa, Okla.,
passed through the city yesterday
on the California Limited on his
way to the Pacific coast. He Is a
brother of Carl C. Magee, editor of
the Morning Journal.
Katy Zellhofer, the maiden name
of Mrs. Jacob Scoflek, was restored
to her In a court divorce decree of
v
October 5.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Harris
Summers, 611 West New York avenue Thursday, a daughter.
' ' Marriage licenses were Issue!
yesterday to Daniel Garcia and
"
Lazava Sanchez, both of Albuquerque, to Andrew Apodaca of Albu-querque and Beatriz Sanchez of
V

Children..

10c

Children

15o

Navajo Rugs
AT REDUCED PRICES
Big Shipment Just
Received from
Reservation

ROTHMAN'S
Music and Jewelry Store
Phone 0I7.J
II" S. First St.

City electrlo trackless street cars
come under the state motor vehicle license law and need to display
license tags, according to the
of Judgo W. W. McClellan
yosterday afternoon, when1 the case
of the City Electric company was
brought up for trial. Georgo Ros
lington, president of the company,
acted as his own attorney and did
not indicate to the court whether or
not he would appeal from its de
eision.
Mr. Roslington admitted that his
company had been running three
cars. Judge McClellan imposed a
fine of S10 each, the minimum
amount, explaining that since there
had been some misunderstanding as
to the application of the law, he did
not feel that cumulative penalties
should be enforced.
Thn state was represented bv
District Attorney E. B. Garcia's
office, with T. J. Maury appearing.
Mr. Roslington, in his statement.
went Into the history of street car
systems and urged that his franchise protected him from the payment of other taxes.
The state took the position that
any franchise from city or county
was not valid if it conflicted with
the state law and that a license was
therefore necessary.

11

1

1

A

AT
TOD

conAn Interesting
program,
sisting of vocal selections by Miss
Barbara Walt nnd an address by
the Rev. A. M. Mandalarl, has
been arranged for the regular
weekly assembly at the University
this morning.
Miss Wait is well known as an
opera singer, having been connected with the Chicago Grand Opera
company for some time. She will
sing two ot her best selections at
the assembly this morning.
Father Mandalari's address, on
the subject of "Idealism" will be a
formal address, it being planned by
Dr. Hill to offer one or two formal
addresses within the year.
The
assemblies,
university
which are held at 11 o'clock every
Friday morning are open to the
Is
and no admission
public
charged.

fill WIVES
MIX

Unl-vtsl- ty

mar-rine-

Grade Jonathans, box.....
.$4.25
Fancy Jonathans, box
Extra Fancy Jonathans, box
$4.50
Stark's Delicious, box. .
$4.75
We sell these Fancy Apples in any quanity
from
..10c to 14c lb.
These Apples are all good kepers. We advise you
.to buy now as the Apple Market is advancing.
C

Fancy White Colorado Potatoes
100 lbs. Potatoes
35 lbs. Potatoes
16 lbs. Potatoes
8 lbs. Potatoes

...$2.75
.$1.00

50c
25c

See Our Apples and Potatoes Before You Buy
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $8.00 Delivered FREE
Twenty-si- x
years of high quality and low prices.

WILLY-WILL- Y
205 South First Street

A. Skinner

Because It's Rich and Mellow
Via

Season
The meeting at the Chamber of
Commerce last night of the committee on Armistice day preparations was adjourned with no business transacted on account of a
lack of sufficient members to make
worth while. It was agreed to meet
Monday afternoon at 5 o'clock, instead. The members present at
the meeting last night were Mrs.
Gano, Mrs. Westlake, Mrs. Meach-aof the Woman's club; Lcmbke
and Ross of the Rotary clubi
Johnson representing the painters
organizations; John Milne of tho
schools; Silver, of the building
trades; H. H. Stone of the carpenters' organizations; S. N. Elliott,
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars:
acted as
WV J. Shamphan, who
chairman, and T. Ortiz of the
county committee.
Plans for the parade on ArmisMiss Katherine Mackay.
tice day order that the first float
will represent a aove of peace, surMiss Katherine Mackay, daughrounded by twenty girls, In Reel
ter of Clarence Mackay, head of the Cross uniforms.
A woman reprePostal Telegraph Company, was senting Justice will bo on the float.
amonj? the well known society folk This will be followed by the G. A.
on board a recent liner from EuR., Veterans of Forelgns of Wars,
lerope. Society, which flocked to Disabled soldiers, American
Europe during the warm months, is gion, Spanish War Veterans, Womnow returning to take un its win- an's Relief corps, T. M. C. A.,
K. of C, Salvation Army, and
ter round of activities at home.
A float
Jewish Welfare league.
and his sons,
bearing the
will
follow.
and
REVIEWED
chained
guarded,
BOYS' WORK
will b3
Next In the procession
OF
LUNCHEON
NOON
AT
floats representing the different
countries that took part In the war,
DUKE CITY ROTARIANS The
labor organizations,
.county
A1. and city schools, fraternal bodies,
I ..
11
...1,1 a n
club
will
Woman's
have
the
and
buquerque Hotary club were re part in the parade.
viewed in pan H wie iuuuuu
the organization
yesterday noon.
rTln .Vin H leontlnt, nf T.nltin Mfi- - BILLY TROUT, INDIANA
Rae, chairman of the "Big Brother"
WRESTLER, CHALLENGES
the Kotariann on the activities of LOCAL
LIGHTWEIGHTS
their "little Dromers.
Billy Trout, wrestler of Kokomo,
speakers being C. . M. Botts, Nye Indiana,
was in the city yesterday
Martin, uiiniun j, ahuouu
seeking a match with local wrestH. C. Donaldson.
exissued a challenge to any
He
lers.
Glen O. Ream, Boy Scout
He left
of 133 pounds.
ecutive, reviewed the activities of wrestler
nicht for El l'aso, where he
the scouts during the past six last
be at the Paso del Norte hotel
months, . dealing chiefly wjlh the will
next two weeks In an ef
th. mimmfir recreation for the
to find a match there.
camp built by the Rotarians.T. Mc- fort
Trout was crowned the lignt- Captain W. C. Reid, J.
weltrht
were
champion wrestler of the
Gladding
James
and
Laughlin
see world after a match In Kokomo
appointed as a committee to
when he defeated
what might be done toward inter-.di- n on September of23,Oklahoma
City, actho chamber of commerce Jack Fisher,
to
the Kokomo Daily Dis- and other organizations In the ap- cording
natch.
previously held un
pointment of a highway commis- disputed Fisher
cluim to the lightweight
sioner from this district.
oss aim title for the last three years.
Charlos LembKe,
Lester Cooper were named as a
SHOP
Armistice
f ITT ELECTRIC213 B1IOE
mittee tn aid in the
Smith Second.
rhone 807-day celebration.
FrM Call and Delivery.
The board or aireciora
iVi
olpctinn nf ReV. F. K
McGuire as an honorary member.
KAT AT
was
unanimously taken
This action
by the club.
Announcement was mane mm.
niiAwn.n .i.nrvnm vL'nuld be held
next week. Nye Martin, Charles
Open from 7 a. ni. to 8 p. ni.
White and Artnur rrager win u
Corner Fount anil vt nirat.
it in charge, un jovem.ui u, be
faculty of he university will
me jiuiuuuu.
the. guests ic.,,.11
Viourli. nf- the- LOS
A. tl l.uiiin,-.-,
Alamos ranch school, who was
oi nw
present as the guest
r.ii. n.,noii riMociiHsed briefly
the purposes and method of worn
of that institution.

BARBARA

Coll

Chocolate cream coffee
Sell

Skinners

ether Macaroni Product

MEATS
GROCERIES
FRUITS
VEGETABLES

glllr

North First Street.
Phone 190
Phone Ts Yonf Order We
Will do the Rest.
201

CHOCOLATE

CREAM COFFEE
v

Sold at this Store.
We Sell

A hondlcan nolf tournament for
tho employes of the State National
bank will start at the Country club
tomorrow, tho award for the winner being a loving cup which has
been offered by tho directors.
will take place Saturday of next week, and tho finals
the following Sunday. Handicaps
have been announced as follows:
Guido Gloml, 86; Fred White, 92;
Roy McDonald, 78; E. Naranjo,
86;' Joe McCanna, "S; John Tierney,
86; Tony Otero, 88; II. H. Ilerken-hof- f,
Semi-fina-

v

For Sale or Trade
For city residence property 40- acro farm with three-roohouse,
barn, poultry houses, water plant
'
and other
OWNER 729 SOUTH ARNO

DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
fobblnd promptly attended to
Cement work and floor sanding
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.

Post-offic-

Phono

903--

122 S.

J.

4th

St

Your Trunk Banlcd lor

25 Cents

ALBUQUERQUE WINDOW
CLEANING COMPANY
Windows cleaned and floors
scrubbed stores, offices and
houses cleaned. Reasonable rates
First Class Work
P. O. Box 101. Call American I
Grocery, Phohe 252.
A. GRAN ON K

a.

curios

Let Us Send a Man
To replace that hrofcen window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

Jewelry, Gems, Luces.
Trading Post,
FOR SALE.
brick, sun parlor,
screened back porch, garage
corner lot, 1301 East Ceu'ra)
avenue. Furnished or
Five-roo-

IIlpipUT'l
STAGE

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

Leaves Albuquerque. . 7:45 am
Arrives in Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
4:80 pm
Leaves Santa Fe
Arrives In Albuquerque 7:80 pm

Phone

Inspector. Santa Fe R'y.

600

TAXI
SINGER
Office
agar Store,
210

APARTMENTS

DON'T

aix-roo- m

,.

Exploration Pictures

"THE

KILLERS"

LIOH

PRICES

REGULAR

- mm

i

"'

,

Singer
West

Central

i

n

"",L""""

FinreTrin.

Bfrn.

H

Atlas Wall

Buys an All Wool Stilt or
Overcoat, tailored to your In-

dividual measure,

Lime, Cement
Building Brick
Fire Clay,
Mortar Color,
Sewer Pipe,
Roofing,

A SAVING OF
$10 TO $20

Plaster.

Because yon are buying direct
from manufacturer, saving the

TODAY AND TOMORROW

I

A Feast of Mystery,, Suspense and Action
A Tale of Buried Treasure

"THE SECRET OF THE HILLS"
A story that will hold attention with intense
dramatic action. Picturesque scenic backgrounds
and an unique story of adventure J

UP A FLIGHT

to

tlO.OO

"Torches Double Triissnph"
Two-Pa-

"Torchy" Comedy

rt

REGULAR

PRICES

GALLUP COAL
'

The universal fuel, will burn
anywhere. Little ash and no clinkers.
A coal full of satisfaction and comfort.
!

',

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.
PHONES

4

5

,

Trucks Bring Comfort to Your Home.

Let Onr

SAVE
(20.00

For Two Weeks Only
"

Gas House Coke.

For Comfort, Convenience and Economy Use

CERRILLOS EGG
FACTORY WOOD
First Como Not Only First Served, But Best Served
Order Today.

HAHN

ATTRACTION

ADDED

-

'

TO 11. P. M.)

retailer's profits.
Over Woolworth's Store

.
Cor. N. First and Marble Ave
1253--

GALLUP
Cerrillos Lump

COAL

;

...

We will clean your 9x12

rugs for

............... .

Imperial Cleaners

COMPANY

PHONE 01.

EACH
Phono

118

and 449.

'

GUARANTEED COAL
FOR

SALE

BY

OWNER

Four desirable lots, S. E. Corner 7th and Roma.

m

Price $2,000.00.
'

I

CLOTHES SHOP

P. O. Sorenson Co.
Telephone

1

fl

$16.50 & $23.50
Fancy Mante?
Brick.
Fire Brick,
Hearth Tile,
Flue Lining,

FROM

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE

THE UP STAIRS

124 South Arno.

FORGET

six-roo- m

'

A Romance of Two Hemispheres
ADDED ATTRACTION

A

For rent, two rooms and kitchenette, bath adjoining, private
entrance,
thoroughly clean.
Close In. Two adults only. No
sick.

Buuamg

LUMP-ANTHRA- CITE

.

W feWllifc

I"J"

i

Paramount-Vandenberg- h

Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

National Gas Maker. No More
Coal, Wood or Gas. Generates
Gas from Kerosene OH.
Agents Wanted. 109 W. Centra)

T

III)

A white refugee caught in a fascinating net of
intrigue amid all the color and mystery and
splendor of Oriental settings.
A picture to stir one's blood to appeal to one'
love of the beautiful and unusual.

J.

Albuquerque

Free Demonstration

ISMI

.JIIMW.I

HMassMaBMSsaaasBC

Board,

We Are on the Job

itl.

IN

Brasfield, the Watch Man

FOGG, The Jeweler We Carry in Stock
Expert Watch. Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
e.
work guaranteed. Opposite

tfejpj;

Alice Brady
Dawn of the East

loin the club. When you bring in
two watches at one time I fix
one free of charge. This offer
Is for two weeks only. American
Swiss and English makes.
Phone 017-117 8. First St.

VANN

Rossiter - McConnell

1.

I

ADVENTURE, INTRIGU- E-

LOVE,

Keo a bargain.
SIORROW AUTO CO.
313 West Silver

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL. OFFICE

Watch

Turkish, Sulphur and Medicated.
Shampooing and Scalp Specialist
Graduate Nurse and Masseuse
MRS. TERRY DEAMER, Prop
508 H West Central.

mi

PDAWtl OF

Two-to- n

Palmna urn rnffllpRteil if nlaH
orders for shelled plnon nuts well
.OUR
In nflvanee in oruer m ne promptly
served. Fannie S. Spitz, 323 North WATCH REPAIRING
Tenth St. Tel. 802. Mall orders
Must Meet the Rigid Requirements
given careful attention.
of tho Santa l'e Time Service
Department.

BATHS

.

SKINNERS

Truck for Sale

ls

86.

vw

the highest grade Macaroni,
Spaghetti, Egg Noodles and
ether Macaroni Products.

BRACY'S

MARTINEZ
Miss Estefanlta
Martinez, 28, died yesterday after
noon at her residence on North
Fourth street. She Is survived by
her parents and one sister. The
body was taken to Crollot's funeral
parlors, pending funeral
For a limited time only we will
clean your watch for $1.60.
Expert workmanship guaranteed.
most
Sailors, the
superstitious
Wiseman's . Watch Shop
class of men, refuse to sot sail on
215 South Second
a Friday, if possible, and many a
wreck has been ascribed to the fact
that tho ship was launched on the
FOR SALI5 UV OWNER
sixth day of the week.
Just finished
modern,
brick snd new
158 Taxi & Baggage 158 press
modorn except heat. Both In
modHlghlunc's. Also
We deliver any size any em
house on West. Gold, just
Call
at
completing.
where. Henry Transfer Co., 821
W. Silver. .I'huno 1II49.M

Phone 939.

Oysters

CAFETERIA

Call

GONZALES The
funeral of
David Gonzales, who died last Tues
day morning, was held yesterday
morning rrom the family residence.
The body was taken to Sandoval
for burial accompanied
by Mrs.
David Gonzales. Crollott was 1n
charge.

BARRACUDA

.,l.j

STATE NATIONAL MEN
TO HOLD J30LF. MATCH

H

f

'

hurt.

DEATHS AND FUNERALS

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

CODFISH
HALIBUT
CATFISH

1 1".

Prm.)

Wyoming, Ontario, Oct. 20.
Four masked bandits robbed the
bank of Toronto here today of a
sum estimated at $14,000 and escaped after a running gun fight.
H. Lambert, manager of the
bank, was held up In his office by
one of the quartet, while another,
asking for 5 In change, drew a
revolver on the teller. The other
two held up the woman bookkeeper, and three customers. The bank
staff was compelled to lie on the
one robber went
floor while
and
through the cash drawers
The
safe.
manager, his assistants
were then
and the customers
locked in the bank vault.
Itonald Brown, a Junior clerk.
gave the alarm. After collecting
the bank's available cash, the robbers sped away in an automobile.
As they did so, several
citizens,
summoned by Brown, fired and
the fire was returned. No one was

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Fresh Fish

-

five-roo-

The Highest Crade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

PTHEATRE

The First of the

Roslington, Who Handles
Own Case, Does Not Indicate to Court Whether
or Not He Will Appeal.

T 00

$3.10
$4.00

Fresh Lobsters

PREPARATIONS!

Sa:i Jose, and to Irl. It. Baker of
Dallas, Tex., and Annia Catherine
Nelson of Kansas City.
Mrs. Alejandro A. Sandoval and
daughter, Mis. Lea S. Baca, have
arrived from their summer residence and are spending a few days
S
OS
here on business.
Joseph B. Ward lias filed suit
for divorce from Nancy Ward
claiming desertion.
They were
married In San Diego, Calif., in
April, 1920.
A. J. Council of Buckman, N.
M., director of the Los Alamos
ranch school. Is a guest of his
A peculiar situation growing out
of the annulment of a iormer marbrother, Walter M. Conneil.
riage is revealed in the answer of
Stella May Henley to a suit brought
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
by her husband, William Henley,
for the annulment of their marDOINGS
riage.
Henley filed a petition In district
E. Clyde Morgan reports having court
a few days ago arklng for the
drawn the plans and built for the annulment
of his marriage with
owners, twolve bungalows on
Stella May Henley on the grounds
Heights since the first of that she Was married to one Louis
tho year, and now has seven un- - Ketchum at the time of her maraer course or construction. He ts riage with Henley.
also building a model Spanish
In the answer filed yesterday
type bungalow ror hir. reir on Mrs. Henley admits that she and
Brown avenue that will cost In the Ketchum went through the marof 110,000
when riage ceremony as alleged by Henneighborhood
completed.
ley, but states she later found that
At the rate the lots are now sell- Ketchum had another wife living,
e
ing In the heights, the entire addi- and on this ground had her
tion will be sold out within anothwith him annulled.
er year.
The answer asks the court's conmarriage with
Mrs. Harriet M. ' Knoor pur- firmation of her
chased two lots facing on Dart- Henley.
mouth avenue In the higher restricted district this week and Is FOUR MASKED BANDITS
now planning some splendid buildROB BANK OF $14,000
ing Improvements.

box......

DA!

FOtK ARMISTICE

U

OF LICENSE

(By The Anaoclated

Fancy Belleflowers,

HOME-COMIN-

E

.

APPLES

JOINS PARADE OF

INCLUDE PARADE

LAC

GALORE

CAKES

J.

October 21, 1921.
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O. A. BURTNER, Pomona,

Cal.

-

Gallup

Sugar ite

Swastika

Brilliant

Direct from the cars or from
'
weatherproof bins.

NEW STATE COAL CO.
'

Phone 35

:

Our Coal Makes Good, or We Do.

.
V

